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LOAN TODAi Combined Effort On the Part
of Farmers to Reduce the
Laborers' Wages Has
Federal Reserve Bank Will
Created an Uproar

$50,000,000
MORGAN AND COMPANY
ACTING AS AGENTS

Britain's Debt of About Four
and a Haf Bi ion Dollars
Has Been the Center of
Discussion
New York, Oct. 15. The British
government will make the first
payment of interest on her American war loans to the United States
government tomorrow when checks
and treasury certificates totaling
will be paid to the
$50,000,000
federal reserve bank here for the
of
general account of the treasurer
the United States by J. ofP. Mrf.n
& Co.. acting aa agents
government.
y
The British war loans of appror-matel-of
four and a halt billion the
dollars has been for some timo
center of discussion regarding the
payment to this country by her
war allies of loans of more than
eleven billions of dollars.
A British commission with power to negotiate terms for the payexment of the British loans is dissoon to
pected to arrive here
cuss the situation with
-

(by the

ZONE

The English
papers are saying that Brigadier
General Sir Henry Thornton, who
is leaving the Great Eastern railway to take charge of the Canadian
one
great
system, registered
achievement in England in that he
organized the most efficient system for handling an enormous sub.
traffic under
urban passenger
steam that passes In and out of any
depot in the world.
It was planned when General
Thornton came to London in 1914
from the United States, whAe ho
was general manager of the Long
Island railroad, New York, that the

06'

JTUa

suburban traffic
would be clcctritied, but the war
and its consequent financial strain
upon the railroads rendered that

Under the terms of the Mudania
armistice eastern Thrace will lie
turned over to tho Turks within
thirty days. This territory was
taken away from the Turks in the

territorial settlements made after
the war and has been sought by
the Turks ever since. The allies,
however, will pass upon the number of Turkish soldiery allowed In
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CLAIM 2 FRENCH

BEING DEVOURED FLIERS

ALIH

FLIES

IN

SNUG

THE

DURATION FLIGHT

Sanitary Conditions in Smy- Aerial Federation Asserts
rna Are Unspeakable;
the Mark Set by Bossou-troBodies of Animals and
and Drouchin Is a
Record
Humans Found in Streets
World's
New
ut

ed

Pits-burg- h,

's

INlilD

Port of Spain, Trinidad, Oct. 15
(by the Associated Press.) Lieu
tenant Hinton, piloting the sea
plane Sampalo Correia.II, landed
here at 2:30 this afternoon from
Fort Do France. He experienced
the worst weather , of his long
flight.
will leave tomorrow
Hinton
morning for Georgetown, British
Guiana.

WEATHER
TlAnvi

?tla
TLTnIpn- Ilnf 1
fnnrinV fall orratnt Yinealhlv licrfit
local showers east and extreme
nortn portions. Tuesday, unset
tied; not much change In tempera
tnr- H

Arizona:

mir,

mue-cnang-

e

Monday and Tuesday,

in temperature

Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
holire ended at
p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university)
Highest temperature
Lowest temperature
.46
21
;
Range
Mean
56
6
.......
85
a.
m.
at
Humidity
30
Humidity at 6 p. m.

.,..67

Precipitation

Wind velocity
l lvection of wind
Character of day ,
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,

,

.
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;...08

.South
Partly cloudy
.
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LIFE IN PRISON
Wash.,

ll"-

-

nirn. members
legion, were here tonight for the
fourth annual convention wnicn
beclns tomorrow.
which Is
It is a convention
much
scheduled to accomplish
business, and shape policies for
tho future course of the loginn.
legion
jvar's American
convention In Kansas City, with
Karl
Admiral
Foch.
Marshall
Peatty, of Kngrnvd, General Diaz,
General
of Italy, and
Jacques, of
guests
Belgium, as distinguished
of pages nr
was a combination
and reunion on a gigantic scale.
What tho legion's future policy
will be on adjusted compensation,
what, if any, criticism will be
made of the Washington administration because of President Harding's veto of the bonus measure,
Diswere outstanding questions.
cussion of tho progress made In
work
the
the
for
disabled,
caring
of the United States veterans'
bureau, tho part played by Brigadier General C. K. Sawvar, the
president's personat physician in
with
connection
hospitalization
also were scheduled for sharp dis
cussion.
Committee meetings went for
ward today, with completion of
the reports of commissions np
legion to deal
pointed by the
rchnblhti-tiowith Americanization,
legislation
hospitalization,
and similar topics having to do
with veteran welfare work.

peninsula, has been set. as has that
The
of tho Galllpoli
peninsula.
map indicates the approximate line
of both zones. Other terms of the
armistice relate to evacuation of
eastern Thrace,

n,

Athens, Oct. 15 (by tho AssociatLe Bourgct, France. Oct. 15 (by
Press.) Turkey's sV,'gestion tho Associated Press) The French
that the Near East peace confer aviators, Lieutenant Bossoutrout
ence be lield at Smyrna should, be and M. Drouhin, who ascended In
at 6:13 Saturrejected once for all by the pow- a Goliath
an attempt to beat
ers if they have any consideration day morning in duration
flight reAmerican
for the health of their delegates, in the
made at San Diego, Calif.,
cently
tho opinion of American relief by Lieutenants John A, MacReady
workers, some of' whom have ar- and Oakley Kelly, landed at 4:27
rived in Athens from Smyrna, with this afternoon, having14 remained
minutes
the air 34 hours.
strange skin maladies requiring in
and 32 seconds.
medical treatment. They report that,
They thus failed to equal the
sanitary conditions in Stnyfna are record of MacReady and Kelly,
unspeakable; the bodies of horses which was 36 hours, 16 minutes
and other animals and some of the and 30 seconds.
Smyrna residents who were killed
The French Aerial Federation
in the disaster are still found in considers the mark set by Bossouthe streets.
trout and Drouhin an official
Harry Ellsworljh Boyde of
world's record, contending that the
internaof
editor
the
Pa.,
American flight was conducted untional committee of the Y. M. C. A. der such conditions
as will not be
in Turkey, urrived here yesterday
bv the international fedaccepted
to
700
after escorting
refugees
eration, of which trie United States
'Mitylcne aboard the United States Is a member.
shipping bourd steamer Casey. He
Pori-cto I,nnd.
is a member of the committee orbeen to America and
"I have
ganized by Roar Admiral Mark L. half way back again," Lieutenant
Bristol and has been workiiljr in Bossoutrout
said. The aviators
with A. K. Jen- were forced to land through lack
close
nings, of tho 1". M. C. A. In his of gasoline, of which they had
relief efforts.
4,200 litr 3 when they startMr. Boyde said to the Associated taken
ed. When Informed that his perPress correspondent today:
formance did not break
"The 700 refugees
rejust taken
Enssoutiout
from Mitylcne were the last to be marked: flight,
taken out of Smyrna. Their con"I don't see how he could do It
These peo- with
dition was terrifying.
the gas he is reported to
ple were actually being devoured have aboard."
alive by flies. It Is so throughout
The Goliath traveled 3,200 miles,
Smyrna, for the flies, thriving on according
the instruments,
the decomposed matter lying about, which were tosealed
before the dehave multiplied by millions.
within 600
remained
and
"No girls between the ages of parture,
to 1.000 feet altitude for the first
15 and 25 were found in our band
the gasoline
of refugees; they had been taken twelve hours. When
load lightened it ascended to 5,000
by the Turks.
throughremained
there
feet
and
"Captain Clover of the Coecy, by out Sunday.
strategy, saved the lives of 70
At midnight, after being in the
young Greeks, former army offi- air for
eighteen hours, Drouhin
cers. He was sauntering throi'Jh
complained of cvanrps, owing to
the streets of Smyrna when lie cold
took
Bossoutrout
coffee.
found the Greeks under arrest and
remaining at tho helm
began to berate them for having command,
seven hours. He was then alabandoned his ship, threatening to for
aroused
and
most exhausted
beat them unless' they returned in- Drouhin
the camp bed within,
stantly. The Turks were much saying: from
is plenty of gas
amused, and, foreseeing dire pun- left; shall"There
we land? I am finishment for the Greeks
at the ished."
hands of the American,
allowed
Enginn Gave Out First,
them to reach tho steamer. CapAt this time they were within
tain Glover hid them in the hold
of Le Bourget. but Drouhin
until tho vessel reached Mltylene." sight
revived at the thought of landing.
Womau Mnd With Hunger
endurance proved superPhysical
Mr. Boyde told how an aged wodevices, as the
man refugee, mad with hunger, ior to mechanical
out before the pilots,
seized his wrist as he was waiting engine gave
was a sorry
Bossoutrout
E
OF
on the quay imploring hjm to res- although
eight as he i.llghted, with
cue her. In her frenzy ho acci- looking
bloodshot eyes and puffed face
dentally lacerated Lis a.tm and, from the extreme
cold, while
A viohe believed, infected him.
Drouhin staggered from the fusewas
lent eruption
caused, which lage, where he Jiad been attemptspread to his forehead.
to repair the.left motor. This
This skin eruption is aipeai ng ing
motor died about 4 o'clock, and
in Athens among foreign' s wli
the plane continued its flight with
L' konly the right motor for twenty- Paul Staren Hangs Himself come In contact with refugl
is also developing among the
who seven minutes
longer.
in His Cell at Walla Wal- - meet refugee
Th Indiworkers.
cations are that immediate, effecla,
by
if BRIGHT LIGHTS TO BE
tive organization is necessary
Sheets to Make a Rope inserious pestilence is to be avoided
USED AS A SOURCE OF
Greece,
'
REVENUEJN BERLIN
Walla Walla, Wash., Oct. 1.6.
Paul Staren, convicted o murder u.
in the first degree and sentenced
Berlin. Oct. 15. Berlin's bright
OFFERING OF BONDS
to execution at the state penitenlights aro to bo used as a source of
his
revenue to provide money to tide
tiary on November 10, ended was
IS OVERSUBSCRIBED the city's poor
over the winter. Aslife In his cell last night, It
learned today. ' His body was
sistance for the homes where only
found, still warm, by a night guard.
Washington, Oct. 15. The treas- candles and oil lamps are burned
Sheeti had been used to form a ury's new offering of 1500,000.000 will come from the users of eleccome
when
bonds has tricity and gas.
rope and death had
of 414 per cent
Staren had stepped off his bed to been oversubscribed approximately
The prices of these two comit was announced modities are to be raised suffihang himself.
$.1,000,000,000,
Staren had been depressed for today by Secretary Mellon. Books ciently to provide a fund of
some days, but prison officials hud for cash offering closed at noon
marks. Eighty millions of
attached no particular moment yesterday.
this sum will be used for the care
4
to It.
which
of
for
needy children, and tho balance
Subscriptions
Staren was convicted of tho mur- per cent Victory notes of December for general welfaro work. The rea,
Ephra-tof
at
der
15
August Bonglornl
certificates are ten- lief measures Include feeding cenon September 21, and was en- deredtreasury
in payment, will be received ters, reductions in the price of
tered In the state penitentiary Oc- and allotments will be made In milk sold to poor families and contober 3. He was convicted Sep- full until October 21. Approxi- tributions to infants' homes and
tember 30. He was about 35 years mately $150,000,000 of such sub- asylums.
of age.
scriptions already have been alLFX1VELT TO PH.OT TULSA.
lotted in full under tho terms of
ytJW-OFEVER IV MEXICO the offering.
t,
Tulsa, Okla.. Oct. ID. .Tack
Mexico City, Oct. 15. It is said
'Tulsa Oilers
who piloted-thSubscriptions , received to date
to have been definitely proven that according to reports In hand were to tho Western league pennant and
then led them to victory In the
yellow fever exists In Tampico, said to aggregate moro than
Class A championship 'erics with
Tuxpam and Cludad Victoria, ac- .1.10. 000. 000, of which about
Univerto
to
a
El
despatch
cording
represented cash sub- Mobile, has signed n contract ts
sal from Tnmplco,
-.
manage the team again next year.
scriptions,

MURDER

the area. N'ew neutral lones In the
Chauak und Inhmld areas, of strategic value along tho Dardanelles
and Bosphorus will be defined by
commissions. The boundary of the
neutral zone In the Constantinople

"CRIPPLE" IS FOUND
BY POLICE TO HAVE

.

LIEUTENANT HINT0N
HAS ARRIVED AT PORT
OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD
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BANK ACCOUNT

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct.
15. "Help
a poor crippled
fellow," was the plea that came
from the lips of a beggar in
front of St. Mary's church this
morning.
Crippled he was. for one log
was cut off and the other apparently useless. Hut his cluini
of poverty was not borne out
by his admissions to the police,
who took him into custody.
Tho cripple claimed possession of a thousand dollars in a
local bank and an additional
3U0 in a Denver bank
the
proceeds of his begging. And.
moreover, ho declared he was
unable- to save his moneyr that
a "party" in Pueblo last week
cost him tGOr
Chiof of Police Hugh Ix
Harper ordered him to remain
in hia room nt n local hotel
uilUl :he could "draw money
from the bank" and get out of
town tomorrow.

OPPOSITION TO

REBELS REPORTED

TO
HAVE ENTERED MEXICO
FROM AMERICAN SIDE

VIVISECTION IS
GAINING GROUND
Has
Been Engaged to Make a
Tour of the
Sneakina
United States

Dr. Walter R. Hadwen

Oct. 15. Amcrl
Washington,
forces have
can
announced the reinforcing of theif
cause aimed at adoption of laws
Dr. Wal
abolishing the practice.
ter R. Hadwen, head of the Brit
ish Union for the Abolition of Vivi
section, has been engaged and is
making a speaking tour of the
country opposing vivisection.
Dr. Hadwen opened a tour of the
western states last month in
Minneapolis. St. Paul and
other cities, going then to Cnlifor
nia where he will aid the cam- niiign for the passage of an anti
vivisection amendment to the state
Sentiment is strong
constitution.
for such a measure,
FOR in Californiato officials
of anti-viaccording
section societies, despite the defeat
of a similar bill two years ago. After a month's work in California,
Dr. Hadwen will visit eastern cities.
Advocates of tho practice who
believe in its value to tho human
iace and to the medical sciences,
Industrial Activity Is In - did not discuss the question pub
licly with him, it was said, when
creasing; Railroads Set; he visited this country several
ago. He is making the presNew High Record in the,1 years
ent visit in answer to those propon'
I
r
nnrlnA
I
ents of vivisection who challenged
IVIdUU UI LidlS LUcUICU
his right to speak for opponents.
The doctor was formerly a beOct. 15. Better liever
York.
New
In vivisection, it was said,
eviand
farm
for
products
prices
as well as vaccination and inocula
dences of increased industrial na- tion. Dr. Hadwen claims that 75
tivity marked the past week in per cent of English children are
business and finance. A rally in unvaccinated,
and attributes to
Idly enough
grain prices comes
fact the lowest smallpox rate in
at a time when it was clear that that
entire history of that country.
the crisis In the Turkish difficulty the
had been passed. It was attributed
partly to reports of smaller crops UNION STOCKYARDS AT
In any event December
abroad.
LOS ANGELES TO OPEN
wheat rose above $1.09 a bushel,
approximately 10 cents above the
FOR BUSINESS NOV. 1
recent low.
Domestic crop estimates, made
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. Marketing
public by the department of agriculture on Monday, show on the of livestock under the centralized
whole very little change. Wheat plan will begin November
first
is now placed at 810,000,000 bush- when the Los Angeles union stock
els, or only eight million less than yards are opened at Los Angeles.
in the previous government estiLivestock shipped to this mar
mate, while corn Is expected to kct over any of tho main line rail
ronds will be switched from the
yield t, 853, 000.000 bushels, or
bushels less than was fore- freight yards to the stockyards by
cast on September 1. In other tho Los Angeles Junction railway.
words, abundant crops of cereals which is owned by the stockyards,
will be available.
t the yards
and will be unloaded
Cotton Rallied.
without charge to tho shipper.
Cotton
meanwhile
and
rallied to
Cattle, sheep
hogs sold at
above 22 cents a pound. Kxisting this market will have the benefit
prices are over 2 cents nbovo re- of the "fill." which is the feed and
cent low and are materially less water allowed under the rules of
than 1 cent below the high of last central marketing before sale.
When livestock is bought ut ship
year.
The week's federal reserve state- ping points In the country it is fre
ments indicate both an increased quently the case that after a long
volume of business and a move- drive entailing a heavy shrinkage
ment of funds toward agricultural n weight, an arbitrary "shrink
districts. The reserve ratio of the of 3 per cent is again deducted
system Is now nearly 5 per cent from the weight.
below the peak which was reached
The "fill" at the yards 1s fre
at the close of the season of sum- quently sufficient to offset the
mer dullness.
Discounts, deposits charges for yardage, feeding and
and note circulation continue to weighing.
A. G. Leonard president of the
grow. Meanwhile the tendency is
toward sli&htly firmer conditions Chicago I'nion Stockyards
nnd
In the money market, although no Transit company, and a member
of
committee
of
the managing
the
sharp rise In the cost of commercial accommodation is anticipated. Los Angeles yards, Is expected in
of thp treasury's Los Angeles within a few days to
Oversubscription
new issue of
44 per cent remain until after the new central
bonds Is regarded as a favorable market has been opened.
Indication as to the condition of
Offices of the yards will be In
tho Investment market.
tho Administration building at the
y
structure
Industrial ltt'lurns.
stockyards, a
Industrial returns continue en- with a frontage of- 273 feet and
The railroads have set depth of 179 feet which will also
couraging.
a new high record for a year in contain offices of
commission
the matter of cars of revenue firms, a bank, the Southwest Cat
and
Loan
tie
others In
company
freight loaded, thp total for the
week ended September 30 being tcrested in the livestock Industry.
Chi-cntr- o.

BETTER PRICES
PREVAILING

1

RS--

vi

PRODUCTS

11.

ar

two-stor-

998,000.

Nevertheless,

car shortages

con-

tinue to represent the limiting
factor In tho steel Industry und in
a number of others. Steel prices
are showing a tendency to recede.
BANKS CONSOLIDATE
Oct. 15. ConsolidaHonolulu,
tion of the Bank of Hawaii at Honolulu and the first bank of Hilo,
IJmited, was announced here today
by officers of those Institutions.
The aggregate resources of the
combined Institutions are upwards
of J!!2. 000,000 and
the deposits
more than 118,000,000.
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LETTER

TO

G
Fourth Annual Convention Is)
Scheduled to Accomplish,
lifliinU Dnrinncc- - tn ChonD''
of the Re- i Accomplishments
Future Policies
puuiiuaiia navtj dbuii nui(.- 'New Orleans, La., Oct. 15 (by.
Believes They Will
ul;
the Associated Press.) Soldiers."
sailors and marines of four years
to the People
Appeal
of the American

ist

Great Eastern

.

U

CONGRESS

SO

O

r AT'S

SAMOTHV,!

Ml

A

:

CALUtoUl
Asso-

Washing-A.pnriltn-

Spanish-America-

s

A X M

S

HARD

ORLEANS TODAY

.0

news-

impossible.
The papers are also recalling the
frank admissions by tho directors
of tho Great Eastern, when General Thornton was imported in the
face Of much opposition, that the
English railways were lacking in
men capable of dealing with big
The explanation is
problems.
given here that England is such a
smull country that her railway marc
can gain no experience in handling
great systems such as a big continent affords.
The new scheme of organizing
the English roads into four groups
is about to be started, and with its
beginning goes the foremost figures
in the British railway world when
to unOIIi- Lord Claud Hamilton
passes Into
ciol advices from London, Great retirement. He is SO years of age.
iuu
puj
Britain has promised
Great Britain's agricultural In'"previous payments to the Unit dustry is said to be in a critical
,
Rrlllsh envern state, and a combined effort on the
w
account or part of the farmers to reduce the
ment have been for the
iu laborers' wages has created such
purchases or silver a mourning
several hunnrea nuiuuus vi
an uproar that delegations of tho
th
war
for
the
lars,1 made during
farmers and farm workers are to
ellvrl
.tnhiiixinsr
the
c
visit Lloyd George and lay their
jjuiyuno u.
currencies of Indian and other eased before him.
British colonies.
The farmers' union declares the
No explanation . has been forth financial position of many of its
i
n n.h0thfir tnmor
members makes it imperative that
row's payment will be considered wages should bo reduced,
as expenby the British government as part
are still considerably above the
interest on ses
"
assert
1914
The
laborers
figures.
Britain's debt or for the account they can
scarcely exist on their
of last year's Inter st. unaer ine
wages, and that If the proik. Inon thi onnrilPfl in- - presentreduction
to 25 shillings a
posed
terest may be refunded. The only week
is
insisted upon they will be
information avanaoie iocauy ac close to the
starvation line.
that the payment will be for
count or interest.
the
An attempt to encourage
manufacture and use of motorless
to
as
as
in
well
CHAS. H. G00CH DIES
England,
airplanes
: SUDDENLY AT BELEN bent Ahp record now held by a
German, la being made by a London newspaper, which has instituTtelen. N. M.. Oct. 15. Charles ted a glider competition for a prize
Hartford Gooch. principal of the of 1,000 pounds.
The competition will be held on
Adelino schools for the past, three
years, died at the ,Belen hotel at Itford hill, commencing Monday
.
o'clock this morning from and lasting for a week. The prizo
Mr. Gooch will go to the aviator who can recerebral hemorrhage.
had apparently been In good health main longest in the air, but he
until about a week ago, when he must remain aloft at least half of
complained that his head ached. an hour and land within 800 yards
A physician was summoned yester- of the starting point.
Some SO competitors,
including
day and he reported that Mr.
Goocli appeared to be better. His Anthony Kokker, the Dutch aviacondition took a turn for the tor, and several Frenchmen are
worse, however, and he died this entered.
morning.
Mr. Gooch was born at Santa Fe
Graft among English municipal
N. M., twenty-eigyears ago, and employes is rare, but the custom
tho
to
principalship
assuming
of tipping has been so long ob' prior
of the Adelino schools, he was for served that some classes of governsix years principal of tho schools ment workers, notably the postat Tome. He was a veteran of the men,' demand tips.
twenty-tw- o
world war. serving
Eight rubbish collectors In a
months in Siberia. He was presi fashionable
Westminster section of
dent of the Valencia County Teach London have been suspended for a
ers' association, also president of week for thus holding up housen
tho
Community holders. They demanded a shillTeachers' association or the state
a
for each house.
Mr. Gooch is survived by his ingNowweek
the council has received a
Erwin of
mothers, Mrs. Mary
from
the rubbish collectpetition
Santa Fe, and two brothers, Ra ors
protesting against the punishmon of Santa Fe and Abel of San
ment of the ejght and declaring
Francisco.
that all garbage collectors receive
tips. The council says the
regular
CITY CHAMPIONSHIP
regulations forbid both asking and
tips.
WON BY CHICAGO CUBS receiving
London's musical critics have
discovered a phenomenal tenor. He
Chicago, Oct. 15. Grover Alex- is Ben Williams, a Welsh miner,
the and he appeared for the first timo
ander
today whitewashed
White Sox 2 to 0 and won tho title in Grand opera in the Metropolis
of city champions for the Cubs. on Tuesday, singing the part of
The Cubs won four games to the Sampson In "Sampson and Delilah,"
"White Sox threo. It was the first at Covent Garden,
All the newstime. that tho Cub veteran ace has papers praise him, and some term
been able to win from the White him a great discovery. He has a
Sox in three series.
The victory remarkable voice, and Is a good
of the Cubs today Is the first since actor, although with virtually no
909 when the White Sox won the
operatic experience.
title and retained it until today.
The game, the seventh of the
series, was a pitching duel between
the Cub star and Dixie Leverette,
the Gary policeman, the former
outpltching his youthful rival.

-

BEGINS AT
5

iR

15.

LEGION MEETING

"BLACK''

I"S

N6UTRAL.'

DEFINED

RTCA L STAGE

Receive Checks and TreasLondon, Oct.
ury Certificates Totaling ciated Press).

mien five; cents,

Territorial Effects of Turk Armistice

AGRICULTU R E

FIRST INTEREST
TO AMERICA

Monday, October 16, 1922.

2 PERSONS KILLED
COLLISION

ON

L

IN

E. W.

East St. Louis, 111., Oct. 15.
(by the Associated Press). Two
uAfonn. TCfto killpil n nil mi A npl.
lously Injured when two trains of
the Lake Erie and Western railroad collided head on near Rankin
a suburb, this morning.
The dead are: Fred Reaves, of
Tipton, md., fireman of one of the
trains, and an unidentified tran
'
stent.
.

El Paso, Texas. Oct. 15. Reports
that 28 Insurrectionists had crossed
from the American sido to Mexico
this morning at a point near San
Acustin. 20 miles southeast of
Juarez, were being investigated to
night by federal authorities on notn
sides of the border. At the same
time denartment of Justice agent
and Mpxican political exiles in El
Paso di'clared that they doomed
that such an expedition Had entered
Chihuahua.
At military
headquarters In
Juarez, officers declared they had
no information on the reported
movement.
revolution
army
Paulino N. Guerrero, customs collector, said ho had not heard the
report at 4 P. m. He immediately
instructed fiscal gvirds along tho
river to make an investigation.
If such an expedition crossed the
II. le it probably was composed of
battalmembers of the Forty-thir- d
reion, who escaped following the
cent uprising in Juarez, followers
Murgula.
of General Francisco
leader of Mexico's newest revolution, declared.
InA report that 28 armed men
vaded Chihuahua was received by
Lieutenant Colonel Atenegenes
Mendoza, adjutant general of Governor Ignacio Enrique.' staff and
member of the Chihuahua refen.sa
socieales. He was investigating at
a later hour.

WORK 0F"M0NDELL IS
GIVEN HIGH PRAISE

Our Plan of Congressional
Is Proving
Government
Equal to the Strain of
These Times, He States
Washington, Oct. 13. President
Harding in a letter to Representative Mondcll of Wyoming, repub
lican leader of the house, express
es his belief that the general reof
sults of the accomplishments
and
the republican sixty-sixt- h
congresses "have been
so helpful to American welfare that.
thoy will not fall to appeal 10 me
American people."
The president, in his letter made
public tonight, further declares
that "few congresses have been
called upon for such arduous service ns has been exacted from the

and adds that

ho

doubts "if any congress in our
history has accomplished so im
pressive a volume of work, touching so wide a range of national interest."
In addressing his letter to Mr.
Mondoll, who is the republican
nndidute for the senate from Wy
asserts ne
oming, the president
docs so "in testimony of my ap
preciation of the great public ser
us its majority
vice of yourself
leader."
The executive s letter written un
der date of October 11 follows:
"t am addressing you in testi
mony or my appreciation oi tne
great public service of the present
house or representatives ana or
yourself as its majority leader. It
is an acknowledgment which I record in this manner with the more
satisfaction, because of my warm
personal sentiment for yourself as
well as my high estimate of your
performance In one of the most
trying posts under our government.
'

Few congresses have been call
ed upon for such arduous service'
as has been exacted from the
It has been in approximately continuous sitting from
the day It came into existence. In
the realmi of achievement, its record is notable. 1 doubt If any congress In our history has accomplished so impressive a volume of
work, touching so wide a range
of national interest.
"One must dissent from the too
prevalent idea that our plan of
congressional government is not
proving equal to the strain of theoe
times. The most casual student of
history, comparing the legislatlvo
record of the reconstruction period
following tho civil war with that,
of the period following that of tho
world war, must realize that we.
have gone toward lessening parti-san, factional, personal ana sec
tional strife In the
process. Whoever will compare
the turbulent period of legislative
close
and
history from the T'couiNEW ORGANIZATION OF l..l .1 political
l..il .. ....
anil lit
RFD? IS D SC0VERED dent Hayes' administration with
tice, four years ago, must agrea
Warsaw, Poland, Oct. 13. Tho with tliis judgment.
He will find.
Warsaw police have discovered a In the earlier
period, such convulnew Red organization for the dis- sions as marked the impeachment
tribution of Bolshevik literature.
of one president, an embittered na- -'
The number of pamphlets, leaf- tional election
contest, and a prevlets and booklets they hove seized alent conflict between legislative
is so great that the value of the and executive branches.
all this prop"Contrasted with that Bhowlng,
paper alone on which over
5,000,000 the businesslike fashion in which
aganda is printed is
has
Polish marks.
the
congress
addressed itself to its huge tusk
CHAMPIONS
ORIOLES AUK
to inspire us with the con15
The ought
St. Paul, Minn., Oct.
viction that conditions' nowadays
leagus are met quite as fortunately as may
International
Baltimore
world be expected.
champions won the Junior Amerscries by defeating St. Paul
Progress of Country.
3
4
hero
to
"If it is urged that we cannot
ican Association leaders,
five
easterners
the
fairly compare tho conditions an-of
today, giving
one generation with those of
games to St. Paul's two.
other, then let there be a compariwhich our
son of the progress
has beeii making since the
TO country
armistice, with that of any other
major belligerent in the world war.
It must be agreed that we have
come through this trying epoch
und disaster
IN with less of distress
AN
than many others of the great pow,
ers.
"So, whether the comparison is
our own experience in
jmade
AICN after-wu- r with reconstruction
C
a generaor
with the experience
tion ago,
of the other nations since the
world war, it is clear that we have
The
Kendrick, Democrat, Wy- been most fortunate.
must be awarded
congress
Oil
Lease recognition for splendid achieve
oming, Says
along these lines.
Should Meet with Con- ments
The two congresses
serving
restoration of peace, have
the
since
demnation of the People seen a world
wide inflation anil
deflation. Our country has borne
Casper, Wyo Oct. 15. That the its part in this experience without
Teapot naval oil reserve has been
oven menace to our gold standard
selected by the democratic party in-as money system. What other coun
the leading campaign issue wasKen- try has such a record? Our govdicated when Senator John B. re- ernment's expenses have been re
drick, democratic candidate for at- duced in a proportion unequaiea.
election to the senate, bitterly
anywhere else. Our war
contract I think,
tacked tho government
hus been impressively reduced
meet with the debt
asserting It "should
have been adopted
and
condemnation not only of the peo- whichpolicies
insure continuing reducuon
entire
tho
of
but
of
Wyoming,
ple
hereafter. Our military and naval
country.""
havo been restored ap"The principle under which the expenses
to normal with h
proximately
na
have
should
was
let
contract
promptness which is the more
tional condemnation," said Senator
if wo contrast it with the
Tfpnrirlpk. "It has not parallel In striking
of other nations which
the history of tho nation as to the experience
In the war.
participated
or
as
to
Involved
of
amount
money
Passed.
lnlsli(tlin
the method of handlirr?."
"There is no need for detail conFrank W. Mt'ndell. republican cerning the legislation which hus
congressman from Wyoming and been passed by the
h
floor leader of tho house of con congress. In a time when wide difgress is tho opponent of Senator ferences In producing exists and a
Kendrick in tho coming election.
h
universal tendency to
The race is the most bitterly con erect barriers against International
tested in the history of the state. trade were menacing our commerce
Itivnl forces nearly met during and industry, wo have passed tar
the visit of Senator Kendrick. Soon iff legislation
which,
protocls
after his arrival, the private car our own producers, first,
and second,
"Palm Beach" quietly arrived in through its provisions for administhe city. It contained E. W. Sin- trative adjustment of duties to
clair, president of the Sinclair changing conditions, make possible
and to
Oil company
Consolidated
economic
adapt them to shifting
brother of Harry Sinclair, maker relations
and enables us to encourof the Teapot contract. Sinclair age foreign trade. In the present
is Inspecting tho Mammoth 10,000 disturbed condition, of money, exbarrel oil gusher recently drilled changes and world trade, 1 believe
on the Teapot. He made no comt'outlnved on I'ace !
ment on the Kendrick attack.
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RACE; CLAIMS

It Is One of the First Steps

wn

Toward Degeneration, Is
the Opinion of a Swedish
Professor

:

Stockholm, Oct. 13. Prosperity
a bad thine for a race because
it ts one of the first steps towardof
degeneration, is thn opinion
of
Prof, llormun Lundborg. head at
institute
th8 Race Biological
UpgRla, Sweden, arid well known
for his investigations Into eugenics
and racial biology.
prosperity
fcrlnga with it the gradual elimination of the Rood old middle class,
the professor declared in a recent
address on this subject, and this in
any country is a sure si?n of decay."There ts grave doubt," the, speakr continued, "whether a people
reallv (rains any profit when mil
lions of money begin to pour into
the country. Experience, past as
well as present, shows that when
wealth is suddenly increased it
brinps endless new needs. Luxuries
are demanded, lassitude sets in and
the interest in work and production, falls off. Women begin to
avoid maternity. All of these processes, beginning in the middle and
upper classes, gradually work
downward and In time destroy the
race. Thus they are as much menace to a country as a powerful political enemy."
The professor approves of birth
control, however, especially among
the less desirable elements of a
country's population, and he believes that the reproduction of a
race should be limited, as far as
possible, to those who are "well
born." He Is stoutly opposed to
the mixing of races, and gives this
as one of the reasons why populations in larger cities tend to degenerate, except In so far as racially replenished from the country
Ja
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Three Teams Come Victoriously Through the First
Week in Missouri Valley
Football Contests
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uation has steadily Improved and
today the country has a brighter
prospect ahead of its business, in EAST
dustry and agriculture than at any
timo since the mistaken progress
of drastic deflation
adopted
by
thoBo who were then in control of
government policies.
Agricultural Interests.
"There is reason for the most
cordial commendation of the ProCLASH
gram of measures enacted by the
congress for rehabilitation of agriculture, the financing of the farmers' needs, the opening of foreign
and Centre Are
markets for their products and the Harvard
general stabilization of the indusScheduled for a Battle at
try. The agricultural interest was
of
perhaps tho worst sufferer from
Cambridge;
Sting
the slump which followed the resYale's Defeat Is Felt
toration of peace, and it cannot
but be a gratification to you and

Ai IIS I

El s

jATORflftf

farm, where the bodies were found.
They also attach importance to the

POLICE

clue, first mentioned by County CHICAGO
Detective Totton, that when the
bodies were discovered the rector's
eyes had been carefully closed,
while those of Mrs. Mills Had been
left open.
The local authorities, who have
about the
expressed skepticism
statement of Mrs. Hall that she
had never heard any gossip regardand the choir
ing her husband
singer, are seeking an explanation,
it was said, of certain statements
appearing in the letters found Are the First Cases, So Far
with the bodies. In one of these
as Known, of Such a
letters, believed to have been written by Mrs. Mills, the statement
Theft in Modern History,
occurred, "Charlotte talks."

east-we-

Kansas City, Oct, 15. Three
teams, Missouri, Kansas Aggies and
Drake, came victoriously through
the first week of the Missouri Val
ley conference football race. Okla
homa and Nebraska remained un
known quantities, neither having
game, Neplayed a conference
braska rested yesterday, while Ok
was
lahoma
defeating Central
Teachers' college, a
0.
school, 19 to
Of the winning conference teams
Missouri has two victories to its
credit Grinnell a week ago and
Ames yesterday.
Drake and the
Kansas Aggies each won their first
games yesterday, Drake defeating
Kansas university s to 0 while the
Kansas Aggies fought a hard bat
tle with Washington at St. Louis.
coming out at the long end of a 22
to 4 score.
While the Kansas Aggies won
yesterday, they did not make the
sljowinrr that had been generally
expected by followers of the teams.
The St. Louis aggregation present
ed a stuDDorn defense and their
first defeat was more of an upset
of the dope than a factor in the
conference race for St. Louis.
The Missouri
TiKors. who do.
feated Grinnell a week ago, found
naa
a
much
tney
tougher proposition before them at Ames yester
day. Neither team was able to
make a touchdown, Missouri winning 6 to 3, by means of an extra
piaee Kick in the f nal Quarter.
After playing on the defensive unthe third, Drake nosed out a
til,
8 to 0 victory over Kansas,
using
the Minnesota shift to a
advantage. Next Saturday Oklahoma
and Nebraska enter the conference
race. Nebraska will play Missouri
at Lincoln while Oklahoma plays
the, Kansas university at Normnn.
"Ames will play Grinnell at Grin- nen. une other teams will either
rest or play
teams.

What's more pleasant these chill evenings than a
Nothing, says
whooping big fire in the
the man at the next desk, since the eighteenth
amendment became a law.
e
fixtures show that starling
Our sales on
about a week ago people became interested again
Here are the things they
in their
seemed most interested in:
fire-plac-

fire-plac-

fire-place-

s.

Grates - Andirons Screens

--

$8.00 to $22.50

--

3.25 to 15.00

--

7.50 to 20.00

Spark guards
-

Sets

-

-

2.00 to

4.50

5.00 to 10.00

Come in and see the things we have to make your
e
more attractive, more economical, easier
to manage.

fire-plac-

Raabe & Mauger
First and Copper.
"If It's HardwareWe

Phone 305
Have-It.-

gf-o-

PHONE

C. H. CARNES

360

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger Service.
e.

--

6PEC1A1JST IN OCXXAB
REFRACTION
10? 6. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

i

GETREPORTSOF

AC

should bo taken to safeguard
racial vigor and purity Professor
Officers State
Lundborg does not suggest, saying
that such discussion would naturINVISIBLE
SOURCE
associates
so
who
had
much
your
New York, Oct. 15. Still feeling
ally fall outside the province of a to do with
Chicago, Oct. 15. Reports of
framing tho legislative
scientist.
SUPPLIES WATER FOR two more newly discovered cases of
effects of Iowa's 6 to 0 victory
program that such far reaching the
Saturday,
and beneficial results have follow- over Yale at New Haven
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE gland larceny, following the reeastern followers of football are
ed it.
port that Joseph Wozniak had
HARDING LAUDS CON- Camat
tussle
toward
the
turning
been made drunk and robbed of a
15.
Ele
when
M..
N.
Oct.
next
actornan'
Saturduy
Demlng,
bridge
GRESS' WORK IN LETTER! A" enumeration of the
gland, were in the hands of the
reservoir
is
takes
Hutto
sup
place
being
other
struggle,
phant
mo
MiJnnieuis lor viiicn
is
nolioo tonight, the first cases, so
1.1,
country
,1
t
ri,l
TO WYOMING SOLON lndoDtea
plied from an invisible source.
h
conto the
f
Two thousand acre feet of water far. a k.n,0Wn'
gress and its immediate predeces-- , tre.unth tiiaca w'lTVTtsa hft Tn wn Y n
ar
thn nnm r""1"1'" wo.w.j. an electrical em
hpfntr lor thrnnim
Continued from Page One.
sor, it is befitting to appraise the
Johnson,
Henry
have an gates a day for irrigation. No Burresult, which have been so and tho Harvard-Centrface water has flowed into the res- ploye of the city, came forward on
that by inaugurating this policy of general
helpful to American welfare that important bearing on the annual ervoir
of the operation performfor several months. Meas- hearing
we
have
and
Yale
and Harvard
flexibility
elasticity,
will not fall to appeal to the tussle between
they
on the dam show ed on Woznlak and declared he
urements
set an example which the commer- approval of tho American
taken
climax
doubt
the
is
without
which
had been tho victim of a similar
people."
cial world will accept as a truly
only 1,500 acre feet going out a attack but had
of the sport's eastern season.
kept it secret at tha
oonstructlve foundation on which
Should Centre defeat Harvard, day.
Ha added
notoriety.
There are two possibilities for time, fearing
to rest our commercial policy. The 75
OF THE HERRING
as it did last year, Yale's loss to
was
he
told
at the hospital
that
Invisible
the
reclamation
first duly is to protect our nationbo
supply,
Iowa won't affect the big game
where h was treated of a third
al interests, but in many ways real
CAUGHT IN WATERS OF much but it will be further
proof service officials say. One in an victim.
flow from the river
underground
west
protection comes from
of
the
the
game
that
gridiron
At the same time Dr. Hugh M.
AlACIfA
Willi other nations.
The best inof and the other bank storage. They McKechnle
Artt WACTCn
WAdlU'if somewhat better than that ana
of he Chicago Medical
Is
It
believe
bank
storage.
telligence of the day recognizes the
the eaRt, as Chicago last year
society, after a conference with
need to encourage intimacy and unIt is pointed out that irrigation members
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 13. Three-fourt- Iowa this year have about proved.
of the organization, anmade drainage necessary In the
in the social, economic
derstanding
Harvard won from Bowaoin Sat- has
of the herring caught in
that every effort would
Viri nnllHnnl f'imlltr nf motions, nn
valley because of the amount of nounced
and
15
points
be
made
up
the society to halt what
Alaskan
waters
piling
accordurday,
are
by
wasted,
water retained by the ground jUBt seemed to be
it recoenizes that in thus inauir.i
a new form of bankeeping Bowdoin away from the under the surface.
When the water
urating a plan which looks to In- ing to Charles 15. Garfield, former crimson
defeated
Centre
and
goal,
Capt. Thomas Coughlln of
In the reservoir is high it soaks into ditry.
timate consideration of the facts superintendent of hatcheries in
6.
10
The
to
Virginia
the
police department said that
we are offering a means of true Alaska, who estimates that three Virginia Poly
the banks. AVhen
the
one arrested in connection
stronger team water does not run Itoutdrops
unification and solidarity among herring are thrown away for every elevenis is a muchbelieved,
of tho any
the
with
yet,
such an operation would he
than
generally
banks
at
the interests which make up our one that is pickled. This is due to
comes
out
but
once,
two
won
with
Colonels"
charged with mayhem, punishable
industrial civilization, and we are a lack of proper facilities in the "Prayingbest
men sitting on the side slowly.
by a sentence of from one to fouro fthelr
Bank storage proves a greater teen
taking a step toward the solution northern packing plants for taking lines.
years In the penitentiary.
uf some of the most perplexing care of the surplus fish, says Mr.
than
actual
Rtorage
the
of
surface
The outstanding feature of the the lake. It is estimated that with
economic problems which confront Garfield.
the nations. The last thing in ur The waste ts the result of a de- Saturday games was the spectacula drop of six feet in water in the
playing of Leland Parkin, who reservoir 12,000 acre feet would
thoughts is aloofness from the rest mand of the eastern trade for her ar
as
Iowa's
Devlne
Of the world.
flow In from the banks.
ring of a certain size, all fish above succeeded Aubrey
or below a standard size of aporox quarterback. He scored the winKxcnses Ileduped.
"No other belligerent country imately eight Inches being thrown ning touchdown, and made amazing
IT'S TOASTED
has, since the restoration of peace, DacK into the water. One concern end runs, line plunges and forward KING AND QUEEN OF
on extra process
reduced its expenditures ho rapid operating In northern waters has a passes.
RUMANIA CROWNED IN
ly as has our own. For tho year modern plant equipped for making
whlott
a
our
nan
on
June
20,
1920,
ana
out
public
fhding
of the
VAST PUBLIC SQUARE
rertiilzer
expenditures aggregated $6,403,- - surplus, but the others, Mr. Gardelicious
flavor
E
ROOFERS
843,0O;a year later 15.115,920.000 field said, are wasting the fish that
Albajulla, Rumania. Oct. 15 (by
For tho fiscal year 1922, $3,373,- - cannot Be canned, visitors returnthe Associated Press.) King Fer607,000. This has been possible ing from the north say this waste
dinand and Queen Mario were solthrough united and determined ef- will involve millions of tons of
fort, legislative and administrative, herring this year, because the pack
!M emnly crowned today In the vast
based on the sound business policy will be three or four times as large
public square amid the plaudits of
of proper budget organization. The as in past years.
thousands of picturesquely dressed
for the army for the Mr. Garfield estimates the herThe ceremony was
appropriation
Rumanians.
fiscal year 1922-2- 3
is less than
ring pack for this year at 125,000
out without Incident.
carried
that for tho year 1919-2barrels, and says that this industry JERSEY MURDERS
Promptly on the conclusion of
nearly as great a reduction has is rapidly taking thn place of the
tho church service, a procession
been accomplished in the navy. salmon
was formed, and the sovereigns, esbecause of the
Industry
In making provision to care for the decrease of salmon In Alaskan
corted by the Duke of York, Prince
rehabilitation of wounded, diseased, waters, due to overfishing.
Believe Minister and Choir Paul of Jugo Slavia, the Duke of
and disabled men of the service no
Genoa, the Infante Alfonso. Mar
riQARETTE
expense has been spared that was
Were Not Slain on shal Foch and the foreign delegaSinger
BAPTISTS WILTj MEET
nato
necessary
perform the full
tions, marched from the church
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 15.
Farm Where Their Bodies to
tional duty gratefully and generthe richly decorated dais In the
Colorado Uaptists will meet in
ously. The national fiscal policy
center of the square, dense with
Were Found
has been directed to nrrest the too Colorado Springs this week for the
spectators.
state convention. More than
lapld deflation which had sot in, annual
As soon as the ' sovereigns had
and to this end there has been a S00 delegates are expected to atNew Bruuswick, N. J., Oct. 15.
taken
their places on the dais, the
progressive reduction of tho fed- tend the session, which will open The local authorities engaged In president of the senate received
eral reserve discount rate. As a tomorrow night with a banquet, tho investigation of the month-ol- d
crown
from the president of Wind Shield Glass-Lumbthe
result of these policies. Liberty given by the Young' Peoples So- slaying or tne ltev. irawnru w neei- - the chamber and placed
It on the
BAUK1UUB
LPMneR CO
bonds have progressively risen in ciety, and continue through Thurs- er Hall and Mrs. Eleanor Rhlne-harhead of the king. The king in J.S1 O.
Sooth 1'tnat KlrMt.
Toons lOt
Value.
Tho general financial sit day .
Mills, were practically idle turn crowned the queen, who
knelt
subefore him. Tho king and queen
today, swaltlng the order of
of
Parker
Justice
preme Court
were then clothed in the
Newark, which will decide wheth mantles and other insignia. . royal
er the case is to continue in their
INVESTIGATE THE MERITS
.hands or be put In charge of btate
OF
Attorney General McCran.
Loofc to Your Eyes
If Justice Parker's order, which
is expected tomorrow, places the Beautiful Eyes, like fine
Dr. Whittington's
(investigation In the hands of the Teeth, era tkt mult of Coni tent
TREATMENT FOn
state attorneys, the clews which Utc. 1 h diily um of Murine)
Clear end Radlent.
have been uncovered by the three maltee Eres Harmlcie.
Sold and
Enjoyable.
detectives from the state constabu- Recommended by All Drusgtit.
lary, will be taken up by the state
Writ for fre booklet and
prosecutor's men.
7VEL,J
Information.
The investigation of the state
VV.. u Clrc
troopers has been largely inde
tT. D. VAN DEVENTER,
pendent of that being conducted
BIG
GOMIflG
Special Representative.
by the local authorities and far
more secretive, but one In which
594 W. Coal.
Phone 2028-certain citizens of New Brunswick
repose tho greatest faith.
None of the trio of troopers was V
ICRVICt COUNTS
In town today but they wore said 9
MeeivriT- A
to be following clews In other cities
of the state. Their theory. In the
M D
R
L
main, is that the couple were not
killed on the
Somerset
county
Mer-Some Real Values in Drug Store
v
(my,

These are the Evenings
a Fireplace is
Mighty Friendly

PEA! MISSOURI

SF

'

districts.

. "Europe is decaying, not only
as a result of political cataclysms,
put also because of a misconception of racial hygiene, and a failure to counteract the forces of degeneration. A strong middle class
it necessary for the racial health
of a people. Increasing industry
and trade make it possible to feed
a larger population, but at the'
same time brines about a serious
change in the structure of society.
The old middlo class decays and
finally disappears. A new middle
class is forned, to be sure, but It
is of poorer substance. Meanwhile
there is numerical gain in both the
Upper and the lower classes, especially the latter. In time the
working class becomes the largest,
and underneath this comes a layer
of human trash."
Just what political measures, If

UOKLD-FRO-
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SHINGLES
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For appearance and permanence roof your house with
Certain-tee- d
Slate Surfaced
Shingles.
You get the utmost satisfaction and the most
gratifying freedom from roofing troubles when
Shingles on your house.
you put Certain-tee- d

gives

I

Slate Surfaced Shingles have
the same extra quality found in Certain-tee- d
Roofing plus the artistic beauty of genuine
slate surface in either soft shades of red, green
Certain-tee- d

NEWTHEORY

one-thi-
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Tuberculosis

I

FOR THE

SALE

Our Big 1c Sale
chandi&e

.

IVOODlVORTIi'S PHARMACY

Phones

197-19-

8.

222 West Central.

or

blue-blac- k.

tg

Cuticura Soap
The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap

E

GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque

:

Cattar Smp ilani wtthogtmaf. Ewrywliw. IB.

0

HichlandPharmacy
HONE 3Q

Lunbr
423 North

Firt

Co.
Street

'

,

Certain-tee- d

Roofings
Shingles

Tarred Felts
Insulating Papers
Faints of All Kinds
Varnishes

Linoleum
Oil Cloth
FlOORTEX The Economical,
Sanitary, Attract! vti'loorC'ovcriuf.

These shingles are made in individual and in
Types. They are easy to lay and
have & very artistic appearance on the roof.
Four-widt- h

Notwithstanding their extra quality Certain
teed Slaie Surfaced Shingles are sold at reasonable prices due to great economies in manufacturing- and distribution, effected by the
Certain-tee- d
Plan.
CERTAIN-TEE-

D

PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Certainty of Quality- - Satisfaction Guaranteed

'
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Good Morning!
That comb' is taxed forty per cent' more un'der tKe"
I
new tariff.
Republican protection in this case from scraggly;
hair comes high.
JONES

MORROW

FOB SENATOR
(Political Adv.)

FOlt CONGRESS

HINKLE
FOR GOVERNOR

October 16, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE
WOMAN CLAIMS A MAN
AND $85,000 OF HER
MONEY DISAPPEARED

SANTA FE SHOP

CRAFTS

MOO

CONTI HUE STRIKE

H

I

IE R. R.

IN COLORADO TO

East St. Louis, 111., Oct. 15. A
woman giving her name as Mrs.
Lena Smith. 55 years old, of Lebanon, Neb., visited
police headquarters here today and asked authorities to aid her in a search for
a man named Henry Groeber,
whom, she said, disappeared with
$85,000 belonging to her in May,
1920.
The woman
declared she had
owned an estate in farm lands at
Lebanon, Neb., valued at $160,000;
that she answered a matrimonial
advertisement with the result that
Groeber. who, she said, was a real
estate dealer here, married her In
Kansas City, Mo April 2X, 1920.
She said the man induced her
to give him the power of attorney
over her estate and that shortly
after she learned that he' had sold
the land for $85,000 cash. .She
added that she has not heard from
him since.

RE SOLD TODAY

,

Executive Board of System
Federation Meets Here
and Answers Recent Letter of A. G. Wells

Goes On the Auction Block-aColorado Springs to

Satisfy a Judgment
tained Last August

Ob-

t

MORNING

The Denver firms have
$200,000.
certified
qualified by depositing
checks for $25,000 each with Ivor
W. Wlngren, special master, appointed by Judge J. Foster Symes
in the United States district court
in Denver August 29.
The sale includes all properties,
franchises and rights of the railway. The trackago Is 70.07 miles,
including the main line from this
city to Cripple Creek, with branch
lines In Teller county.
Other
branch lines in this county connecting with the Santa Fe lines and
spurs to Colorado City.

7 YEARS IN PRISON
IS SENTENCE IMPOSED

JOURNAL:

JOHN BENNETT HILL,
AUTOMOBILE RACING
DRIVER, IS MARRIED
Sacramento,

Calif.,

Oct.

15.

John Dennett Hill of Los Angeles,
racing driver who broke tho track
record at Fresno September 30, was

Page Three
said had been purchased last night
and today from grocers, cafe men
and soft drink merchants in Sacramento.
Fuller said this was "the first act
of Ku Klux Klan in making Sac
ramento too hot for bootleggers."
He claimed he had 175 men corah
ing the. city for places where Illicit
liquor is dispensed and asserted
the liquor he had in his possession
today was the first consignment
the Ku Klux Klan Intended to
turn over to the police.

married to Lillian N. Langenbahn
of Sacamento, at the cathedral here
today. The couple will visit the
Grand Canyon on their honeymoon
trip and will make their residence
in Los Angeles.
It became known today that
The
Hill's victory at Fresno not only
won him a new track record but a
bride, Miss Langenbahn having intimated before the race that if Hill
Bucharest, Rumania, Oct. 15.
won tho answeb to a certain ques- Representatives
of the
United
tion ho had asked would be "yes". States government at the ceremonies In connection with the cor.
onation of King Ferdinand and
17 PERSONS CHARGED
Jiarle of Rumania art
Queen
BOOTLEGGING
WITH
Voter A. Jay, the American min
acting ambassador extraordi-- l
ARE FACING ARREST ister
nary; J. Theodore Marriner, second secretary of legation; Law- rence
Dennis, third secretary;
Sacramento, - Calif., Oct. 15.
Warrants for the arrest of seven- l.icut. Col. Arthur Poillon. mill-- !
will be tary attache, and Capt, Raymond
teen alleged bootleggers
sworn to tomorrow by Edgar FuH-le- U. Hasbrouck, U. S. N.
The crown of King Ferdinand la
Kleagln of the Ku Klux Klnn.
according to his statement today tho same as that used by the late
when ho turned over to the police King Charles. It Is made of steel
department large quantities of liq- from Turkish guns
captured at
uors of many varieties which he Plevna in 1877.

fl

america represented

at

coronation
of rumanian rulers!

ON GENERAL SALINAS
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 15.
The strike of the shop crafts on
Mexico City. Oct. 15. General
The Short Line railroad, built at Alberto Salinas, second In comthe Santa Fe system will be made
a cost of $3,O0,000 goes on the mand to General Murguia, one of
'as effective as Is legally possauction block at noon tomorrow on tho rebel leaders, who recently was
officials,
The federation
ible"
the west steps of the El Paso coun- captured at Guaranche, state of
however, will continue their off;r
ty court house to satisfy a judg- Durango, on Friday was sentenced
for a conrereer. These were the
ment obtained in the federal dis- to seven years imprisonment by a
two main decisions reached yestrict court in Denver last August military court sitting at Tepehuan-es- ,
by the executive
terday afternoonSanta
by holders of first mortgage bonds,
Durango, according to advices
Fe System
"hoard of the
the
met
Guaranty Trust Company of received at the war office.
which
Federation, No. 97, will
New York and the Central Union
Colonels Abelardo Abrego and
continue
in Albuquerque and
Luther Burbank, the plant wizard Trust company of New
Ricardo Palacios, who were capYork.
The was
deliberations
today.
its
a
arrested
California
Four Denver, and one, possibly tured at tho same time that Salinas
traffic
by
federation covers the entire Santn cop. Luther was
probably trying to tw'o, Colorado Springs concerns or was taken by the federal forces,
Fe system.
cross
a
street
with
an
are expected to bid, the were sentenced to death and imboard
syndicates
executive
Members of tho
Journal of Commerce.
minimum
bid acceptable
boing mediately executed.
held the meeting in Albuquerq ic
for the express purpose of considA.
ering Jhe recent letter from
G. Wells, vice president of the
Santa Fe company, in which he
declined to confer with federation
officials relative to the striko situation.
Executive board members who
are In the city attending the
meeting to consider the recent
letter from Mr. Wells are: A. 3i.
Norris, chairman, Kansas City;
T. . Personett, Kansas City; U.
J. Bollotte, Topeka, Kansas;Cali-J.
I McPake, San Bernardino,
fornia; J. W. Biffin and E. B.
Swope, Albuquerque.
Koply To Wells.
The decision of the executive
as expressed in Its
committee
letter to Mr. Wells, follows:
Albuquerque, N. M.,
i October
15, 192:.
"Mr. A. G. Wells,
F.
Vice president, A. T. &
Railway System,
111.
Chicago,
Dear Sir: Your letter of the
Srd inst., addressed to Mr. Norris, declining to confer vitli run
and Mr. Pcrsonett upon the
exists tfn
strike situation as It U
efore
vour railway system,
Santa
of
the
the executive board
of
Shop
Federation
Fe System
We are sorry you have assumed
such an uncompromising attitude,
not only on account of the adis
verse effect the controversy
having upon the earningsthoof your
of
great
railroad, but because
'
Inconvenience an annoyance beand
shipthe
caused
traveling
ing
ping public who have heretofore
the
enjoyed good service from
Santa Fe, of which we, as your
employes, were just as proud as
the management.
You say that in so far as the
company Is concerned the strike
has long since been settled. Thip
may be true, but the fact remain!:
that 90 per cent of your passer-geTOILET GOODS
TOILET
trains are and have been for
Don Harmony Liquid
is a sale where you buy an item at the
It
WViat
tome time running late, frequently
t for 61o
VVIldL IS X
tJAlC, ,.0(jiai. price then another item of the game 15oShampoo
lieial TolIK Soap.... 3 for 18c
many hours off of schedule; thM
WATER
20o Harmony Corylupals
kind for lc. As an illustration: The standard price of Itcxall Orderlies Is 60c. You
shippers fromareone end of the line
Tuleum
to the other
t fur He
bitterly complainbuy a box nt this price, a,nl by paying lc more, or 51c, you get two boxos. Every
50c Hiker's Antiseptic
Beautiful packages
ing as to their failure to receive
s
Is
high-clasin
Tooth
a
sale
article
this
us
of
Powder
same
standard
for Sic
merchandise, just the
piece
often several
o
of
toilfreight, days and
60o Harmony Hair Toulo t.i
we sell you every day at regular prices and have sold you for years.
et,weeks overdue; and that they are
each
water,
2
With
for Mc
Quinine
not only
constantly complaining
60o inker's Violate Cerat. i for 61c
containing the true
to your office, but to Washington
3 for
250 Klenzo Tar Soap
6o
odor of the flower
yuiK sn,e was developed by the lulled
25o Medicated Skin Soar) . .'i for 26c
as well, relative to their inability
ArlvortKiniT
name
whose
it
VYcty
as
an
Dr,1K
company,
35c
Hoiv.'nt.C
.e
UVCrUSlIlg
Cuticle
for
Jonteel
plan.
cars
advertising
for
to secure
loading.
bears.
2r,o Jonteel Nail Polish
for 2fle
Rather than spend large sums of money in other ways to convince yon of the merit
Were it not for a hopeless
2TjC Jonteel Nail Crsms
26c
for
a
Standard price.
policy now being pursued by
of these goods, they are spending it on this sale In permitting ns to sell you' a full.
S5o Jonte-- 1 Kail U'.CJicrt. .. 2 for 8Fc
One bottle ..$1.00
number of different railroads,
60o Vloleo Jiu.ro Cold Cream. i for 81c
size
depackage of lilgli standard merchandise for lc. It costs money to get customers,
the
Its
coo Violet 1 ulce Face
purpose
having for
This Sale
1 for He
loss taken on this sale will be well spent If the goods please you.
Powder
the
struction of these organizations,
Two bottles.. $1.01
2M Violet Duice Tulcl n
we feel that we could get to3 for Hfic
Powder
these
gether with you and that
hie conditions would be
We do not.
speedily overcome.
however, charge you. Mr. Wells,
SYMPHONY LAWN
50c Lord Baltimore
with tne originating of this unCASCADE LINEN
WRITING PAPER
policy,
51c
AVritlng Taper.. 2
friendly and
because we have generally found
We
One pound In a package.
A
in
the
highBargain
Big
10c Writing Tablets 2 for lie also have envelopes to match.
you fair in the treatment of your
est grade stationery. This is
beIt
Is
true
tunic
If
that
the
good
employes in the past, but we
a. wonderful
offer for three 10c Erasers ....2 for 11c of a person la expressed by the
lieve that some force beyond you
Cannot be equalled
days.
for this condition.
quality of their Stationery, then
Is responsible
Be Pens and Pencil
anywhere.
your tame will be estab'ished with
there
Under the circumstances
1
flo
for
$1.00
box
Standard
your friends.
price,
Clips
but
do
to
Is nothing else for us
This sale, two boxes.. $1.01
to continue to make the strike as
effective as Is legally possible;
and we are hereby giving you
so;
notice of our intention to do asbut nevertheless, we want to
BOUQUET RAMEE
sure you that we are ready and
TALCUM POWDER
LIGGETT'S OPEKO TEA
willing at any time to sit down
to a conference table with you in
to
endeavor
amicably
in earnest
200 Cups of Tea for
A delightful preparation This is
and in
a blend of High.
idjust these difficulties,
made of the finest Italian
1 Cent
the Meantime, as we presume you
Grade
Coffees roasted
double
bolted
and
Talc,
are
members
know, many of our
purified.
the
upon
and
finding employment
by the latest
packed
For-Green
Orange Pekoe,
numerous other railroads throughA superb
Contains
combined machinery.
the
out the country who are signing
o s a, Oolong, Mixed
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES
perfumes of rose, Jasmine, drink
wonderful
arranging just
agreements and
Gold.
and
Green.
Black
and
Orange
heliotrope and lilac.
ind reasonable settlements with
value.
The chocolates with the wonderful cenIhetr employes.
This ters. Nationally known and advertised as,
Standard
Standard price, 1 can 60c
Assuring you of our warmest
Sale America's greatest value ati
Price
This Sale, two cans... 51c One
Three
personal regards, we remain,
one
$1.0(T
Standard
Pound
Pounds
price,
Pound
poumf,...,';,.; 91.01
Pounds
(Signed) EXECUTIVE BOARD,
two
This
39o
40o
Sale,
pounds.
45c
91c
NO. 97.
SYSTEM FEDERATION
By AL. II. NORRIS,
Chairman."
KLENZO LIQUID
REXALL ORDERLIES
GOODFORM HAIR
l'UKEST CASTOK
3 U. S. SENATORS TO
As sweet and nutty
Do
you
suffer
Constlwith
NET
ANTISEPTIC
tasting as
your best Salad Oil.. 2 for 86c
PARTICIPATE IN THE
paiion i we have been sellflrrTor-ltoReXflll
tny
A scientific preparation for ing
Double Mesh
NEBRASKA CAMPAIGN
Other Purest Drugs
the mouth,
gums, years on a positive guaran
teeth,
mutee.
and
skin
ii you aon't reel Just Aspirin
throat, nose,
2Sj, S for Se
This net is of the highest cous surfaces. A valuable right, take one tonight. To- Aspirin Tablets,
100's rjc
Lincoln, Nebr., Oct. 15. Three
j for
Salt, ltc
United States Senators Capper of
quality and carefully select- aid in tho treatment of pyor- morrow you will feel fine. Epsom
rr jb-,0cKino Stearate. fic
3 for Sc
ed.
rhea.
Kansas, McCormick of Illinois, and
Standard price, 1 box.. 50c
will take part
Norris of Nebraska
Standard price, 1 net.. 15c Standard price, 1 Bot.. 60c
in the campaign In the state this
two
10c
This
nets....
This sale, two Bots....51c This sale, two boxes... 51c
sale,
week in support of republican senHOCSEHOM) REMEDIES
and state
AND TOILET GOODS
atorial, congressional
Mrs. Mary Hlght of
candidates.
tOo Analgeilt Viaim
RAMEE
ITEMS
BRUSHES
FOOD
AND
J f0, kle
BOUQUET
numa
booked
for
1.00 Cod
Illinois is also
Oil
Emulsion
ber of speeches and later in the
tar II 01
f
COMPLEXION
SUNDRIES
25o Laxative A.plrln
35c Vanilla Extract 2 for 36c
of Agriculture
month Secretary
Cold Tableta
.,..,
Wallace is to make a number of
tr
25o Little Liver Pill
40c Lemon Extract 2 for 41c
g for
POWDER
upeeches, according to announce11.00 Syrup Hypopttoiphltca
15c Jonteel Velour
commitcentral
stats
ment of the
KLENZO'DENTAL
g for 11 pi
Powder Puff, .a, 2 for 16c GOoCompound
Symond's Inn
An exceptional high grade 25cCocoa
tee tonight.
Milk of Magnesia
2 for 26c
3 for etr
CREAM
COo
face powder. Adheres to the
Mentholated
White
25c
Jonteel Wool
Cleans and whitens the teeth-har- dens skin and contains the com- 25c
Pine and Tar
J
for B
Inn
Powder
2
Baking
Symond's
26c
for
Puff..
$1.00 Septone Hair Tonic. .3 for SI 01
tho gums, removes bined perfumes
of
SHOOTS, WOUNDS GIRL
rose,
2 for 26c
Chocolate
S5c Cream of Almondi ...
tartar
for 36c
does
...3
and
not
lilac.
scratch
and
35o
heliotrope
Tooth
jasmine,
2
Brush.
for 36c S5o Cold, Cream
THEN ENDS OWN LIFE
for 6r
the teeth. You can have beau2 for 20c
25c Spices
0o Shaving Lotion
S for 81c
tiful teeth by using Klenzo.
91.25 Lather Brush 2 for 1.20 S5o Hlnkle Pills ...
Standard price 1 box.. $1.00
2 for S6c
90c Olive Oil. 12M oz.
Standard price, one tube.. 50c
40o Flrstaid Zlno Oxide
Portland, Ore., Oct. 15. A. T.
2 for Die 75c Hair Brush. . .2 for 76c
This Sale, two tubes
Bottle
Adhee. Platter
51c This Sale, two' boxes.. $1.01
Reed, a draftsman, shot and seriI for 4c
ously wounded Miss Helen
home
at
her
16,
parents'
here today and then shot and killHundreds of Other Articles Not Listed Here Included in This Sale i
Maximum Hot Water
ed himself, according to the girl's
itory, told later at the hospital e
Bottle
where she was taken. Miss
said she recently had broken
her engagement to Reed,
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,Your new hotel is climbing- skyward. We
are in sight of the end of this big job for
-

Albuquerque. We have seen the benefits
resulting from the actual construction of
the new hotel. Soon we can see the results of its successful completion and the
effect of its operation upon the business
activity and growth of this city. We can
realize these added benefits quickly if we
give one big, strong, united pull together.
Let's unite in such a pull right now: Further payments on the construction are
coming due. We need every dollar that is
due and every dollar" that can be paid by
subscribers to the hotel stock, no matter
whether their subscription payments are
up to date or not.

Let's Make the Week of October 15

100 Per Cent
COLLECTION WEEK
No matter whether your subscription pay-

ments are up to date, or delinquent; no
matter when your last payment was
made; no matter how much the amount
of that payment, if you still have an unpaid balance on

subscription,

MAKE SOME KIND OF A PAYMENT
THIS WEEK
Let us show the Board of Directors of the
Hotel Company, let us show the contractor, let us show our City and our State
that the band of more than 1,100 citizens
who have united to put through this big
public enterprise have absolute faith in

its complete financial success as well as in
its value to our city. We can do this by
speeding up the finishing of the job, and
we can speed up that completion by uniting in a week of 100 per cent subscription
payments, in which every stockholder
will pay something.
Many stockholders have already advance'd
the full amount of their subscriptions before same fell due. Take your place with
them in the ranks of the doers.

f, jr

Stack-hous-

e,

BUTT'S DRUGSTORE

Stack-hous-

CHANGES CACSE
SICKNESS
Extreme changes of weather dur-In- g
Fall cause many colds ,nd
coughs. For quick .elicf from
throat, chest and bronchial trouble,
coughs, colds and croup use Foley's
Honey and Tar. Contains no opiates
ingredients printed on the wrapmediper. Largest selling cou-cine in the World. "Foley's Honey
ind Tar is the most pleasant and
efficient remedy for uoughs and
tolda that I ever saw," writes Wm.
Illinois.
Sold
Jones, El Dara,
everywhere. Adv.

b

WEATHER

Bulbs. Dulcli, Japanese, Tulip.
Daffodils.
For full
Hyacinths,
pluming. Ives. Phone 733. Adv.

r.ti

Produces a thick creamy
lather. Will stand upon
your face throughout the
shave.
Standard price, one tube.

This

sale, two tuwes

.

Store

The

REXALL SHAVING
CREAM

. .Sue

36c

First and Central

Phones 63 and 65

The price everywhere is $2.00.
Full two quart
Guarcapacity.
anteed
for one
year.

1 Standard

MAIL YOUR CHECK TODAY TO

The Albuquerque

Mel

Co.

P. O. BOX

411

Price

One for
S2.S5.

By TammmBammmmm

Ef iMsWsaEmsBHMel

This Sale
Two for

DO IT FOR ALBUQUERQUE-- DO

2.26
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WORLD LOOKS ROSEY TO "ROSEY"

HTHLETIC FIEL

M

English Heavyweight Have
Been Matched for a

Field

20-Rou-

Contest

The promotion of a real athletic
field for Albuquerque is being start-f- i
by Jack Cameron, who is wells
known in Albuquerque sport
and is particularly interested
in buseball, having been the official
umpire tor the Gray games here
for several years.
"Albuquerque ia no longer a vildelage, it ia a city." Mr. Cameron
clared last night, "And it should
field
with
havo an enclosed athletic
a large grand etand and comfortable bleachers. My opinion ia that
the grand stand should be in two
vectlons." Sir. Cameron added,
"One for women, unescorted and
escorted, and the other for mon.a
And they should all be kept in
clean and sanitary condition.
"Under the grand stands, there
should be two dressing rooms with
cement floor and equipped with
phowers and lockers. The playing
Held should possess two
"To assure snappy sport in the
city, aside frore. amateur games,
be
another base, ball team should
organized or some sort ot a league
either organized or independent,
ihould be started.
It Is Mr. Cameron'i Idea that the
tthletlo field should be for the use
sport association
t any
"hase ball, football, track and field
meets and should be available
without charge to the users. The
two leading baseball teams, however, that Is, the Grays and the
other team to be organized, should
'have preference in the use of the
jgrourid.
"This would give Menaul, Indian School. St. Mary's. High school
football,
and other teams, baseball, enclosed
track and field meet, an
Cam-ero- n
Mr.
contests,"
their
for
field
pointed out.
Speaking of the plan to be adopted. Mr. Cameron said:
"Most cities ot this size secure
an athletic field either by
.uch
i
municipal ownership or through
public subscription. The Alatter e plan
i seems the most likely.
inscription might prevent a good
to
'many who would otherwise like
lend their support to the movein
ment from participating
a monthly subscription
ot
plan, extending over a period and
ten months, seems preferable ones
would scarcely cripple any
purse.
"Some one,, of course, must take
the initative and 1 have decided to
distribute 'pledge cards' throughout the city, which those who care
by
to may sign and return to me
mail. Those receiving the cards
will
and who do not care to pledge, card
confer a favor by mailing the elsesent
anyway, so that it can be
I would suggest
where.
will
pledges be of such sums as
work no hardship on the signer
.nnd that will be carried through.
If sufficient pledges are returned,
a meeting of all pledgers, large and
omall, will be called for the purIf the
pose of organization. Indicate
turns, however, fail towill
be dropthe movement
ped." Mail cards to 3. H. Cameron,
411 East Silver ave.

Paris, Oct. 15. (by tho Associated Press) Battling Blkl, the Senegalese conqueror of Georges
will meet Joe Beckett, tho
In a
English heavy-weigbattle for the heavyweight
champlonwhip of Europe, In London, November 23. This was decided on today when Major Arnold
J. Wilson, English promoter, obtained the signatures of both M,
Hellers and Hlkl to a contract under which Slki will receive 4,500
pounds for his end of the purse.
Siki has signed a contract with
Hellers, who is to look after the
Senegal fighter's affairs until May
30, 1823. Hellers, not having hoard
definitely from Tex Richards with
Car-penti-

clr-le-

if

dug-out-

s.

out-do-

'

one-tim-

tit

suc-(es-

5,
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Theaters Today

FOOTBALL FORECASTS
IN ROCKY MOUNTAIN

I

I

CONFERENCE UPSET

"B" Tliciilor Repeating today
for the lust time the Rcalart picture, "A Game Chicken," featuring Be4e Daniels as the principal
afar; also repeating "The Blue
Fox" episode and the pictures of
"Current Events."

Oct.
IS. The
Denver,
dope
bucket was given its first tilt of
In
the season
the Rocky Mountain
conference
yesterday when the
scores In the two major clashi of
the day varied considerably from
prognostications.
The overwhelming sixty to noth
Ing trouncing adninistered to the
University of Wyoming by the
Colorado Aggies gave the dopestci
their first shock. Colorado Tj'ni
versity's 3 to 0 defeat of the University of New Mexico, which Den
ver University' galloped 41 to 0 a

Ljrlo Tliealcr "The Dust Flower," with Ilelene Chadwick and
cast aids, is being reher
peated today for the last time; also
repeating "Cold Feet." the two-recomedy.

el

Pustlnm Theater The Fox picture, "The Yellow Ktain," with
John Gilbert as the leading star,
is being repeated today for the
last time; the management is also
repeating the "Fox News" pictures
and the Harold Lloyd comedy.

mxnxs
st AnHASnF.ni-BATHING DII
;

IV

FIIMIXG "GAME tlUCKKX"

Cold salt water baths may he
very bracing and beneficial.! but
Bebe Daniels says that a whole daj
spent at it, just about Thanksgiving time, and using the Pacific
ocean as a bathtub, is far from her
idea of" bliss.
Miss Daniels Is the star of "A
Game Chicken," the Realart pictures production which Is being re
peated today for the last time at
tho "B" theater. During the tak
ing of a fire at sea, and abandonment of a
g
schooner
which are shown in the picture. It
was necessary for Miss Daniels and
Pat O'Malley to lump into tho
chilly, blue brine
several times,
wearing their clothes, and to re
main wet for several hours. About
the time they's get fairlv comfort-- !
able by the galley stove, the call
would come: "All ready. Miss Dan
iels, we'll take it again!"
Mill, it's all in the day's work of1
a motion picture star. The picture!
is filled with thrilling situations.

0.

Women

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for

douches In treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration ot noBe,
Throat tnd that caused by feminine
ills Jt Vas no equal. For ten years
the Lydia VS. Pitikham Medlclnv Co.
theit
has recommjBded Paxtlne In worn-n,
with
private correspondence
which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say it
At
is "worth its weight in gold."
lrvjruists, 60c. large box, or by mail.
The Taxton Toilet Co.. Boston. Mm

n.

r

inquirer.)

Q. Will an uccldontal litter or
pups or a pure blood female Air.
ilulo have any effect oil subsequent
llttei's sired by a pure blood male"

The Biological Survey says

that the siring of an Airedale female by a mongrel dog will not
affect the next litter of pupa, nor
any that may 1follow.
Q.

Yhut

a Ilrltlsh

T. K.

.

r6!)

water vapor.
Q. Whut distinguishes "present"
from "Introduce"? J. t S.
A. Introductions take place
among equals, says Dr. Frank
a presentation take place by
act of grace.
Squure?
Q. Where is Itoly-Pol- y
is a

square

in

lakes In Michigan and 2S0 in Minnesota.
Q. llow large is the Aviation
Section of iho Marino Corps? K. K.
A. In January 1922 the strength
of this section was 816.
S3

'

,
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for TWENTY

There is no other
cigarette of such cpiality
at such a price.

Viz-otell- y,

It

C. O.

now
1

Lisbon,

Portugal, so called from the pecu- t.
liar undulating pattern of Its
Q. How did the Plggly Wlggly
stores roma to ho called by that
name? M. A.
A. Plggly Wlggly is a coined
word. Clarence Saunders, who is
Identified with, the Plggly Wlggly
He
stores, originated the word.
was on a train going from Chicago
pove-men-

Ltt

Fatima smtiers

till yeu

V

Liggett 4 Myiss Tobacco Co,

A New Angle

or Your Car

in

Electric Iron

WE HAVE THE
Tire
Tube
Rim

,

Chains
B. O.

Wedge

Flap
Jack

Bolt
Nut

Pump
Cover

Patch

Electric Ironing

Inner Liner
Patching
Lock and Chain
Brace Wrench
Straps
Valve Cores

L BUS
Fifth and Central.

Mary Cnrr's popularity is far
and wide. The epithet, "the sweetest woman on the screen," was
earned after her masterful perin the William Fox
formance
Now
triumph, "Over the Hill."
Mrs. Carr, mother of six delightful
children, Is Bcorlng a second huge
SUCCeSS in "Silver Wlnirn" nnnthnr
Fox special, which will be shown
at the Pastime theater for five
days, commencing Tuesday. October 17.
In "Silver 'Wings" Mrs. Carr
plays the part of a mother whose
joys and sorrows more sorrows
than lovs wrlnir tpnra a van f,nm
the most hardened and callous.
a simple, .beautiful picture of
American home life, it tells
a
that should bo taken seriouslystory
to
heart, for it is but a picturizatlon
of those family tragedies that
us every day.
"Kilver Wings" had a tremendous success In New York city.
Press and pulpit acclaimed it as a
film which taught a timely lesson,
while pointing out a moral that
many of the younger generation
would do well to heed.
During its run at the
theater the house was packedApollo
day
and night. At each performance
Mrs. Carr nppeared In person and
delighted the audience with her
timoly and Improvised speeches.
fl

LINGEMNG COCGn RELIEVED
bad cough for three
"Had".
E. Campbell,
years," writes H. "Found
no reAdrian, Michigan.
and
tried
Foley's Honeysevere
lief until I
Tar." Lingering coughs,
and
colds, croup: throat, chest
COAST
bronchial trouble quickly relieved
Portland,
Tso
Tar.
and
with Foley's Honey
Vernon,
need to suffer and take chances (Second
with neglected coughs and colds. darkness).gauie
opiates Ingredients
Free from
Lake,
largest Salt
printed on the wrapper.
Oakland,
celling cough medicine In the
Adv.
(Tie).
world, Bold everywhere.
!t- -;

LKAGCE
Sacramento,
Los Angeles,
3
called end twelfth,

Phone 823

The Hotpoint Electric Iron achieves perfect results with the least expenditure of energy.
This is due to the exclusive Hotpoint features embodied in its design.
The Cantilever Strength Saving Handle, found only on the Hotpoint Electric Iron, carries
the pressure of the arm and wrist in a direct line to the ironing. This does away with the
irons. In the
tense grip and the bodily strain which were necessary with the
t,
the thumb rests on a firm projection (built on the cantilever principle) and
the work to a matter of guidance rather than of heavy exertion. As a result, the whole
body is relaxed, the ironing is done far more quickly, and the end of the morning's work
finds you with untired arms, unwearied feet, and full of zest for the afternoon's recreation.
old-sty-

Hot-poin-

le

re-duc- es

The Hotpoint Electric Iron has banished the separate iron stand. It substitutes an attach-e- d
Heel Rest. When you are folding a garment or are called from the room for a moment, you simply tip the Hotpoint Iron back on this heel tip it back anywhere without
having to find the cumbersome stand which has always been a nuisance on the ironing
board.

Change of
Time

The Hotpoint Electric Iron allows complete elasticity of motion because it is equipped
with the Hotpoint Hinged Cord Protector. This device makes the connection between
cord and iron perfectly flexible, and prevents the
which is annoyingly frequent with a rigid connection. It is another Hotpoint aid to easy and convenient ironing.
cord-breaka-

Effective October 18, 1922.
No. 7. Leave Albuquerque 11:10a.m.
No. 2. Leave Albuquerque
R. W. HOYT,

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company

5:30 p. m.

"At Vour Service"

Phone 98

1921, by , the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.

By

Agent

Phone 204

BRINGING UP FATHER. -

Copyright,
,
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COt-tX- VD RATHER
BE ON CLEAR-- f t CA.NA.l
oOAt ON THE ERie
THAN
helre: in
THE. PACIFIC
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TO THINK I
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I

HAD TO PAY

l

MAt'NE.VEE

HANOLEQ-MPA-

)
I

oot

George McManui

KIN tE.El RIGHT NOW
THAT I'M COIN' TO BE.
I

7

ENT TO A CHIHEfeE
HOSPITAL. WMEn

land:
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'
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Seattle,
San Francisco,
l- -.

.
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ev InT'L

Featuri

SimrlcE, Inc.
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(

more lakes

Has Michigan

consul?

A. The term consol is an abbreviation of the word consolidated.
Consols are the consolidated 2 2
per cent bonds of Great Britain and
are similar to the United States
Government bonds.
Q. Whnt is meant by the "white
flag of tlio Chinook"? At. E. S.
A. It is a phenomenon that can
bo seen
in the western
states
stretching from the crest of a
mountain ridge when the Chinook
wind is blowing over It. Tha upward reflection of tho wind by the
slope of the mountain causes the
ascent of tho air charged with

A.

Q.

than Minnesota?
A. There are

--

M. V. M.

A.

prospecting tor niugnetlo iron ores.
These instruments are not useful
In prospecting for precious metals
ur ores that have no magnetic ef- -

.XsL M. B Iv ii 1
CIGARETTES

JL

1922.

'

pleasing as was his stage acting;
10
Mona Kingsley, the striking beuty
strength dlsplyed
Unexpected
who
supported Grant Mitchell in
l.v the University of Arizona sur- "A Tailor Made Man";
Edward
of
Southern
the
University
prised
Peil and
George Perlolat, well
California, which, although out- known on both stage and screen.
13 to 0.
played two periods, won now
a
Stanford University',
WM. FOX' "S1LVKR WINGS
team, defeated the UniHAS A ri:SSGK FOK ALT.;
COMING TO THE 1'ASTIMK
versity of Santa Clara team, 7

To

erst-whi-

J

(Any reader can get tho answer
to uny question by writing The
Albuquerque Juurnul Information
Bureau, Frederic J. lluskin, Director, Washington, D. C. This
offer applies strictly to informa-tioThe Bureau cannot give advice ou legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to seUio domestiu troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose tvvo
cents in stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to tt

dians served and there were about
200 deaths.
Q. Is the divining rod valuable
in locating gold or sliver? N, G. V,
A. Many Inquiries have been received regarding divining rods,
mineral rods, et cetera, with rcfer-enc- u
to their adaptability lor locat-ln- g
burled treasure. Special Instruments such as the dip needle,
magnetometer, and tho dial compass have been successfully used In

1G,

.

from Gonzaga

Special

in seven rounds.
Siki Is bubbling over with confidence in his ability to defeat
Beckett, and he appears to be In
the pink of condition. Ha told the
correspondent today that he had
turned over a new leaf and that
hereafter he would eschew his
favorite tipple, absinthe.
Slkl is seven pounds heavier today then when ho met Carpenllcr,
three weeks ago. Ho told the correspondent today thathehe weighed
had decid180 pounds, nnd that
ed henceforth to fight at this
po mdage.

to Questions,

an appropriate name for this chain
of stores, be recalled the fact that
a pig goes through a turnstile,
wiggles around and goes out again.
Since turnstiles were to bo used In
the stores, ho coined the above
words and applied them to the
stores.
Q. How many Indians served in
fcho World W ar? J. 1. GV
A. The Office of Indian Affairs
says thut approximately 10,000 In

least to the second division for the
season.
Utah University, playing her first
conference game, took the measure
of Brigham Young University by 49
to 0 in the only oth?r conference
to Memphis, and while thinking1 of
game of the day.
Other Rocky Mountain conference teams arrayed against
aggregations came through
Denver
victorious.
prise.
University
As a result of the two games, the nosed out Nebraska Wesleyan 3 to
Aggies are being figured as possi 0, while Colorado College swamped
ble conference championship con the Gunnison State Normal school
tenders, while State has been rele 58 to 0. The Colorado Miners were
gated by many grid followers at idle.

all-st-

at

Th most economical, cleansin? and
all antiseptics Is
germicidal

h! charge In
regard to a fight fordecided
to acthe United States,
cept the offer of Major Wilson for
a bout in London with Beckett,
who last Thursday night in the
English capital, stowed away Frank
Moran, the American heavyweight

Bill Kyaa and his fiancee, Jlisa Anno Heidv.
The world smiles for Bill Ryan, young Giant hurler. On top 01 trie
praise bestowed upon him for his relief pitching in the world's series
the
tnd
$5,000 he drew r.s his share of the proceeds comes the announcement of his engagement to "the greatest cirl in ths world," who is Miss
Anne Eeidv of Worcester. Mass.

iGounwvx mrcsK.vrs fixe
CLOSE SCORES MARKED
PitTrw.
tiik i.vhiC:
'TUB DUST ITX)Vi;il"
SATURDAY'S GRIDIRON
be repeated today at
GAMES ON WEST COAST tireThere will
Lyric theater for tho Inst time,
"The
Dust
Flower," his first conSan Francisco, Oct. 15. Closes tribution to the screen since his
of
most
Saturday
marvelous "Earthbuunil" ot two
wjores marked
football games on the Pacific coast,
Both' productions
com- seasons ago.
for
keen
to
hope
fans
were
made by Goldwyn. "The Dust
musing
teams Flower"
was
worth
petition this year between
waiting two
matched more evenly than in re- years for. It is a natural, human,
seasons.
lent
everyday picture of life as it is
The first Pacific coast conference
known to all of us. While it does
ot not
have the appea to the human
lame went to the University
the
defeated
which
'.Vashlngton,
desire to know what awaits the
University of Idaho by but two soul after death that "Enrthbound"
Washington displayed a had, It clings closely to the l'Pality
iioints.
powerful offensive, but ittowas not in which wo all live, struggle anil
pierce occasionally win
.uite powerful enough
through to happithe Vandals' defense.
ness.
,
chamUniversity of California's
V.
Rowland
Lee directed "Tho
a. big score of
Dust Flower" with the active aspion team ran up
41 points over St. Mary' College, sistance of tho author, who was on
jtt, weaker team.
the lot every day while his novel
A crippled and outweighed Uni- was being plcturized.
They have
a. game
dropped
of
Oregon
mado a tremendously effective
versity
10 the strong Multnomah Athletic
an
with
photodrama
appeal that
, lub eleven of Portland. The Ore- will strike home to every
human
defeated
college
gon Agricultural 3 to 0, and prob- being who sees it. The cast is as
Pacific University
fine
was
as
that
outstanding
more had seen and
in "Earthbound."
ably could have made
Hclene
in more Chadwick
roach Rutherford sent
Rennie
and
James
ftre
Aggie first string men earlier in the featured players.
Others in
the game.
the cast are Claude Gllllngwaler,
Washington State college disap- who displays a feeling for picture
pointed its follovers by winning acting as true and human nnd
University by only

to

23
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Carpentier's Conqueror and

Jack Cameron Heads Move
merit toSecure a Modern,

I!1

BECKETT TO

MEET

FOR DUKE CITY

Athletic
Enclosed
for Next Year

r Answers
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EAUTV CHATS
BY LENORE

FROM PARIS.
After adventuring off in all sorts
of directions sleeves have at last
decided to take their normal place
in the world of dress. Which is to
say that sleevs this season really
cover the arm, instead of wander
ing off into aimless draperies or
being reduced to ribbons.
Cuffs, however, are taking un-- 4

FOR

SEASONABLE. MEM'S
WEEK. -

of colder
With tho coming
n
weather, our diet should be chang-iini'inrtrt nn abundance of the
foods such as fata
incu iouu,
in any form, porn,
dishes and hot baked foods.
starchy
rnw ehnniri h
tnken. however.
that meals containing heavy meats
and starchy vegetables or souiis,
should be relieved by a light acid
dessert. The following menus for
a week illustrate this point:
pples,
Sunday Breakfast: Baked MaCereal, French toast with
ple Sirup, Coffee. Dinner: Leg of
Canned
t.nmh MiiHhed Potatoes.
Peas, Coffee, Lemon Meringue Pie.
Supper: Creamed, finnan tiaaaie,
Brown Bread, Sandwiches, Cocoa,
Preserves, Doughnuts.
Monday: Breakfast: Cereal.
Cakes
Kasr.
Buckwheat
with Maple Sirup, Coffee. Lunchwith
Seasoned
eon: Baked Rice
Tomato, Tea, Rolls, Jelly. Dinner:
Cold Left-OvPickles,
Lninb,
Baked Potatoes,
Apple
Carrots,
Betty with Hard Sauce, Coffee.
Breakfast:
Orapes,
Tuesday:
Cereal, Fried Sausnges. Coffee,
Toast. Luncheon: Macaroni Haked
with Cheese, Tea, Stewed prunes.
ninnni" Prrlr f'linns Rnltlrl Pntn- toes (cook a double quantity half
er

Y

tor

tomorrow;,

Bonns. Coffee.

TUnr.lr VVlilnnoH

Si fell
lit

Keep Your Throat Youthful.
i matter what vour trouble Is.
cleansing each day. This should
'I.,., .a the treatment by scrubbing be done just before retiring. The
C.ti neck with warm water, a mild skin is then
ready for its morning
i
t:.y and a moderately stigg bristled toning treatment with dashes of
Hush
brush.
This opens and very cold water. However, if the
cleanses the pores of the skin but, skin is badly soiled, its pores filled
more than this, it stimulates and with soot or other particles, addiInvigorates the muscles by bringing tional cleaning will prevent its beup to them a fresh supply of blood. coming grimed.
Many busy woThe pores being opened the rest men in the big cities visit the beauof the treatment is more effective. ty parlors weekly to have the skin
Cocoa butter or flesh building cleansed
thoroughly; then keep it
cream should now be massaged in up themselves
nightly
if the neck Is old or wrinkled, cleansing at night.through
otherwise cleansing cream is best.
The massage should bo vigorous
and should be done with the tops SUCCESSFUL TESTS
of the fingers of each hand, the
OF A NEW DIRIGIBLE
usual liberties.
At the house of
motion being the rubbing of small
Doucet there are particularly incircles on the neck, followed by an
CONDUCTED
BALLOON
dividual innovations.
On a gown
up and down motion over the lines
of gray crepe romain appear hourin the front. It the neck is shrivIB.
Successful
Oct.
O.
of
coatcuffs
or
glass
a
Dayton,
leopard ekln. On
wrinkled thick
eled, dry
ing of cream can be left on tne tests of a new dirigible balloon, de- another gown, unfasten the cuffs
surface all night if the neck is signed, It was said, to replace tho and they become winged draperies.
In the blue crepe frock from
captive observation balloons of the Lelong Illustrated today, the deep
Wilbur
at
conducted
was
late war,
flaring bell shape at the wrist is
Wright Field Saturday by Charles another instance of the strange
Ifranniean, test pilot of Akron, and ways the new sleeve takes. This
uuch. U. S. N., gown is embroidered in dull gold.
Knsign Charles
it was annoucod here today.
Under the test the balloon, 600
feet in the air and attached to a
i
motor truck was pulled to various
points on the field. The balloon
!was then cut loose from the truck
land under its own power cruised
about, later coming back to the
truck where a drag rope was
picked' up and the ship was towed
back to its moorings.
Light enriches the tone of rugs
It was pointed out that the balloon might bo towed astern a bat- and draperies; Intensifies spots of
color; emphasizes the grain in
tleship and after cruising about for wnnd.
nnd ffuffunes nil with n rn- observation might again bo attachjdlunce that pleases the eye and
ed to the ship.
the body.
The new ship, slightly larger rests
A well known authority on light-lin- g
no reet in
1 tthan a pony blimp, la
says: "Man is as
Stories in
length and is driven by a single blindtrenchantly
without light as he is withmotor.
out
sight," and bids us have a care
. McCalVs Magazine
for our eyes when lighting our
homes. The science of illumination
STRING MAKES IRON
has developed so rapidly during the
WORK, CHILD THINKS past few years that correct lighting is now within reach of everylighting
"Ca'line," said three year old body; not only correct
Peggy gravely as she Watched her but restful lighting and harmonious
lighting.
colored Mammy thump away with
of
an old fashioned flat iron on some
Individuality and personality are
dominant
factors in developing
you
"Don't
in
her cabin,
mouche," begins a
laundry
know you never can get that iron expressive illumination. If flooding
breathless romance of
room
a
with light were the only
hot till you tie a string to it?"
intrigue, love and adThe little girl had watched Caro- problem it could easily be solved
the
of plenty of
installation
by
the
from
of
the
venture
line trudge to and fro
days
wattage lamps; but to flood
stove to her ironing board and her alarge
"when knighthood was
room
with light and at the samo
infant mind was perplexed. She
in flower."
minimize glare, eliminate eyewas used to seeing things done time
and
strain
blend colelectrically, and she wondered why or with theharmoniously
scheme of decher mammy took all that trouble oration, is ageneral
science
as well as an
' and time to press a garment when
art.
she had often seen her own mother
to
be
correct
must be
Light
while she was dressing stop a mom shaded and free 'from
glare. Silk
or two to plug the cord of the parchment pr glass shades
ent
are
Read "Double Doom,"
iron to a hole in the wall and press equally desirable for the nurnose
a gripping novel of two
the very blouse she afterwards put and all have decorative
values.1
on.
lives linked bv the tradi
Only within the past vear has real
As Peggy's infant mind pondered art been introduced in tho
tion that twins must die
over the why and wherefore of un- or coiorea ginss, and this making
artistic
necessary human labor so the development has produced
together.
many
will wonder lovely effects and novel designs
minds of tomorrow
har- for domestic
in
energy
electric
use.
with
Glass shades
why,
v
ness and ready to perform most cost considerably less than others,
which further accounts for their
any household labor, we ever put
up with the old fashioned way of growing popularity.
The tints, tones and shades of
doing things.
light produced by tho blending of
asks "Axe women fair
pure colors offer as great decorain politics?" and gives
tive possibilities as paintings, art
MAJOR LEAGUE STARS
objects or fabrics.
a startling answer.
By reducing
LEAVE ON FIRST LEG
the intensity of one color and
deepthe
shade
of
ening
ORIENT
another,
TO
OF TRIP
of many hues may be diffused;lights
and
there is almost no limit to the col-o- r
effects and psychological reacChicago, Oct. IB. The group of
vtvidlytellsthedramatic
stars wno nave
tions obtainable.
major league
story of a lonely man's
tn inutrimt the adaptable
of
love that burst into
finer
in
the
points
Nipponese
the game departed tonight on the ELECTRIC HEATERS
autumn bloom.
first leg or tneir inji iu jayan.
FILL THE BILL ON
The team, under the direction ot
Colleges Corruptwerhert Hunter and Frank F.
FROSTY MORNINGS
murk O'Neill, will sail next
Girls?
ing Main
returnThursday from Vancouver, of HonoAn electric portable heater will
An astounding revelaing in February by way
be a desirable adjunct in your
lulu
bedroom
tion by Dr. LucianCary
these frosty
mornings
The party includes Joe Bush and
and may be so conveniently
lower-beof the morality of AmerWatte Hoyt, Yankee pltcners; Meu-ocated
that
can
turn
you
It oh
Kmil
Red
Sox;
Pennock,
ican college youth.
without
out
of bed.
nnri nnanlhlv "Cnsev" Stengel Of
getting
all very well for the poet
the champion Giants; Herbert to It'a
Also Stories by
enthuse
about
"the
frost on the
Louis
St.
Hunter, formerly of the
but it ceases to be roRobert W. Chambers,
Cardinals; Amos Strunk and Bib pumpkin,"
to
the fellow who has to
Falk. Chicago Wiiite Sox: Riggs mantic
Fannie Heaalip Lea, Nalbro
and Luke
Sewell, hop out of bed while that frost
Stephenson
Bartlrys and the first of the
still
find his room chilly
sparkles,
Cleveland Indians; iserc uriinin,
New Winter Fashions beau. uncomfortable
and shave in
Brooklyn Robins; Fred Hoffman, and
tifully portrayed.
cold
water.
Lavan, St.
Yankees, and JohnEven
who
in well heatlive
people
Louis Cardinals.
Get today
ed houses experience more or less
discomfort in the morning owing
Your Newsdealer's
BORAH'S DEMAND TO
to the fact that windows have
been open, all night inviting the
BY
BE CONSIDERED
outdoor temperature Into the bedg
elecIDAHO REPULICANS room. A little
tric heater is .invaluable for such
occasions.
Supplemented
by a
Boise, Idaho, Oct, 15. Republi- sister appliance which will heat
from tho water for the
tnt
committeemen
can
shaving operacoun tion "in a
of the forty-fothirty-thre- e
Jiffy," it will do much
ties in the state met this evening to restore the romance to the
at the can of State Chairman Nash thought of autumn's first frosts.
to consider United States Senator
Electricity is not generally re
Rnrah'a demand thnt the organiza commended
for primary heating,
tion discard the platform adopted but for supplementary
heating it
at the republican state convention is by far the most desirable
methat Wallace and declare for a direct od available; and the fact that it
law.
so
is
primary
sanitary, and cen- -'
nnetinlert the tralized clean,
T.nni ritsrMtftfllnnfl
much to its popuadds
entire evening and at a late hour larity.
dissension still ruled in the meetaarce- ing with no sign of earlv
Want Ads Bring Quick Results
ment. ,,

Rain

LIGHT BECOMES
A PRIME FACTOR
IN DECORATION

i

Great

Rafael
Sabatini
author

'

"Scara

'

;

Louis Joseph

"V&nce

j

Gene

StJfattonPorteir

Holworthy Hail

Are

uannea L.ima
Fruit with

Diced

("Vonm

Cfhnt

ia

qulck-glowln-

v

broke the closed course record of a
little over 179 miles on hour, sol
by Georges Kirsch in France last
Maughan's speed was,
September.
208 miles an hour.
Apprehension ot army and navy
offieials that the terrific speed
would be too much for human endurance proved without basis, alMougan was
though Lieutenant
whirled Into unconsciousness once
as ho made a 120 degree turn. The
pilot wbs "out" three or four sec
onds, while his piano shot through
the air for a distance of several
city blocks.

We will have an
other shipment of
Fresh Fish and Oys-

ters today:.
Chicken Halibut

at approximately 1, 600, 000.
The meet, in the opinion of army
and navy aero heads, was one ul

the most successful ever held and
marked wonderful advancement in
in
this country.
aeronautics
Technical data assembled
durintj
the races will be of great assist
ance to builders of both commercial and fighting planes.
More records were shattered on
Saturday than in any previous race,
all the world's speed records for
competition, beng surpassed by
Pulitzer contenders.
The official world's speed record
set by Sadl Locolnte in France a
few weeks ago was among the first
to fall.
On the first lap Of 30
miles. Lieutenant L. J. Maitland of
D.i C,
Boiling Field, Anacosta,
averaged 216.1 miles an nour. The
216 miles an hour
Frenchman's
was over a one Kilometer strnlght-awawhile Maltland's was on a
closed course, and for a much
iiroater distance. Loser in the race
mainland had trouble with his
engine on the i20 degree turns, and
his average for the 1B6 miles covered was 203 mltos an hour.
The world's competition records
for B0, 100 and 00 kilometers
were shattered by half a dozen of
the contenffers. Among these was

RIPPLEKG RHYMES

Columbia River
Salmon
Bullhead Catfish

Br WALT
HE

MASON.

and other goods worth about two
bits a throw; and the gentle reader
pales while hi rocking chair
n
as he reads the
tales
in the fiction magazines.
There
in the town, far away
are n
from polar bears; some of them
are holding down cheap and wobbly office chairs; there are great
heroic males toiling in their greasy
Jeans; but they figure in no tales
n
in the
But
magazines.
n
the
have, to go to the
burning wastes of sand, or the wilderness of snow, where the glnnmy
forests stand;
thev must follow
far off trails; if they don't they
spill the brans, and they figure in
no tales In the red blood magazines.

MEN'.

go
Strong and fearless men
forth, where tho Arctic tempests
sweep, in the reaches of the north,
where the snow is ten feet deep;
and they battle with the gales, and
they scrap with wolverenes, that
we may have
tales in the
fiction magazines. They would all
be better off In a sunny clime like
ours, where the sportive minded
toff may cavort among the flowers; but they freeze their fingernails and they live on frozen beans;
n
for we must have
tales In
n
the fiction magazines. And the
roam the woods In the tempest and the snow, .seeking hides
he-m-

nous efforts to read between the
lines to discover what tho pre-- :
LLOYD
tnler had In mind as to his personal
intentions.
refuse to ac-- i
the speech as an answer to
IS cept
the various charges laid against
the government of mishandling af-- !
fairs of state, especially
of the
Near East problem.
The Sunday Times declares that
the speech means nothing If not an
Although!
early general election.
the premier did not Indicate any
an
idate
for
the
election,
It Is Generally Supposed
paper ex-- i
presses the opinion that the presthat There Will be an ent parliament which stands pro.
(rogued until November 14, will not
Early Dissolution of the meet again, and that its dissolutions will be announced early this
British Ministry
week. In that event, the Times
believe, the elections will be held
London, Oct. 15. Premier Lloyd early in November and the
assembled in the course
to
London today.
George returned
of a few months.
He met with a hearty reception
This view is shared bv the Obfrom crowds of admirers and had server, which sees in the speech
a long conference with Winston an un mistaken ble appeal to the
Churchill, secretary for the colon- liberals. ,At the same time, the
paper declares, there was "no casties.
ing of the die no Caesarian gesMr. Churchill wilt hi In ehnrjre ture," and the address has left the
of tho Irish debate when parlia- premier free to take any one of
ment takes up the matter of rati- several
different courses.
The
fication of the ww Irish constitu- paper
considers
that
Lloyd
tion and ns the necessity of secur- George's utterances, in part, aping ratification before December pear as If he has determined to
6 makes this tnsk a
weighty one. In resign and hand over the governconnection with any early nppeal to ment to the unionists.
the country. It is assumed that the
whole subject. was threshed over.
A man asserted the other
day
The premier's speech nt Man- that he was
constantly being mischester Saturday, leaves political taken for a member
of the governcircles completely at a loss to pro- ment. We always admire a man
gnosticate the next political move- who can tell a story against himment. It Is generally supposed that self. London Opinion.
there will be an early dissolution,
nlthoup-- tVils nnrtlnRltlnn lines not
'arise from anything the nremler SERIOUS BLADDER TROPUM:
"Could not stand nor sit and was
said flf Manchester, but from a forced
to cry out from Intense
general review of oil the factors In pain," writes
Henry WllllamB, Tar-ki- I
the exlstlnir situation and. above
said
all. from the conviction that the had Montana. "Theofdoctors bladder
the
speeches of the prime minister and and inflammation
an
was
necessary.
operation
the colonial secretary from wlJch Tried
Foley Kidney Pills and imto much was enected, havp In
once.
at
friends
all
Tell
my
proved
point of fact left things Just as they about Foley Kidey Pills as it will
were before, and have done nothlnp save many
perand
from
suffering
whatever to arrest the progress of haps, as in
case, a dangerous
the revolt in the conservative rank operation," mj
Bladder and kidney
and
against thp continuance of trouble demand prompt treatment.
Lloyd George's leadership.
Foley Kidney Pills give quick reAdv.
lief. Sold everywhere.
OX PREMIKTPS SrEKCH

Baby Trout

The eld home coffee mill,''

New York Count

Frying Oysters
Lynhaven
Oysters

IjJay

GQCCS-TOT- E

coffee making. With the

The experiments that
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ing of Albuquerque's

Greatest Underwear

I

Oct. 15. First commentators on the sneeeh of Premier Tloyd George in Manchester
yesterday, writing in the Sundaymorning papers today, mako stren-

S A.LE

Here's a sale no one expected a sale of Winter
Underwear right in the beginning of the season.
Take advantage of it and save on the Underwear
you need now or will need in a week or two.

FOR
CHILDREN
Lot

FOR YEARS DISCRIMINATING
S
1(1 WOMEN HAVE INSISTED ON
&

Nadine

Face Powder

Try It In the New BIu Box.
You will like Its uft toxture
xxqultlU tint! xnd chxrmlng fr- (V franc. II adhera throughout
j lJkJhi day. Constant sppllcatlona
At toilet
95'"?3lnot neoasaaty.
rWb eountara or by mall. Me.
X
for miniature Box.
mkjCl Jib,

Jr

I

fjPMtjk
Jj

KaUrtin

U

Lot 2

Ladies' wool Union Suits, ljw
nock, elbow sleeves,
ankle
length, sizes 4, 5 and 6. $3.95;
sizes 7, 8 and 9, $1.95.

Girls' white fleece lined union
suits, high neck, long sleeves,
ankle length, ages 2 to t,
$1.35; ages 8 to 12, $1.05.

Lot 3
Junior

fleece
lined Union
Suits, cream color, high neck,
ankle length,
long sleeves,
ages 4 to 6, $1.35; ages 8 to
12,
$1.65;
ages 14 to 16,
$1.05.

Lot 4
Junior wool

natural color
Union Suits, high neck, long
sleeves, ankle length, ages 2
to 6, $1.95; ages 8 to 12.
$3.35; ages 14 to 1 !,:',)..

Lot 5

3)
ill
II
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E
IT
111

(

Mr
Ill
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0
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ABILITY

J

is the rod that attracts
the lightning' of Opportunity. We will develop
your business capabilities
and teach you commercial technique. You can
join our ' classes and receive the instruction you
need or we will teach yc
individually. Day and
night school.
,

Lot 12
Ladies'
wool Union Suits,
high neck, long sleeves, ankle
and 6.
length, sizes 4,
$3,95; sizes 7, 8 and 9, $1,95,

Girls' wool Union Suits, cream
color, high neck, long sleeves,
ankle length, ages 2 to (!,
$1.95; ages 8 to 10. $2.85;
ages 12 to 16, $2.95.

U

11
Ladies' medium weight Union
Suits, low neck, no sloeves.
ankle length, sizes 4, 5 mid
fi. $1.95; sizes 7. 8 and 9,
$2.15.

1

Girls' silk and wool Union
Suits, high neck, long sleeves.
Rnkle length,
ages 2 to f
$2.95; ages 8 to 12, $3.35.

JbeSitpiofb GoodCbmplsrfon

Lot

Children's taped white Union
Suits, fleece lined, high neck,
ankle length,
long sleeves,
sizes 2 to 6, 9.135; siz's 8 to
10, $1.65.

Lot 6

j

.
'

Where S and H Green Stamps add to your savings.

BEING OPPOSED

London,

r

granulation was far from
lending itself to efficient

Today Marks the Open-

fll,

while it might operate
satisfactorily for a short
time, was very quick to
deteriorate into an in'

strunjent for breaking
instead of grinding co
fee and the resulting

LEADERSHIP

,

impossible,
correct
gpanulafiori

advent of the Vacuum
Process it became possi
ble to pack coffee ground
and since that time, the
public has found it possible to purchase coffee
with an impcoved gran
ulation.

GEORGE'S

i

ewec
off ee

Ring Perch

--

ur

m

Sel-rid-

to

ul

at

planes ever assembled on one field
In America
that brought to
..Field for the national air
meet "which closed yesterday with
More
the Pulitzer trophy race.
than 200 machines were parked at
the army flying station on the final
day of tne races. They were valued

Left-Ov-

rt

,

Mount Clemens, Mich., Oct. 15.

Preparations were begun today to
demobilize the greatest (leet ot air-

Egg-Cor-

Street

it

Mount Clemens Meet Was
One of the Most Successful Ever Held; Army and
Navy Officials Say

Luncheon: Baked Grape-nut- s
Pudding (directions come on
tho package), Cocoa. Quick BisBeef
Dinner:
cuits, Preserves.
Loaf (Make two loaves at once
one for tonight's dinner). Fried
Left-OvPotatoes, Canned String
Raisin
Beans, Coffee, Steamed
Pudding with Hard Sauce.
Breakfast: Oranges,
Thursday:
Cereal, Fried Eggs and Haoon,
Baked
Luncheon:
Coffee, Toast.
n
Dish (that Is, a cup of
corn seasoned and baked for 40
minutes with an egg mixed well
into it), Tea, Bread and Jam. Dinner: Cold Beof Loaf, Pickles, Boiled Sweet Potatoes (cook a doublo
tomorrow's
for
quantity half
luncheon), Squash. Coffee, Lemon
Gelatine
Mock
with
Whipped
Cream.
Stewed
Breakfast:
Friday:
Cakes
PruneR, Cereal, Griddle
with Maple Sirup, Coffee. Luncheon: Fried
Sweet Potatoes, Scrambled Eggs, Cocoa, Preserves. Dinner: Baked Cod Steak,
Baked Potatoes,
Beets, Coffee,
Raisin Tarts.
Breakfast: Fananas.
Saturday;
Cereal, Ham and Eggs, Coffee,
Toast. Lhncheon: Can of Soup
with Egg in It. cocoa. Muffins. Preserves, (Consomme, Bouillon,
Soup and Vegetable Soup are
delicious
varieties
particularly
when sprved In this way simply
heated (diluted) with a raw egg
stirred up in them. The egg thlrk- en the soup and makes it doubly
Pinner: Corned Beef,
nourishing!.
Potatoes, Cabbage, Coffee, Apple

sweetened white of egg beaien stiff
with a little jelly).
Breakfast: Pears.
Wednesday:
Coffee, rie.
Cereal, Poached
Eggs,

9

'

i i

FLEET IS BE

A Toast.

Soft-Rnll-

SW1

l3
1

OF GREAT PLAN

By LACRA A. R1RKJUAN,

NECK AND TlIltOAT MASSAGE. lightly bound with strips of muslin.
This will allow the skin many
There la never any reason for a hours to assimilate
this nourishing
neglected or ugly nock, nor any oil. Such a treatment with cleansreason why the neck Bhould grow ing or bleaching cream has been
old. Wrinkles ure bound to come found effective in cases where the
oa the face. The chin line ia cer- neck is sunburned or discolored,
tain to lose, Its firmness. Sensible but It should bo frequently repeated
treatments can only minimize the for an old neck.
effects of time, they cannot eliminate them. But the neck can be
T. V. You can remove
these
kept young as lows as you have shells from the hair by combing
"'the patience to treat it.
with a fine toothed comb that Is
One reason for this is that you kept wet with
The dancan exercise the neck and you can- druff shows anvinegar.
condinot exercise the face, you can feed tion of the scalp. unhealthy
Massaging the
the tissues of the neck with cocoa scalp daily to increase circulation;
butter which the complexion could also use a good hair tonic twice or
not stand. You can give the neck three times each week.
far more vigorous massage than
the ekln
Ordinarily,
Waiting.
the face would bear.
will only mquire one thorough

J

II

FFICIEHT HOUSEKEEPING

Br Edna Kent Forbea,

Lieutenant R. L. Maughun, winner
of the Pulitzer trophy, who also

D

Lot 13

Lot 14
silk and wool Union
Suits, high neck, long sleeves,
and ankle length, sizes 4. n
and 6. $1.95; sizes 7, 8 and'
!),

Lot 8
fleece lined
cptton
Union Suits,
heavy weight,
high neck, long sleeves, nnkle
length, sizes 4, ii and , $2.15;

sizes

7,

8

and

,

$2.65.

Lot 9
Ladies' medium weight cotton Union Suits, low neck,
elbow sleeves, sizes 4, 6 and
6, $2.15; sizes 7. 8 and 9.
$2.35.

Lot 10
Ladies' cotton Union Suits,
low neck, no sleeves, ankle
length, sizes 4, 6 and (!,'
$1.95; stzea 7. 8 and 9, $2.15.

course of manufacture

that insures consumers

of a more perfect coffecj
'beverage.

Lot 15
Ladies' silk and wool Union
Suits, low neck, elbow sleeves,
ankle length, sizes 4, n and
6,

$1.95.

Lot 16
Ladles' silk nnd wool Union
Suits, low neck, no sleeves,
ankle length, sizes 4, 6 and
C.

$4,95.

Lot 17
Ladies' Rilk and wool Union
Suits, low neck, no sleeves,
knee length, sizes 4, 5 and
6,

$3.15.

Lot 18
cotLadles pink Kgyptlan
ton Union Suits, bodice top,
no
ankle
sleeves,
length,
$2.95.

FOR MEN

Lot 7

Ladles'

It is unnecessary to'call
to the attention of users
of Hills Bros. Coffee the
uniform granulation
that is consistently main
tained.foritisoneofthe
important items in the

$5.95.

FOR WOMEN
Ladles' light weight cotton
Union Suits, high neck, lorn;
sloeves, ankle length, sl7.es 4.
5 and 6. $1.95; sizes 7, 8 and
9, $2.35.

Hills Bros, have con'
ducted over a period of
years has shown that
this part of coffee manufacture is an exceeding'
ly important item. Coffee, if ground too coarse
ly will be wasteful in re
suit, and if ground '
tremely fine, will lack in
flavor to an extent that
it will be impossible to
brew from it a perfect
cup of coffee. '

ills Bros.

Lot 19
Men's medium weight cotton
Union Suits, ecru color, lomt
sleeves, ankle length, closed
crotch, v$2. 15.

Lot 20
cotton fleeced
light
in white and
s Suits,
ecru, closed crotch,
long
'sleeves, ankle length, in regMen's
Union

ular, short and stout

sizes.

$2.15.

Lot 21
Men's white lisle Union Suits,
medium weight, flno ribbed,
Iqng sleeves, ankle length and
drop seat, $2.95.

Lot 22
Men's fine wool Union Suits,
light weight, natural color,
closed crotch,
long sleeves
and ankle length, $5.65.
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DON'T
Cf SERVE
AS MUCH FOR MY
WORK AS THE 1

MEMBER OF THE
to
The Associated Press iB exclusively entitled to
of all news credited
the use. for
also
and
it or not otherwise credited in this paper
the local news published herein.

II

GOOD JUDGMENT.

DUG OUT

The Democratic County Central Committee set a good example in endorsing
Felipe Hubbell, Republican candidate for
County Assessor and in doing so, point
the way for the voters to put efficiency
above partisanship in the selection of
county officials. A private business does
not ask a man whether he is a Republican or a Democrat, but its chief concern
is that he possesses the qualifications of
an efficient executive. The sanfe principle
applies to the business of the county,
which is not affected by political considerations. If the voters will follow the
example of the local Democrats and vote
irrespective of party label, Bernalillo
County will be assured an efficient ad-

A,

Zb.Vi'l'U?f3

M

AS MUCH

S

v

OR MY

Wi"

,

m4 Jfetfe

ROOT

AS MUCH Ai
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Mexico City, Oct. 15. Approximately 1,000 head of cattle, hogs,
Eliccp anc roaw are ktllel for meal
in iKH'fo City daily, an! of this
numlxr a' least 98 per cent mo imported from either the United
States or Argentina.
Seventy per
thtt Imnnrtpd HtTCif L'OniCS
rout
from the United States, lis icily lour
.lays by train from tne oorncr, an;
f.vm
t'.c- rt.'iiaii.der is brouiit
So.ith .ir.erlca on steamers that
between
distance
traverse tho
Buenos Aires and Veracruz in 17
1
days. In view of these fis.ires J.
Prin-.tnd Lee Russell, both well
ki.nwn to tattle men of the sonti
w. .!. nt'A iiist eomnletinc a stock- is a
y itila iieie which at presj it
capacity or v.tuu neaa 01 siock ,r u
can be enlarged as necessity

rJ?

--

set

courts

uu

--
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It would rave taken a corps of heating engineers
to have estimated the amount of radiation exhibited
by Mr. McAdoo when Mayor Walton said he would
not be surprised soma day to see Mr, McAdoo the
country's "foremost citizen."
Willie stretched a ropo knee high,
Where Grandma Jones was passing by.
Depraved young Bill Is laughing yet,
But Grandma Jones feels quite upset.

1

'

H. W. Waltz, Jr., of Berkeley, Calif., probably is
the modern successor of the Old Fashioned Walta.
The only vegetation

to produce a lobster la

that ever has been known
the family tree.
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y
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OpC

SON't I

Siee

AA MUCH

COOO HEAVENS WHAT SKJU.
1
N

DESERVE
FOR MY

The poor guy may not have a reduction In his
income tax, as McAdoo states, but he doesn't have
to worry about breach of promise suits.
Everything is lovely on Sunday but on Monday
there comes tho rub.

THE NEXT CONGRESS.

4

We don't enthuse for Halloween, when goblins
flit and witches squeak, so long as our old office
ghost comes walking 'round one time each week.

No keen political observer believes that
the Democrats will obtain control of the
house of representatives next month, yet
Party lines may be all right In politics, but they
if they were to overturn the Republican are the very devil for telephones.
majority there would be an end of conThe rustic in the art shop was impressed with
structive legislation for two, years. The Venus'
charms,
lie wished to whip the drayman
rebe
will
Republican majority probably
for brciking off her arms.
normal
not
a
was
vote
duced. The 1920
We can't help wondering what would have hapalignment of Americans politically.
to Colorado "university Saturday if it had not
pened
Reof
size
the
the
to
vain
is
It
predict
been for tho migratory bird law. Confound these
publican majority in the next house, but game wardens, anyhow.
Democratic sources 'inform all who will
listen that it will be from 40 to 80. The
concession is made by the party of Wilson with hope that it will quiet RepubliMMDipengno TwseiUj
Ago
Tin; zoo.
can efforts to get out a full vote and that v
1.
Democrats may slide into congressional
Jen think of the meny different
V.
John
tho
Santa
Fo
restaurit
scheme
Conway,
subtle
the
of
popular
seats. As a part
animals
to make a Zoo,
is announced for the Democrats that they ant man, is here from tho Capiinl with his two It takes
out?idn their cages lookstand
i'ou
to
sisters
fair.
the
enjoy
house
in
the
win
a
to
do not care
majority
ing in at them
And they stand inside looking out
as to do so would embarrass their chances
Theodore Rouault, Jr., the deputy assessor from
at you.
Democratic
a
With
1924.
in
success
of
Dona Ana county, is here from Las Cruccs to attend
The clefunt stands on his feet all
the fair.
majority in congress during the president2.
ial campaign period they would be reday
to
accomplish
Since taking to the laundry business In St. Louis, Looking strong and harty but pale.
sponsible for the failure
How carelissly he waves his trunk
anything .of benefit to the country. This James Gruntfcld has become a philosopher and a And
don't do a thing with his tale!
is preparing an "alibi" in advance. Never-th- e poet.
less it makes a substantial argument
3.
Tho Hon. L. B. Prince and wife of Espanola are O look at the baby rinosserlss
for Republicans exerting themselves
Hp is pritty because he is new,
Wile his mother on the contrary is
everywhere to retain all the seats they here for the territorial fair.
now hold and increase the number as
jest the reverse.
Paso won the Second game of the series yes- She was young once but now she
much as possible.
has grew.
terday by a score of 6 to 3. Kid Nichols and KHng
President Harding and the Republican were
batteries for Albuquerque, and Lee and Eevllle
4.
achievea
have
made record of
congress
for El Paso.
The munkeys jump up the bars of
ment which calls for neither apologies
their cage
Because they have nu trees to
nor excuses. The country would be sadly
Gus Thelln has come In from the
clime,
afflicted were the Democrats to secure country to attend the fair.
But you can't injoy feeling sorry
to
of
the
profor them
prevent completion
power
Rev. T. M. Ifarwood of Las Cananoa, Mexico, Becauso they have .such a wonder-fil- l
gram of beneficent legislation to which
time.
the Republicans are committed. The who has been in tho city several days, left for his
home
last
night.
to
5.
control the house in
Democrats want
Wo stay there bravely a.i the lion
order that they may tie the hands of the
roars
William E. Martin, the crack shot from Santa
Republicans and then accuse the latter Fe, gave a marvelous
exhibition of skill with the And shbws all the teeth he can
show.
of neglecting the public welfare. They shooting irons at the fair
And jet on the other hand it he
yesterday.
cannot succeed unless Republicans by
ever broak looso
sheer indifference at the polls hand them
Friday night all the saloons will be run wide We'd be the ferst ones to so.
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Pan-Pacif- ic

fos-teie-

GUI
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'
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ministration.

Healthy trade condition and destructive
wars do not go together. The best omen
for peace in the Pacific is the
Trade Congress, which opens in
Honolulu on October 25. Distinguished
men from both sides of the ocean will
be present to exchange ideas on the imd
portant topic of how trade may be
and simplified to the advantage of

MEXICO

Americans
Establish the Course of Study in Effect in
First of the Kind on ModSchools Should be Imern Plans; Will Try to
proved by Eliminating the.
Mexican
Herds
Dead Material
Replenish

The American Bar association wants
pistol carrying barred, perhaps on the
theory that hip pocket room is too valuable to be used for totin' a pistol.

Cumber 16, 1922

A GREAT MEETING.

EDUCATION PLEA

BEING OPERATED

years.

. .85c
.$2.60
.$4.75
.$9.tm

a victory.

.

V

prompts a query whether this is not what
has been ailing her matches all these

A Chicago man was granted a divorce
after he had told the judge that his
ADVERTISEMENTS.
bride "won him at the point of a pistol."
The Journal reserves the right to reject any Ordinarily they use
just powder.
advertising matter that it may deem ofimproper. resthanks,
Calls for society meetings, cards
no"When 'Omer smote hia bloomin' lyre,"
olutions, society and church socials, lectures,
tices, calls for thurch meetings as (except Sunday
sang
Kipling thirty years ago. ,We sing
advertising and
church programs) are considered
today of Messrs. Williams, Walker, Ruth,
will ba charged for at regular advertising rales.
et al, who smite the bloomin' homer.
ASSOCIATED PKESS

MONDAY

EFFICIENCY II!

STOCKYARDS ARE

The decision of Sweden to remain wet

17,

1S79.

SUBSCRIPTION HATES
One niontli by carrier or mail
Three months
Six Months
One Year

'

COM-PENSATIO-

PROPERLY SETTLED?
GOT?

1922.''

$

matter at the pustoffice
and entry in Santa l'e. N.

of Albuquerque, N. M.,
M.. pending, under act of Congress of March

DEAR, DEAR, WILL WE EVER GET THIS ADJUSTED

WAY.

Horseshoe pitching will probably never
become very popular; it does not require
a clubhouse or large acreage.

West Gold Jve,

Telephone

THE

The outlook, as mines resume operations, is that all coal will grade higher
this winter.
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open under careful, police surveillance. ' Ladies who
desire to accompany their husbands through the
saloons and club rooms to see the games and features of such resorts, will be privileged to do so.
While considerable license will be allowed on the
streets on confetti night, every precaution will be
taken to prevent the throwing of sand, and rough
and dangerous practices.
Masking will be In order.

After-Dinn-

er

Tricks

Ray-nold-

all.
In all the pursuits of peace there are
common objectives. Among them are the
vital matter of improved cable facilities
for ' expediting information on world '
markets as well as for the transaction of
TODAY'S B1EST TiOUGiT
business; port problems; credits; trans- v
portation; these and other matters arc to
j
be discussed by experts representing all For I dipt into the future, far xn human eye could
In effect the
the interested countries.
see,
purpose is to lay a broad basis on which Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder
that would be;
business' may be conducted by all fairly
and freely, with
on develop- Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of
magic sails,
ing the necessary facilities.
of the purple twilight, dropping down with
It is wholly reasonable to suppose that Pilots costly
bales;
when men meet together in this way and Heard the heavens
fill with shouting, and there
side by side strive to resolve their mutual
rained a ghastly dew
problems, the memory of such effort will From the nations' airy navies grappling In the
make it difficult for unfriendly rumors
central blue;
to gain much headway. Many wars are Far along the
whisper of tho
due to popular misunderstandings; peorushing warm,
ples become armies because they are With the standards of the peoples plunging thro'
;
taught to suspect their neighbors. When Till thethe
throbb'd no longer, and the
men know each other's worth, they do
'
were furled
not fight if they can help it. Every pa- In the
of man, the Federation of the
Parliament
cific people knows that its soundest path
world.
is the path of peace. The congress em- There the common sense of most shall ' hold a
phasizes this, as well as signalizing a
fretful realm In awe,
irreat era of pacific commerce now dawn- And tho kindly earth shall slumber, lapt In universal
' law.
'
TENNTSON.
ing for the world.
!

world-wid- e

war-dru-

JAPAN'S RICE CROP IS
THE BEST IN HISTORY

south-win- d

thunder-storm-

flags,

No. 1
Separating Two Matches
A large sulphur match Is held betweei
tie thumb and forefinger; one match li
each hand. The matches are then apparently pushed right through eact
oioer, dbcs ana 10 r tii, as otteo as de
ired.
The tip of the right 8nger was
y
moistened. This causes the hea
of the match to stick to the finger, m
that the base may be drawn clear front
the thumb, which allows a pisaage foi
the other match to piss through. Ai
the hands are brought together ani
drawn apart quite rapidly, no one cm
detect toe movement.

battle--

Toklo. Oct. 1j. All bcinsr well
until the harvest, Japan's rice crop
for 1922 will be the best in her
history, according to on estimate
of the agricultural department.
The crop last year was 63,220,000
koku (a koku equals about five
bushels),' and this year is likely to
be more than 70,000,000 koku. Due
to anticipation of the
g
good crops, the quotations at the rice exchange have
fallen to the basis of less than 30
yen' per koku.
record-breakin-

Cold Storage Is Unknown
The stockyards, the first of the
ever established in Mexico
on modern plans, adjoins the city
Ami n. working
DiuiicVitn. nn
agreement has been made whereby
all of the city Kin is iirsi receivcu
In the local yards and there pre
pared for market. Cold storage is
an unknown thing in Mexico, the
natives preterms tneir meat iresu
iriiioii hut ncnnrithisr tn Mr. Primm.
who is In active charge of the
yards, a storage plant will be started as soon as the other enterprises
"Tho course of study now In efare safely on tneir ieei.
fect in schools should be improved
The Inauguration of the American-its
owned
by eliminating large quantities of
stockyards is said by
backers to be the forerunner of an useless, obsolete, dead, function-les- s,
not to say antediluvian maearnesi uiieiupi
sto :kmen to replenish the Mexican terial which exists in large quanherds that have been aepieieu of tities in every subject of study in
the elementary and high schools
A branch
years of revolution.
In the colleges and universithe Pure Bred Live Stock Associa and
tion of the United States has neen ties.
"The material In text books has
established in Mexico City and is
free of charge been arcumulated by a gradual
offering its services
of accretion. Until recentprocess
the
in
tn rnnphfrs nil d farmers
ly there was no careful effort to
selection of pure bred animals.
the value of the material.
According to Desc avauauiti ins- study
One author after another copied
ures there wore some 15.000,000 from
those
native cattle in Mexico before the before him. who had written books
revolution which started ten years
"Until recently this was true of
Ti,r at-- I9 thnn 3.000.000 spelling.
Within the last few
now, and these are of low grade. years
the spelling lists have been
Before the revolution conservative cut down from
twelve and fourteen '
estimate say there were 40,000,000 thousand to three
and four thouthe
to
omi
r,
..!,
prmta compared
sand words.
which has been
scant 7,UO0,0OO now roaming the eliminated wasThat
useless
and
hills. Hog raising nas always uuuu
eliminaCorresponding
neglected and the number of swine tions can be made in all subjects
in tho country is almost negligible. of study.
Indicativo of the natives preference
"The
of the school
pork is the must be organization
for meats other tthan
planned in such a way as '
nut nf h 1.000 animals to differentiate
in the
killed in Mexico City daily, less various grades and subjects Into
than 50 are hogs ana mese iu groups of corresponding
ability
supply a city of a million inhabi and approximately the same Interest.
tants.
"This differentiation ha
Secured Concessions
h.n
nmte shipments accomplished
In a. fnw nf ih. 1..
. .v... TT.iit,i stntps and to- off- cities of the country, but from
ing
1IU1IL HID
set heavy consignments from Ar- the standpoint of all the children
every
...o uoiiiin as a wnoie tney are
gentina, which are growing
have being taught
in classes of hetero-,- ..
month, American cattle men from
genius composition." secured numerous concessions
whereby
the Mexican government
men1.a ..ico,
Mn. ui a,- u..,
animals may be' brought into Mex Is Ivfnnt. ......
wage
about two dollars moreliving:
than they
ico with a minimum 01 unnuunj.
.
been
hnve
..iminHiinH
t
vyi CfcjUlllUn,.
uiuuiiu
relaxed as much as possible, ana
CUT THIS OFT IT IS WORTH "
the railroads are making serious
MONEY
efforts to move stock trains on ex
Cut OUt this Rlln DtiMnia nrtth r
press schedule.
and
tf
tn
mall
fni a
Strange as 11 may necm, to Mex- oiiemuia
Ave., cmcago, ill., writ- tlna cattle can be Bhlpped
...
ico City cheaper than can animals You yum imnie ana aa aress clearly. "
will receive in return a trial
from south Texas, although the
In imiit.iKu containing Foley's Honey
former stock does not compare
and
Tar
United
Compound
for coughs.
quality with that from the
Colds and
Pnlav'a xrtA..
States. Cattle shipments from all Pills for prnnn-in sides
pains
and back;
foreign countries to Mexico during iiioiiiiiHusm,
Dackache, kidney and
1921 were more tnan rua.uuu ueuu, blnd(':'r nflmnnta
south
of which 140,000 came from
thartio Tablets, a wholesome and
Texas.
uiurouRniy cleansing cathartic for
constipation,
head- -,
biliousness,
AWARDED
CONTRACTS
aches, and sluggish bowels.
Adv.
MILES OF

'

func-tionle-

f

LITTLE LAUGHTER

A

COLUMBUS' TOMB AT
SANTA DOMINGO THE
MECCA OF MARINES

J

Mullln's Measure
Mr. Morgan did not rise from his
chair behind the
stove in
the silting room when his wife hurried in and told him that Mike
Mullins was in the kitchen and
wanted to see him.
"What do you let him In for?"
ho asked reproachfully.
"Ha wants to buy u hoss, that's
why," Mrs. Morgan replied. "You'd
o
if 1
lime made a great
liudu't."
"No, I wouldn't" Mr. Morgan
said, as he reluctantly rose. ''I.
know Mullin's size, 1 cun t do
business with Ijim. 11a wants a
cheap hoss. And I ain't got anything 1 can sell for less'n f 15."
Toronto Globe.

Santo Domingo, Oct. 15. While
the entire world commonly observes October 12 as Columbus day
in honor of the great discoverer
who landed on an island of the
West Indies on that date, practically every day In the year U Columbus day here.
New arrivals among the United
States marines, whoss torcea aie
temporarily stationed hero, find
great delight in visiting theof places
the
of interest, reminiscent
Italian navigator who first landed
on these shores in 1492. An old
stone ruin is pointed out by the
Dominicans as the former palace
of Columbus, tiicre is a largo ttatue
erected to his memory in the pubKingsiUo Fervor
"You don't object to flappers al lic square, and an ancient tree that
has withstood the storms of cenprize fights?"
"Mo. I'm willing to make con- turies is reverently called the "God
cessions to the modern young wo- tree" by the natives in the belief
which Colummen, but it seems to r.io that maid- that it is the tree towhen
he visited
tied his vessel
enly modesty curls up and dies bus
when somebody's bobbed haired Santo Domingo on one of his
voyages.
daughter Jumps to her feet and earlier
The real mecca of the marines,
kid, and
yells, 'lead with your left,
is the Gothic cathedral.
hit him in the slats!' " Birming- however,
where the remains of the discover
ham
er are buried in a bronze strong
box, surmounted by a monu.nent
Sharp Fellows
of marble and bronze. In 1541 the
"Didn't you say Bilks and Dilks bodies of Christopher Columbus
were ornaments to the legal pro- and his son, Diego, were brought
fession?"
from Spain and buried In the ca
"No. I said they were very suc- thedral. In 1795 what were supcessful lawyers."
posed to be the remains of Colum
bus were removed to Havana,
"What's the difference?"
deal
"Sometimes there's a great
Cuba, and subsequently to Seville,
of difference."
Spain. It is accepted by aK except
Birmingham
tne Spanish that tnesa remains
were really those of Diego, the discoverer's son.
Logical
In 1877 workmen
who were
t.iV.i nrrf.A ntnn. had 1nst been making
repairs tb the cathedral
told tho story of Daniel in the here,
unearthed a lea,den casket
den. Then mother asked: that bore a
lion's
ins6riptlon, the
.
. .llfc. , ,1 vmi thin e uaniei
JlliU .vv,..t
interpretation of which
th vim-- first thiuir after hoi English
read:
"Illustrious
Noble Man,
and
.oo uiivril from the lions?"
Inside
Christopher Columbus."
Without much hesitation, isaoei
was a smaller casket in which the
telereplied; "Why, he must have
remains
had
first been burled in
phoned home to his wife to tell her Spain, bearing the legend, also in
he was all right." Tho North- Latin: '"Last part of tha -- emalns
western Bell
of the first admiral, Don Christopher Columbus, discoverer." CerHis Reckless Reputation
tain other articles found in the
In a certain town in Virginia casket convinced the Domiilcans
lives a man who is noted for his that their discovery, was absolutely
One authentic.
reckless automobile driving.
Tho quickest way to stir the Ire
telephone
day he was called to the
r of a Dominican is to hint that posand a woman's voice asked'wheth-ehe intended to drive out that sibly the remains of Columbus may
be resting in the beautiful cathedafternoon.
ral at Seville, Spain. The native
"I do not think so," replied the will
Immediately give voluble eviman. "Why do you ask?"
1 dence that his
country's claim to
"Well," resumed the voice,
the true remains of the disJust wanted to know if it would having
coverer
is
a
valid
one.
upto
go
be safe for my little girl
They do not hesitate In "telling
town today." Everybody's.
it to the marines" or anyone else
that the one and only last resting
BANK
place of Columbus Is beneath the
LAND
FEDERAL
handsome monument In their caRICO
PORTO
thedral where tho big bron-- e
- OPENS IN
casket lies, and In all fairness It
must be
harve an abund
San Juan, P. R., Oct. 13. Ex ance of said they
proof to substantiate their
tension to Porto Rico of the rcu claim.
innd bank, authorized by con
gress almost two years ago, has THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN
been accomplished by ,the opening
Juan of a branch or tne VICTIMIZED BY MONEY
in
Baltimore land bank, after several
LENDERS IN ST. LOUIS
months of preparation with Ernest
H. Thomas of Rusnvme, ina., in
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15. Due to
charge. nn.llftnaHrinci In tnA law Industrial strife, thousands of
cnl.
workers in Et. Louis have been
to make it applicable to Porto Rico victimized by money lenders, achave been made, and already there cording to the St. Louis chamber
are many Indications that the smallg of commerce.
firepar-Infarmers of the Island are of
conducted by
the theIn an investigation
to avail themselves
chamber, it was announced
long time loans offered by the that an amazing nssortment of
bank. The maximum amount that schemes, oral
understandings, purnere is d,uu, chases of "accrued"
may. be borrowed
salaries and
In
....
ha movlmitm
thp
IUHL linn
uto
renewal
making the
United States, but Inquiries Indi borrowersarrangements
unable to meet interest
cate that the average application
wero
disclosed.
for loans will not exceed 12,000. payments,
Arnold, general counsel
Tho interest rate fixed for tho for.'udgo
the chamber, declared that the
island Is 6 per cent. At a recent
various strikes caused the workmeeting of farmers a speaker2 osk-- a ers
to find themselves In financial
ner
j 4hnu .'ho vArn nnvlnff
straits
cent per month to hold up their from forcing them to borrow
the "money sharks."
hands, ana tne numoer or nanus
informations
A number
of
raised was large.
n.nraaontnllvoi Authorized tn charging violation of the usury
filed.
laws
have
been
accept applications for lonns have ber of commerce Is The chamassistlnl the
been named in the seven towns of
the Island where there are regis- prosecuting authorities in investigating the conditions.
tries of property.
air-tig-

to-d-

Age-Heral-
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The brilliant ball at the Commercial club last
night was opened by Governor and Mrs. M. A.
Otero. Other welcome and well know people from
the outside were Secretary and Mrs. J. W.
s,
Major and Mrs. W. H. Whiteman of Santa Fe,
Colonel Jan Van Houten of Raton, a member of
the governor's staff, Major and Mrs. J. H. Van
Doren.

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 15. Education must recognize the principle
of efficiency operating In society
and apply it in the improvement of
its own practices and results. H. B.
Wilson, superintendent of schools
at Berkeley, Calif., told members "
of the Nebraska State Teachers'
association here.
Studies of the content In elementary curricula have already
shown that there is more useless,
functlonless material in the ordinary texts in arithmetic, geograand
language
phy, physiology,
grammar than there is material of
value, he declared,
"In the world of business and
commerce, efficiency has become
the slogan during the last decade,"
Wilson
said.'
Superintendent
"Every leading progressive, outIs
institution
continually
standing
studying its procedures and Its
products with the Idea of improving both.
"We must be willing to apply to
our methods and to our products,
standards appropriate to Judge of
our work which nre correspondingly as severe as those applied in tho
field of business.
There is no
business inplace in an
stitution for that which is merely
fairly good, or for that which is
dead or obsolete or seriously

.-- ni
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J
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63

FOR

FEDERAL

AID

ROADS

TV,, .tnto hitrhwnv commission.
state highthrough L. A. Gillett,
way engineer, has announced the
.w.niitiK nf fprlpral aid contracts
in New Mexico to the amount of
about 63 miles. Bids were openeu
October 10, and contracts awarded

as follows:

Federal and project

to.

10,

26.18
Length,
county.
and
miles; located between Guam Con
McElruth
ci.
P.
tn
Rimuniar.
Arizona,
Mesa,
struction Company,
at $137,007.45.
No.

Federal aid
Grant county.

project

84,

21.082
Length,
miles; located between unit auu
Mogollon, to Charles A. Cunning-at
ham, Reserve, New Mexico,
J137.065.49.
90,
Federal ald propect No. 4.269
Length
Santa Fe county.
miles; located between Pankey's
Gate and Canoncito, to Peterson,
NeShirley & Gunther, Omaha,
braska, at 147,303.12..
Federal aid project No. 95, Torrance county. Length 10.180 miles;
innntn honioiii U'llliiril and Lucy.
to McClure &r Dobson, Magdalena,
New Mexico, at J44,0Jl.li. exclu-i- v
All of the above mounts
of 10 Der cent for engineering
and contingencies.
The following ctntractors
bids: Charles A. Cunnlng- v.
ftuaorva KJur Mexico. Cot- M.
ey & Black, Clifton, Arizona;
F. Dlcus Co., DOUgiaa, Arizona;
PetE. Williams, El Paso, Texas;
erson, Shirley & Gunther, Omaha,
ConNebraska; O. C. McElrath
Mcstruction Co., Mesa, Arizona; New
Clure & Dobson, Magdalena,
Lee Moor Contracting
MexicoD.
Company, El Paso, Texas; F.New
Shufflebarger, Albuquerque,
l,
Johnston,
Mexico;; Duvall
New Mexico; C. E. Maudlin,
1

suu-mitt-

-

Ros-wel-

CloviB, N. M.

MILLIONS OF YEN ARE
BEING FED TO FLAMES

rri.i

rint

JFOR SALE Real Estate
IN OHDER to meet

tiful modern residence of seven rooms
If you need a home
or a life time Income, my price
will
save you several thousand dollars. Address, Out uf Town Owner, Box 25, care
.liuirnal.
on West Central.

FOR RENT
POK

fall

2091--

CARDS

AlJKKINtll.
WILSON
Roums

AND

WII-SO-

Attorneys,

IS, 1? and 19 Cromwell Building.
1 153--

Phone
IHYXirMNM Af 81KGKONS.
K. 8. L. BUHTON."
Diseases of the Stomach
Suite 9. Barnett Mulldlnf
UK. UAItliAKlil CAKTWRIOHT.
nrameuce iizj tast central
1.
5?"!
SKKElS,
67

UK. H. MAHI.K

"

Osteopathic 1'liyslcinn
Citizens Bank Bids'. Ph. 881-or 1S29-lilt. W. C. CLAKKK,
Eve, Ear, Nose sad Throat,
Barnett Building.
Phone Ml
Office Hours
to 1! a. m- - and I to I tk m,
DR. Ill fill M. DeWITT

Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon'
317 V. Gold
Phone B84

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. 0.
Practice Umited to
GKNITO . FIUNAKV IMbKASES
DISEASES

AND

CI I liens

OF THE

In Connection.
Lnhorntorj
Bn.nk Bias. Phono H9.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 143,

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractic
and 10 ArmUo Hullrtlni.
ti
r- is
1,'AILV UTAUB
To Taos (Bead Down)
7:10 a. m.
Leave
111

j

AjuuijutfMue-nttji,

Arilte

1

notes. Already many of these
are in circulation.

KENT

PROFESSIONAL

1

thB

MucelWou.

"
t'lano. Phone lio'72-W- .'
",
910 West Fruit.
Garage.
a. C. Lease.

FOR "illi.NT

Minions of yen

ir.

the
are being fed to the names in emchief banking centers of the
pire. This is due to the government's decision to replace the paput into circulation
per currency
.viA mm. tn ltrpsprva silver.
UUIlllg Hw .....
ten and
yen in
Thus
.... far 23,000,000nave
4a.
l.uccnn
ufty sen notes
of
end
and before the
stroyed
u lA'iq 1. ta hnnnri that, the
whole issue of these notes, totaling 218,000,000 yen will nave wranlcK- fnrln.. S!1vai nnd
j ri 111 .ii'v.o.
uuieu
el coins of CO and ten sen are be
ing minted at Osaka to reuiav.

prelngan obligation:
I win make

at onc.

low prlca on alther one of ourextremaly
properties.
Three-- ' are aplendld income
prop,
ertlea, close In; the other ia our beau-

,

.....1:IV
.........

a. m.

Leave
,.11:80 u. m.
Leare ........ ... 11:10 p. m,
:UJ p. m.
Arrive
To Atbnanerqua (Read Up
Albuquerque ...Arrive.,. 1:0 y.
Santa Fe
..save... 4:00 p.
Banta Fe
Arrive. ..12:41 B.
BepantJa
.AlTlve.., 11:11 a.
Tans
Leave... 7:10 a.
'

rBH TOXU

Albuquerque

BANTA FF
TAON, 111.0.

Headquarters

'

m.

m.
ia.
at. ' IJ
T"
na.

ft.M.
Blnfllaf

Brothers cirrat St. .re, II West Central
Now that the senate has passed a Aval
rboaw 60.
law, there will bo no profiteering In
Santa Pe Headquarters
Balk Cuatea"
I'h one tit.
tlone
coal this year. Pittsburgh Sun.

r.

fi

'Cctbb'eTf 16,

HI!

1922'

1m Iwg a

CLASSEIFEIEP AP.V E1THSEMEMTS

Waiatt

Tel ETTki!

Two young men with care
for country circulation work.
in
Opportunity to make goodmen.
newspaper work to right Morn-lu- g
See Circulation Manager,

$500 cash and $33

monthly will
buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors; price is
two of these left. See right; only

Ackerson

Journal.

the Following Property for Sale

white stucco bungalow,
mud' - hardwood floors, good
basement, furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
$4,000
brick cottago, modern.
North Fourth St.
J5.500
pebble dash dwelling, bath, etc., corner lot 100xJ42, one
block from Central, Highland, close In,
54.600
fram, modern, fine shade,
good location. 8. Walter SL. close in.
Some good buya In business property.
Lots and bouses In all parts nf th city.

A. FLEIISCI1E1.

PAT,

Male.
omist.
FIREMEN, brakemen,
beginners (160,
later f 200; no strike. Address Railway,
rare Journal.
17ANTKD
Toung man to work, axinind
garage. Experienced preferred.
Auto company.
WANTED Young man to work, mornhours each
ings and evenings,
day. Call 302 West TIJeras.
WANTED Man who works and woman
to cook tor three men
who is
Kdlth. Apply at once,
m South willing
LABOUEltS 13.00 to 13.23 per day.
Uood woman cook, $50 per month. Em
pioyment Agency, uu ftoum j nira
WANTKD
Experienced planer foreman
capable handling Berlin moulder, also
maw work. Apply McOaffey company.
Chamber of Commerce.
WANTED Drug clerk all around K'.uil
man. Must be honest and not afraid
to work. Address Woodworths Pharmacy, 2:1 West Central, Albuquerque,
.

Female.
salesladies

Fifth.
WANTED Competent girl or woman for
general housework. Apply 4ia North
Twelfth.
WANTED Expert ironer, also wash girl
for laundry. Apply 110 South Third,
phone SB4-WANTED Salesladies, Spanish-speakin- g
United One Cent to one
preferred.

WANTED Competent girl for general
i
nousowora. r.o coomng.
i'"""
Edith, pnons gzta-experl-enc- e
with
A
WANTED
tailor, lady
preferred. Room S. Koblela and
Putnlck. N. T. Armljo bldg.
woman to do
WANTED American
Must be able to cook.
housework.
Phono 191Q-I8)tt r,ai pnver
WANTED Girl or lady not over IS
Must know
for general housework.
hOW to COOK.
ail at em cnim
Board,
Course.
COMPLETE Secretarial
room and tuition may be earned. CatLos
Business
College,
alog free. Mackay
Angelas.
lady to keep
WANTED Middle-age- d
house and cook for lady convalescent.
22a
South
of
High, Mrs.
rear
Apply
Linn.
. .1.H.-.-1
WKRKLT
lis
SPA HE time, at home, addressing, mnlli.. ..uvular! send for muslo,
Mu
sample copy, Information. Ansonla
sic Co., loos Broaa way, ntw
,
money
vnur
Christmas
t
now.
If you have had any reMng
Mellnl
experience, call at Room 17, and sestore,
building, over Penney's In
the
city for
cure a position working
ada short time, selling a national!
food.
breakfast
vertised brand of
to
WANTED W1U pay rood wages three.
good cook, for a small family of CopWest
708
Apply Mrs. P. Weinman,
per.
Female.
teachers
WANTED Immediately Mexico
nd
New
In
rural schooln.
Educational
anna. Southwestern
change. 117 WeiJMCwwelty

"LOST

for

Art- EX- -

AND FOUND

JxrdaTni.ig

on

road goi'US

National

201.

'

6ALJi Tnree-roostucco' house,
on corner; barsaln for quick
Apply icoo Kouih Wnii.i.
FOR SALE New
modern home. t:ou
down and mnnihl. na...
..,71
J. A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.line rent.
fa ALE
well-builion
t,
flvo-rooAttractive,
house 'on East Central. Built-i- n
features. Terms. rMione 1419-100x142,

sale.

' r"'.tin

bA LK

Modern

four-roo-

house.

.Bargain if sold at once. Owner leaving town. Call 622 East Santa Fe.
NEW three-mohouse, two porches,
garage. Will sell cheap for caah.
Save
commission. Inquire at .09 South Cornell.
FOlt SALE New three-roocottage, on
south High; very
small payment.
-

water, fruit trees. mn. .,h..
o..,..
uvjk ttii, Ulljr,
J100 CASH, 25 per month buys a
small,
well-bui- lt
house in Highlands.
Lot
76x125. Price HOOO. Call
Apartment 3,
1211 West Roma,
FOR SALE Tbree-roohouse
with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water.
1205 West
iron., phone 490-FOU SALE By owner, new
house In Fourth ward, modern In
every respect; built-i- n features; large lot:
terms. Call 1389-FOU BALE Just completed fine
large
four-roo.
modern, pressed brick house,
beautiful location in Highlands,
cheap
with terms. Phone lOsa-FOH
SALE Furnished
house, three
rooms, ba'.h, electrio lights, city water.
garage; GO foot lot, 500 down and 130
imr monin.
jaus uoutn Arno.
FOR SALE In South Highlands, new
three-roohouse, large sleeping porch,
furnished, built-i- n
features, city water.
11.000 takes It; terms.
Phone 1914-FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
824 West Gold; one
110 North Maple,
one four-roo210
r,
North MapJe; terms. Call 821 West
phone 1949-FOR SALE Beautiful
brick
pressed
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping norcb
and double pressed brick garage; Ideal
home near shops.
For Particular! In
quire Too South Third.
FOR SALE 67xl42-foo- t
lot, fenced; two
for healthseekers;
cattages
poultry
bouses; city water, garage; or will sell
twenty-five-folot; terms, or will make
special offer for cash. 1921 South High.
FOR
SALE Well-bui- lt
practical
by
builder, 1(75 cash, or best offer, buys
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
Kle.trlo and city water. The best in
town for healthseekers.
Palmer. 18:2
South High, phone 1758-FOR SAI.E New
adobe home
on North Maple.
Ideally arranged lor
two families.
Oak floors nil modem,
Improvements, large porches, immediate
Priced to sell. Terms can
possession.
be arranged.
Call owner at 13".ij-FOR SALE
brick, by owner;
423 South Seventh, corner lot, slue- wslks, garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
rge front back and sleeping porches.
Phone 6J8, or any real estate dealer In
....M

busTnesshCes

rtATEofth.

,.

22.

Insurance

V. ColO

J, D. Kel'cher, Realtor
Tliono 410.

Rentals
rbono 057.

21

Investment Co,

Realtors
Insurance All Kinds.
Real Estale
List Tour Property With Us.
200 (i V. Gold.
I'lioiio 633

140;

READY TO MOVE INTO,
You may select your bath
and electric fixtures If you act
quick.
Five large rooms, adobe,
oak floors, fireplace, Areola
heat, lovely porches, will build
garage to match; this Is a
bargain. Any real estate man
or see me,

j

FOR SALE
A BARGAIN

adobe stucco house,
mile north of mountain road,

terms. Inquire at Kahn
store, 109 North First.

frame, lights,

FOR RENT

MAITKESS RENOVATING

WANTED To rent four or five-rooRug cleaning, furnHure repairing, fur
or I9I-furnished house. Phone my agent, niture pecking. Phone ell-.
Brvla Bedding company,
i'tfi. pbona fttv ;

Houses.

FOR KENT Furnished
four
cottage,
rooms and screen po-f1115 North
Firth.
FOR KENT Four-roohouiie at Alameda, partly furnished.
Reasonable.
Phone 2414-RFOR RENT Four-roohouse
and sleep-In- g
porch-- ,
partly furnished. 1724 ft
vfiiimi,
FOR RUM-Five-r- oom
furnished cotra
tage, modern. 804 South Walter.
i' 1
East Pacific.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished, modern house with garage.
701
West Newr York, phone 1468-- Apply
FOR KENT Houses, ail Klndsjfurnished
and unfurnished.
McMIIlion & Wood,
Realtors. 200 West Gold.
FOR RENT Several new furnished cottages, very reasonable. Room 7, First
National Hunk building.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
four room
modern bungalow with garage.
Ap-Pl- y
1220 North Fifth, in rear.
FOR ItENT An exceptionally attract-1-- e
and well furnished modern four- room bungalow. Phone 1730-FOR RENT Clean and well furnished,
,uu, laise ruoiiis ana sunny enciosea
s
jurcn. nil poutn Hign
FOR RENT Modern, unfurnished house
with four rooms and glassed-l- n
sleep-In- g
porch. Apply 622 South Walter.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with
sleeping porch, furnished; garage if
desired. 615, call 617 South High.
four-rooFOR RENT Unfurnished,
house, modern, no sick, no children,
1004 South Broadway, phone 1366-FOR RENT New five room modern
no
house,
furnished,
completely
children, call 618 North Thirteenth.
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern bungalow, nicely furnished; fireplace, water
Call at 625 South Arno.
paid, garage.
FOR RENT
new brick bungalow,
modern, choice location,
or unfurnished. Phone 1 949-1LIST your vacant houses with the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
207 West Oold, phone 607.
service,
FOR
RENT Five-rooframe, lars
Vacant In ten
porch and garage.
Dr. Burton, Room 9, Barnett
days.

adobe,

j

north Mountain

bklg.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house
in Fourth ward; sleeping porch, garage,
130 per month.
McMIIlion & Wood, 206
West Gold.

FOR RENT
bungalow modern and furnished: euttable for smalt
families.
Rent
Phone
reasonable.
1454--

;

furnished
FOR RENT Nice five-roohouse; city water and lights, seen
blocks from car line, $30. 0)
.nquiie
611 South Arno.
FOR RENT Fine home of five rooms,
sleepbasement, furnace, glassed-l- n
411 West Coal, see owner
ing porch,
at Art studio.
FOR RENT Modern, furnished houe,
nearly new. three rooms, glass jd-l- n
sleeping porch, and two other large
Small family on'y.
screened porches.
or call 1001 South Walter.
Phone 1115-FOR KENT Furnished cottages, modern and gas; three rooms and bath,
Phone
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
or call mornings week days, or SunPhone 381-Keys
day afternoon.
at 1524 East Central
A
home
furnished
RENT
beautiful
FOR
In a select Highland section. SJx master rooms, hardwood floors, furnace heat,
'

shrubbery, etc., City Realty
2U f
west ioiu, jmono dpi.

AUTOMOBILES.

company,

a

EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIR1.NO.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 N. Thira.
5
FOR SALE
Bulok, I60O;
Llg'it
Ford louring, Ford coupe, (400. lis
West Oold.
FOR SALE

One

auto trailer.
1523 North

Several reotns, unfurnished.
Edith.
'.oveiy room; six windows.
Walter.
Furnished room and garage.
Apply 414 West Roma. x
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 318 South
Walter. Phone 1667-FOR RENT Furnishes room. 333 South
Seventh, phone 7 29-room, very reasonable.
No slrk. Phone 1113-J- .
FOR RENT Furnished room adjoining
bath. 1407 West Roma.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
Olldersleeve Electrio company.
ORA YcSTONE rooms.
2l3tt West Gold,
Mrs. B. Guldl.
phone 210-LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat, no sick. 807 South Walter.
FOR RENT Modern, convenient sleeping
room, reasonable. 416 East Silver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. 609 South Walter.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Two nice clean sleeping
rooms.
Reasonable. 707 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping and
North Third.
housekeeping rooms. 121
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
bath; steam heat. 619 North
Third.
clean apartments,
FOR RENT Nice.
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 21114 West
Central.
FOR RENT One large housekeeping
room with sleeping porch, 117.00. 208
South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
modern home. No sick. 821 North
;
Thirteenth.
FOR RENT An attractive room, furnace heat and private entrance. 713
WeBt

Lead.

FOR RENT Two rooms for Jlglit house1524
keeping, $20. Phone 1456-VNorth Second.
FOR RENT Nice room, close in. for
gentleman employed; no sick wanted.
319 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Small sleeping room and
S
month. In
kitchenette, furnished,
quire 1709 South Edith,
FOR RKNT Large back room with
for light housekeeping. 112.00
a month. 208 South Arno,
RENT
FOR
Sleeping rooms, steam heat,
hot and cold water. Albuquerque Ho
tel, ZIHtt jvorin pbchiiu.
1'i'lvl- -'
FOR RENT Large, front room.
No sick. 710
lege of housekeeping.
South Arno, phone 10S7-FOR RENT Rooms, newly furnished,
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one biock
from car. 828 South Fourth.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 3114 West Central.
HOTEL Sleeping rooms ana
ELOIN
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
West Central.
week or month. 502
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, us of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Hilver.
FOR RENT Nice large front bedroom,
furnished, adjoining bath. Outside en.
trance. 605 North Third, phone 1170-J"FOR
RENT Nicely furnished large
front room, private entrance, connectUnu.nnnhle. 118 West Lead.
ing ka.h
FOR RENT Two or throe nlcoly furnlphca nouseaeeping rooms win.
30
porch. Uround floor. Close In.
Went Iron.
and
room
sleeping
FOR RENT Sitting
porch upstairsi with or without breakfast room. Private. Very reasonable. 608
North J'oiirtn
rooms,
FOR KENT Choice of two large housemodorn, furnished for light
keeping, and glassed or canvassed sleeping porch. 1223 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely furnish! room, ncur
bath. For gentleman .mployol. Aiso
nicely furnished
parlor bedrcoin f' r
419 South Seventh.
ladv.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with glassed-l- n
sleeping porch; steam
rheat; convenient rtr tnree or iu'i
n n, moor amemn.
suuiiia.
West CopPfc.

Inquire of Eaman, at
Fourth.
FOR SALE
Palgo car
in good running condition, price ISO.
409 West Santa Fc.
FOR SALE 3&50.U0 Dodge truck used
D. E.
nine months, good condition,
Harrington, 703 West Slati.
WILL TRADE equity In lot tor small
sooond-hand
touring car m good shape,
Call et or write 206 South rtroailwMy.
Ford lor, truck, 1321, in A- -l
mechanical condition, $250; cash. 1917
Ford roadster, cheap, 407 West copper. FOR KENT Nice front
necting bath, private
SAVE SO to 76 per cent on used psrts,
difprivileges, two blocks
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
after
ferent cars. Mcintosh to., 811 West Cop- - Pl.one 1718--

with conentrance, home
from city hall.
room

p. m.

per.

FOR SALE 1922 Naull six touring.
"WANTED Position
Used very little.
Looks like new.
This Is an opportunity to save some STOVE work dune. Phono 12S0-West
Hoover Motoc Co., 418
money.
WANTED
Housework by the day. Phone
Copper.

1645.

Shelley-Brau-

n

Realtors

22U W. Gold.

1444--

Co.
Insurance

I'hono 223.

FOR SALE

with Board

ForRent-Room- s

South Broadway.
FOR RENT Room,

"

and board It

de-

-

i lose
in. Phone 2028-CONGENIAL girl to share sleeping porch.
Nlce home; l.onrd.
I'hono 14.16-C001J Hoard.
Rooms, glassed sleeping
i
v.Lu.
Bics.
luzf Forrester.
OHIO STATE boarding house; room and

"'""

uit

New white stucco cottage, 5
rooms and 2 porches, modern,
built-i- n
hardwood
features,
floors, located Fourth ward;
price, $3,000; $500 caah and
$30 a month.
New
whits stucco
adobe house, modern, built-i- n
features, basement, good location Fourth ward; price $4,000,

terms.

Real Estate
400 West

Exchange
CopiM-r-

.

H.

WARD

Insurance

Loans

we have a
with maple floors
sidewalks,
shads
and good garage.
Is going to sell.
offer.
flvo-roo-

m

Chas, Roehl
Phone

Wood, Realtors

Gold.

610.

Corner of Second and Gold.

HOME

Seven large rooms, modern
cvory respect, fireplace, all
built-ikinds
of
features,
plenty of closet room, fine
electrical fixtures, fino sleeping porch with eleven windows, good coal range, electric
marange, electric
washing
chine, laundry stove, laundry
basement
with
tubs,
largo
wash room, coal bins, fruit
closet, fine hot water heating
plant, good adobe garage with
servant's quarters. This house
is built of adobe and is ona of
the best constructed houses in
the city and In a fine location.
The lot Is extra large with
good walks and shade.
If you are interested In a
real home 'at a hnrgain tills
property can be bought for
cost to
lens than it would
build the hoti.se.
Call us for
an appointment.
D. T, Kingsbury
Seal Estate, Loans, and
n

Insurance.

AV.

I'hono

Gold.

'

, li,

As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
Better Grade ?IS.00.

A

(Of

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land

New Mexico,

Albuquerque,

BERNARD A. SLEYSTERI
All Kinds ot Insurance.
113

REAL
South

ESTATE.
Third Street.

Phone

FOR RENT

14

Apartments

FOR RENT Furnished apartment.
No
children. 903 North Third.
RENT New modern furnished
114 North Maple.
apartment.
FOR R ENT Housekeeping
apartment,
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh,
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished modern house; no sick. Inquire 2U8 South

FuR

Ec)!th.

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light nousekeeplng; adults; no sick.
724 South Second.
FO'l HUNT Three-rooapartment, furnished, and canvas sleeping porch.
520
South

&

Lumber Co.

007--

rlnt

SALE.Poultry.Eggi

Cfeup

In

210

riroaoway. ru. 1971-For gentleman only, one
1207 East
sleeping porch.

BEAUTIFUL

p.i

FOR SALE Miscellaneous
bed on
Central.
tjUlNClOB,
Phone 1608-FOR RENT Nicely
steam FOR SALE Hard ooal
furnished,
heater, large si.ie.
heated rooms with first-clas- s
table
Phone 814.
board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
FOR RENT Large front room and steep- FOR SA1JJ Trailer and shotgun, loo
North Edith.
ing porch and board; suitable for two.
110 Nona; Maple.
TH ' BODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-RBOARD and room, steam heat, Mo
month. No sick. 410 West Oold, pe" FOR SALE A wheel in Al condition.
401 West Lead.
1455-postoffice. Phone
BOARD
Good home cooking, rates by FOR SALE Apples of all virletles.
O.
B. Clarke, phone 2405-Rthe meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
Broadway and Oold.
FOR SALE Bicycle, nearly new, roasou-abl- e.
713 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacsnoy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. H. Reed, pbone
KOOFINB
122f.-J- .
40
South Walter.
EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1884-- J.
FOR HUNT Furnished
witK
rooms,
MANZANO GINGER ALB
table board. Also board by week or HELPS digestion and
a nsrve tonic
month. 217 Sou li Fourth.
FOR SALE job Singer sewing machine
BOARD, room and sleeping porch with
at bargain. Phone 1457-private lavatory,
steam heat ,new FOR SALE
barrels.
Clean
bouse.
1818 East Central.
and no leak. 326 North Third.
BOARD and room for two gentlemen,
FOR
Cook
SALE
No
stove,
8,
as
also sleeping porch and excellent
new. 124 South Arno. phone good
U32-meals. 601 South High, phone 621-Ten shares Bryan HarvesCOME TO TUCSON'S new and modern FOR SALE
ter stock for 110. 110 South Arno.
Sanatorium. Reasonable rates. Hlll-creFOR SALE Velvet dress, now, size 36.
Sanatorium, Tucson, Arisona.
Make offer. Address C. A. L., care
ROOM
AND
In
BOARD,
private
home; nurse care, tray service, : 'tod Journal,
FOR SALE Five ten-lomeals. 107 North High, phone 1748-dry goods
counters.
Kabu's
Apply
Store, 109
FOR RENT Nicely furnished lnrge room
hot end cold water, steam heat, with North First.
board, tray service and nurses care, 207 FOR SALE One
rabbit
North High.
hutch; a bargain, If taken at once.
710
Lead.
West
MUS. MARSHALL'S
private home tor
convalescents, excellent meals, tsble FOR SALE One upright piano and
Call Monday between 10 and 5.
and tray service; reasonable rates, 1107
1122 East Sllvir.
Notth Tweith. phone 1101-heatJAMESON'S RANCH The place to get FOR SALE One Stewart
er ,one Stewart onk heater. 619 North
well; two miles from town; free transportation to and from town; good home Sixth, phone 1404-Phone 2238-cooking.
FOR SALE Stewart range, like new;
FOR RENT Deslrahle room and sleep617
heater; oil heater; ax I a rux.
ing porch with board for two with West Lead, phone 1289-Mrs. Clark, TYPEWRITERS, all makes, (15 and up;
private family.
Garage.
023 South High, phone 1471-$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
or three persons for n.eals by the FOR SALE Stark Delicious apples and
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs.
other varieties. Wiley's Farm, Poat-offibox 135; phone 2411-RFleming, 105 South Cedar, phone 1G78-FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnished LOUDEN'S Jersey milk, 13 cents quart.
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
None better at any price. Crump's
cold water In each room; steam heat; ex- Cash grocery, 825 South Second.
cellent board; tray servlc; graduate FOR SALE Apples of different varieties,
,
also
at former DeWItt Ranch,
nurse In attendances prices reasonable.
North Fourth street, phone 2410-JCasa de Oro, 609 and (IS West Oold.
Pri- FOR SALE Player ptano, used, excellent
MRS. Berglund, 1416 South Edith.
cosh
condition; first
Investigating
vate Tubercular Sanatorium, for win- buyer
sure to take It. Phone 108.
steam-heate- d
rooms; plenty new
ter;
HICKS' DAIRY
blankets; good mealB; milk and eggs; CLEAN
home-canne- d
MILK, with a heavy cream line;
fruits and our own chickens
pints, 8c: quarts, l.'o. Phone 738.
served; special diet; general nursing;
0
FOR SALE Used tractors,
rates, $50.00 and up. Phone 1365-and
with gang plows. Hardware
BUNUALOWS
for families desiring to
Steam heat furnished Department, J. Korber A Company.
keep house.
free. (75 a month. This Includes mediSAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class instruccal attention it desired. Rates In cottages, or main building, (15 to 130 a tions on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 802-week.
Excellent meals; medical care; no FOR SALE Fine shepherd pups; males,
extras. St. John's Sanatorium, phone 491.
Rout-led$10, delivered Albuquerque.
Goat ranch, Jemez Springs, N. M.
WANTED Miscellaneous
three-burnFOR SALE One Red Star
oil stove, practically
new, and one
WANTED
Fireplace grute and screen. sink
902
and back complete.
South
Telephone 1576-Fourth.
WANTED One delivery wagon.
FOR SALE Boy' wheel In good conbo cheap. Phono 1401-- J
dition. Trice Is right. See It at Star
WANTED
MONET6n good first Furniture
113
company, phone 409-morcgagee. McMMlton A Wood.
Oold.
Wen
WANTED Floors to surface, old or FuR SALE L. C. Smith
typewriter,
new, price reasonable.
Phone 1776-Will trade for Vic'
good as new.
after 5 p. m.
0
trola or furniture of same value.
TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
P. O. Box 338.
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, T22 SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
East Iron, phone 1970-prevent fallen insteps; cures all foot
To buy, one pair large young, troubles. 81. Planter Arch Support Thos,
WANTED
gentle, sound horses or mules, well F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
matched.
Mann's tJarden.
FOR SALE Good hai.S picked apples,
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 210 Sou 111
91.50 and 12.00 per bushel. Also sweet
First, will pay the highest prices tor cider, (0 cent gallon, delivered If de-'
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and sired. Floyd Miller, prnns 2402-Jfurniture. Phone 858.
FOR S A LE Pianos, piayer piauos, elecRUG CLEANERS
trio orchestlan pianos, with slut at9x12 Hugs Cleaned, II. 25.
value.
tachments, p)nograpns; pre-wMATTRESSES
renovated, 13.60 and up; for quick artlon, phone 104 or errlt
furniture repaired and packed. Ervlu George P. Lcarnard Piano Co., 214 South
or 89H-Hcdding Co. Phones liU-Walter.
WANTED
your piano to apply on pur- FOR SALE OR TRADE One spun of
used player piano.
chase of new
horses or mules. Will trade for Ford
Phone 106 and we will call and quote truck.
One pony, harness and buggy,
values that will make conservative buy- safe tor uhlldren to drive or ride. Will
er sit up and take notice. George P. sell separate.
One buggy pole, one
Lea nard.
Cull noon hour.
oil tank, new,
t
lie
1.110
North
WANTED
Fourth,
Everybody to knju lluu
Dunatt Ik Comp'on Art Studio soeel
and SEAT
TOP
AUTO
USE EFFBCTO
Co:ar.nrci&l
In tine
Por;tailurn
dresslag, Effecto Auto Enamel, vais- Photography, and buperlor Kodak Fin- par.
Valapar Enamel on automoones.
Homestead
ishing. Doni'.l (t Comp'.ca Art Studio, Plymouth
Cottage Paint.
411 West Csatr,U.
Floor Paint. Root Paint ana cement, cai- KODAK FINISHING I TIMES A DAT is taction assured. Tho. F. Keleber Leathhone 1C57-- J.
guaranteed. er Co., 408 West Central,
satlstacllon
Remember,
Send your flnU .ng t a reliable estab. FOR SALE Seven volume of Encycloon
Itshed firm. Return
postage pal
pedia Biltannlca. 15.(10. Nine volume
mall orders.
Henna A Hanna, Inc., Bulwer's works, 10.00. Twelve volumeB
Commercial Photographer. Fox News. Oulda's Illustrated, 4.0. Eight volumes
Thackeray's works, ftoo. Five volumes
Victor Hugo's novels. 92.50. Webster's
DRESSMAKING
10
100 lots novels,
91.00.
SEWING by day, 2, or at home. Phone dictionary,
326 North Third.
cent to 2S cent
1430-Kg
try-luWe are not
WOOD
DRESSMAKER Plain and fancy sowing. FIRE! toFIRBII
arouse the fir department, but
Mrs. Winifred Jones, 800 South Edit1). w
r warning you to buy your winter
WANTED
Work guar-antce- d upply of firewood early. An old adage
Dressmaking.
Let
8. Satxlnger, 1500 North Fifth.
ays dry summer sever winter. Pinion
and
FIRST-CLAS- S
guar, u make It hot for you. Cedardesired
dressmaking, work 1607-els,
wood, sawed and split, any
anteed. 218 Sooth Walter, phone
Cedro
chunks.
logs, furnao
Phone fireplace Firewood
HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
1401 Rl.
Co.,
phon
Canyon
6S1-room
Mellnl building. Myrtle
Prompt delivery; full weight.
Sievert. Ten cent yard.
FOR SALE No. so Simpson Scales, $75.
, and
side
box;
EATING,
accordion,
(
76.
Toledo Scales,
mall orders. , N. Crane, 21S North
15.
Platform Scales,
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814
Flat-to- p
Desk and Chair, SIS.
WANTED
M6.
coffee
mill,
Dressmaking; prices reasonLarge
Miss
able; satisfaction
guaranteed.
Oliver typewriter, 139,
Faulln Vorbacb, phone 487. 420 West
Clothe mangle, $10.
Gold.
Dalton adding machine, 990.
Full stied box springs, $20.
HEMSTITCHING dun promptly In th
Need the dlnsro. Phone 207.
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
787-117 Gold avenue, phone
Singer
FOR RENT Office Room
Sewing Michine Company.
FOR RENT Office space, or desk room.
FOR
207 West Oold.
.
av.er
FOR SALE SIX Wyandotte pullets about FOR RENT Ofice room. Central Kor-hBook
Store.
Mstson"
abov
to
nue,
1126
ready
lay.
Virginia blvd.
Aatn Department.
nci Company.
FOR
hens, on roos-te- a.
15 seven month
and 10 flv
"WANTED
Real Estate
H.
months old, pullets. All from Hays
I. R, strain.
AU through
moulting. IF Villi hav business property" tor
.
SHJ-JWood,
Phono
list It Uh McMIIUon

Phono
tcnograpber.
FOR A GOOD used car eome nfl see EXPERIENCED
1744-what we have and those we have listed
specialty.
Silks
ND
and
LAUN Dili
for sal. Oden Buick Company, Fifth
Phone 1027-Oold, pbone U0. '
CLEANING PAPER
Kalsomlnlug. John
34-Qoodson, phone
FORDS
all models and prices, most
In
Fords
town,
used
nurse will
line
of
complete
EXPERIENCED practical
$125 up. terms can be arranged 'or will
take cases, 208 North Arno, phone
trade for other makes. See us before 1080-J- .
buying. Mcintosh Auto Co., 811 West STENOGRAPHER with railroad, law
Copper.
office and other office experience.
wanta position. Phone 13i9-'
1
xrnTma OTtat.tTT OATtS
WOMAN
wishes position as practical
A LARGE STOCK to choosa from at all
A
nurse, two yeara In last sanatorium.
will Satisfy
i.nB.
Miss
8.
Jergensen, Y. W. C. A. Hotel.
HOBBS MOTOll CO., pbone 434.
you.
for house oleaning
H3-1CALL UUTCH1N80.N
West Central.
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintand
chimney sweeping:
ing, kalsomlnlng.
Odd Job Man, phone 2Q88-- J.
FOR RENT Storeroom
FOH RENT Building at 413 West Cop-ne- ri
FOR
InQUlre U. E.
stiltabla for
- SALE OR TRACE Who nas a
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and FU-house
and lot to trade tor a nice twentTrust Company, phone ,3.
miles
y- acre ranch; on and one-ha- lf
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x11)0 from Bare.i. brig. See Broad Blcycl
foot brick building) good oonoition. Co., 120 South Second, phone 738,
opposite 6anta Fe shops; reasonable RANCH of four acres,
entirely fenced
U Heyman, ius
terms. See or writ
with five-fopoultry wire, three-fourtNorth First. Albuquerque. N. M.
mile west of Bareias brldgo;
house, three screened pjrehea;
WELL CONTRACTOR
water In house, new garage and chlctfn
WELL
chickens and turDRILLED, driven and repaired; houses;
pumps, tanks, towers. J. F. Walking. keys; also furniture; terms, Call uwncr,
West Marble, pbone 146I-,vU?
IV4

SAXERanches.

$1,230
lot 50x240;
Road
$2,800

adobe stucco, two
$3,950
porches
Very easy terms on all.

1021 W.
York.
Office Phone 040, Second and
Gold.

For Sale or Trade

FOR RENT
124 South
FOR RENT
120 South
FOR RENT

THIRD

Close In,
brick
throughout,
trees, lawn
This place
Make us an

at a Real Bargain

lot 25x

north Mountain Koad

Now

FOR KF.NT
lit;
cottage.
South Walnut.
FOR RENT New house, one
room,
largo
110.01);
624 West A t lanrlc.
FOR RENT Rooms
FOR KENT Four-roomodern
-Furnished room. 613 North
house on 'North Second. Phone FOR REN
1692--

20(1 W.

A

ZAPF
Home Phone

:

IN THE

o,

McMillion &

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL HOME

j

mono loo.

pressed brick
'My
porch, modern
and sleeping
east
front, Blmde,
homo, coiner,
garage.
V. O. BOX 576.

W. Gold.

1

bungalow In Fourth
two sleeping porches,
shade, south front, nicely
furnished, all for $4,200; terms.
Fourth
Now
home,
ward, modern in every respect,
south
lot, lawn,
large
front,
built-i- n
features, hardwood floors
terms.
throughout, $6,100;
Five-roo-

ward,

.

rh

1

Realtors

Loans,

small

lots

Houbd, close 111, fo00, cuuli
balance like rent. 114 South Fourth.
nun bALu 1
nuuse, furnished.
ciieap it taken at once. 1215 Virginia
boulevard.
ifOH MALE Five-roobrick house, two
sleeping porches. Inquire of owner.
214
North Walter.
FOU
BALE
hSul
tw7
porches, basement, fine location, Call
at the Art studio.
KOK iSALE Small
moaern, furnished
cottage, on South Waller; easy terms.
.v. jejusi eiunia re,
'OK HALE Corner lot
(Ixl40, and small
cottage.
Bargain if taken at once.

iUK

Franklin & Company

....

rent.

to

$900;

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE

"Our personal attention
every little detail,"

HEIGHTS

modern house on ex.
deslrablo
lot,
tromely
large
sleeping porch, adobe garage,
owner leaving and will sacrifice; price only $2,000.

Phone 657,

'

Martin Co,, Realtors

UNIVERSITY

Consisting of fifteen rooms
well furnished and the best location.
Hliort distance
from
the postoffice. Dining room in
connection.
Easy terms.

4-

L,

OPPORTUNITIES

ROOMING HOUSE

-

223 W. Gold.

J.

? town.
"'"":'
west, black learner nag
Mil. FOR SALE Home and Income at a real
20
toilet articles, pocket tobook.
Return
JojOTanMtlce.
Reward.
bargain. Close in, modern, double,
etc.
brick home; separate batti and separate
collar and double yard.
Brand new
garage. Property In fine shape. Must
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool be sold at once. Leaving city. Call at
"'" 8ol South Edith.
hall and bar; goon lease.
First.
cheap,
FOR SALE Complete shoe shop,
FOR SALE Furniture
and good terms. Address Box 1, care V LI
UN IT UI !K "HEP A K I N G.
Culled for
journal.
and
dellevered. Phonel7S-H- .
brick, building,
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
for
FUliNITUtfM
any
good
location
REPAIRING
and
upholsis south First:
or 89U-Er.
stering. Phone 613-kind of business.
In vln Bedding Company,
WANTED To trade a house anda lot
small
car
and
a
FOR
SALE
for
distriot
Household
T.una
a
of
goods
th.
houNe; clreap. Must be sold this
...mint of case, l'none
week.
6311,4 South Third.
or might trade for small property. FOR SALE Economy heater, good condition, cheap; bench wringer, fernery
ttoom 7. First National nann
four-roohouse. mil vi pianis. oj rjouin ejeventn
jfOR SALE Modern
leav- FOR
once,
at
SALE Second-han- d
aoid
It
corrugated
pwnei
Bargain
re.
2
1.50,
roofing; ten gallon mtlk oani,
ing town. Call at
new
on
typewriter, $14.00; large stock of good
my
money
WANTED to borrow
...
-. i
tar, fnn used .furniture, new mattresses, pump
325
South
shotguns, violins, churns,
Apply 880 West First.
ing first mortgags.
FOH
SALE Dufold,
120.00;
dresser,
Lead
112.60; chiffonier, buffet, dining table
finest
and
end
beds
chairs,
phonograph1,
.
'
nortnorn Aiidvua,,
springs, rocking chairs, typewriter tatrade, gooo loc.tio.ni two of .hep
ble, sewing machine, 0x13 rug, oil 'cook
xor
.
are to leave
stove, gas stove, coal range, heating
pox
dn.se postonioe
stove.
329
North
Third.
Furniture
n . . . nu,i,Jki. hitBtnflss. estab
to dis bought, sold and oxohanged.
,V"
pose acoount of having other
or in
FOR SALE Livestock.
low and a bargain,
prlc. veryaddress
postofflca box o5,
tervlew,
FOR SALE Gentle saddle pony. 1801
m
buquernue, r.
West Central.
..
business toca-good
FOR exceptionally
FOR SALE One Jersey o.w f 60. Ap- ... ......
-- i
t..Him.nii oome
none ana
.'ly 141B youth Edith.
N. M., 6 mllei west .of
to Peace-LanFOR SALE dies p. All of my rabbltts
on i
Grants, w,
i.
B.
and fryers. 710 West Lead.
Trails Highway and the A. T.
prices, or FOR SALE Buck
and docs, cheap.
rw.) Lola at Introductory
svs
1003 North Fourth.
E.
Phone 1208-iMOCKraaan,
B.
see
Aibuqunque.
FOR SALE? Two choice Jersey heifers,
fifteen months old. 217 North Third.
MONEY TO LOAN
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey cow, one
olaOn
LOAN
watches,
TO
MONEY
yearling Jersey neiier. j. y. wuson,
valUablO. phone 2404-mnm mnA Mvatrvthln
First.
South
2H
B.
Marcus.
Mr.
FOR SALE
pigs.
real
on flrst-clas- a
be seen at 713 South Broadway TuS-a- y
MONEY. TO LOAN,
an ,M
a. r -- 1.
.nn
afternoon.
e.,wr, Un
estate)
sj.uvu, 0
west Oold.
Million ana Wood
FOR SALE Jersey cow arid two year- -.
harness and spring
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watohasling; one horse,
A -- nnA
OOnrallahlA.
Phone 1538-- J.
l.v.lrv, tlh.ral.
wagon.
IfiflenMal. Qcttlleb Jewelry Co.. 108 V. 1st.

"WANTEDHoutei

NEW HOME,
Fourth ward, four-roo-

FOR

room frame, furnished,
.
$1,500
for only
- room modern
house, sleepfront
large
porch,
ing
for
porch, lot 62'Axl42,
$0,150
only
modern stucco, near
2
large porches.
ly new,
Fourth ward, easy terms,
$3,8o0
for only
modern brick, glusscd
in Bleeping porch, hardwood
hot water heat,
floors,
.$4,300
Highlands, for only.
New adobe stucco finish, oak
floors- - throughout, sleeping
-firenlace. hot water
heat, garage,' for only. .$5,500

3-

A,

Wanted: Money to loan; I have
clients for $2,500,
and
$1,500
It. JlcClughan, Realtor,
$1,000.
204 W. Gold, phone 442--

Tire Economist.
rust nuuonai oanK building.
Ap- - Fort SALE
WANTED Exporter, cod waitress,
In Fourth ward, five-rooat
Liberty Cafe.
ply
stucco bungalow, furnace
heat and
house garago.
WANTED A girl for general
Northwest
corner.
Phone
work. Apply at IS 17 South Edith.
mornings, 1.1U8-WANTED A neat girl for general nouse-wor- k. FOn SALE By ownei, suburban borne,
Must stay nights. Sl North
luoms ana Bleeping porch, city

.Male and

Mi 'Johnson
Insurance Real Estate Loans
218 W. Gold
Phono 210

Jas,

Jj'01t HALE

Milker. Phone 241S-RDelivery boys at The Econ-

Experienced

terms.

In

THE

- FQR SALE Houaei
I'Oit SALli ull HUNT 'Cheap, two
w house. Phone 1573--

HELP WANTED

once.

in tho Highlands, paving paid
and the price is only $4,500-witgood terms.
Five-roostucco bungalow,
with glassed sleeping porch,
floors.
hardwood
fireplace,
built-i- n
features, furnace heat,
parage, on paved street in tho
Fourth ward. Owner must
See us for price
and
sell.

letter

PLUMBER,
216 North Third,

rooms, steam heated, modern home, just off W. Central
on Twelfth; fine location; write
me and I will show you one or
all of these, I am , here for
few days only. See me at
once.
7

I, L. Williamson
207 West Gold Avenue.

PRICED TO SELL
Six rooms and glassed sleeping porch, in first class condition, located on paved street

Accident, Automobile Insurance, stucco, for only
$3,900:
Surety Bonds, Loan.
No. Ill 8. lourth Street,
I'bone 674.. cash payment, balance Uk
Fire,

terms.

WANTED

411.

13,600

1
flat, 3 rooms
each side fully furnished; each
side rents for $40; live in one
sida and rent the other; only
4
blocks from new hotel;
$4,000; terms.
brick,
big screened
in porches, 6 rooms upstairs,
all have hot and cold water,
steam heat, could be divided
to make 2 or 3 apartments;
fine
income
property and
home now rented and well
cared for; double garage; 4
blocks from new hotel; $8,500;

M.

Phono

FOR SALE

Reasonable

N

Fourth.

Am Offering

"WANTED
WANTJ2D

Griffith

Realtors.

120 S.
I

and

SPECIALS
THIS WEEK

MARTIN'S

Health Seekers Paradise

WANTED

JOURNAlT

MORNING

ALBUQUERQUE

HiBh.

FOU RENT
Furnished
apartments,
steam heat, bath. Albuquerque Hotel,
216'
North Second.
FOR RENT Apartment completely furnished; heat, water and light. Call
at 205 West Central.
LINCOLN
Apartments Completely furnished apartments, steam heat, ho:
water. Close In. 313 South Third.
FOR RENT Three rooms with baih.
furnished for light housekeeping. (107
South First. Apply Savoy hotel office.
FOR RENT Beautiful tour-rooapartment, nicely furnished, steam lent.
Call at 819 East Central, phone 1S11-four-rood
FOH RENT
apartment, very desirable location. Ap
ply at 411 West Marble, phone 1462-FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
and front porch, completely furnished;
no sick; no children. 112 South Ninth,
FOR RENT Two nice clean rooms with
sleeping porch, furnished for light
housekeeping, 321 South Walter, phone

DO YOU

WANT

Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your Insurance.
Over State National Bank,
Telephone 69S.

Home and Investment
Double
modern and
Porches. Snlenrlirl Innntinn fllnBA
In. furnished, renting for JSS0
per
monin. win seii, if sold quickly,
for $4,000.
six-roo-

J. P.
Phone

Estate

Gill Real

770.

FOUR-ROO-

W. Central

323

BRICK

M

It'g modern and well furnished,
garage, and out building, splendid
corner lot. Reasonable terms.

J. E, Gonce Real Estate

116 W. Silver.

Phono 477.

1670-.-

FOR RENT Strictly modern, now, three
rooms, sleeping porch, front pnreh,
70S
East
private bath, unfurnished.
Central.
FOH RENT Furnished apartment, four
apartrooms, modern; also two-rooment with sleeping porch. 1104 --North
Second.

Three-roofurninhtd
RENT
FOR
apartment with glassed-lsleeping
702
No
No
children.
sick.
porch.
West Lead.
three-roofurnishFOR Rent Two and
hot and cold water,
ed apartments;
lleh I and phone paid; rent reasonable.
4214 South Broadway.
Four
WOODLAWN
APARTMENTS
rooms with glassed-l- n
sleeping room,
Call
gas, private bath. On car line.
J321 East Central, or 20S West Cold.
four
FOR RENT Modern upa'imont,
rooms, sleeping porch, front porch.
Well furnished, Including piano, parage.
Reasonable rent to dealriola party, C0C
North Twelfth.

EflR RENT Furnished front apartment,
two rooms end kitchenette, bath addejoining; large front porch; garage If two
sired; thoroughly clean and sanitary;
adults only and no sick. 124 South Arno,
phone (32--

CARPENTERING
SRODSToiW andcimTrapwrk.

call

1075--

PAINTING, paper hanging and kaisom- Inlng; free estimates. Phone 19?--PAINTING and kalsomlnlng, by day or
oonlract. w. A. HettB, phone 1694-DID your roof leak when it laiued? We
tlx them. Rubberold, tin or any thing
Guarantee Roofing company, Hox 73.
FAINTING Paper banging and kalsomL. W.
lnlng; all work guaranteed.
Owens, 608 South , Edith, phone 1344-J- .
I WANT you to investigate ray low prices
on any kind ot a building proposition
you have In view. A. li). Palmer, Bungalow Builder. Bon 41. city. Phone 1768-RK
NEW-WOor alterations; all work
guaranteed: estimates free; will make
very close figure on a Job in highlands
E. B. Johnor heights. Phone 1765-son, dlfi John.

PERSONAL
Jewelry work. 115 South Second. In rear
you want a cheap trip to Chicago
addross box R. 8. H. Journal.
WOMAN desiring cheap railroad transportation to Iowa or Chicago. Phone

IF

FOR SALE
A dandy

little grocery store
and a good business in a good
location.

J. L. Phillips Real Estate
110 S. Third.

Phono

334--

RANCH FOR SALE
acrei, 1 acre orchard, t
acres alfalfa, balance
pasture,
12 '4

house; owner leavgood
ing: make offer. Phone 2U7-R- 1
or 348. P. O. Box 192, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

For Rent, Country Home
furSix rooms, completely
nished, hot and cold water, two
acres orchard, chicken lot and
garden, turkeys, ducks, geese,
A complete
cows and pigs.
first class equipment. On paved
three miles from
highway,
town; $100 per month on year
lease. See

Realtor

Oestreich,

Siii

Fhone

V. Gold.

999

$750TERMS-$7- 50
An eleerant modern pressed
brick home just completed. It
la a gem, 5 magnificent rooms
Now
finished.
handsomely
ready for occupancy. Elevation
lot; beautiful view of city and
See It.
mountains.

City Realty Co,
S07

"

Phono

W. Gold.

667.

1578--

FRED OILMAN
Millinery; hats
made to order; remodeling a specialty.
Room 1, Superior Hotel, 3184 West Cen'
tral.

MRS.

WANTED

Salesmen

THE Winona Mills Company manufacture most complet line Hosiery, Underwear and Sweaters In America, selling direct to users. Want good salesman
for Albuquerque and other New Mexico
towns. For particulars, phone 20SD--

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS Ail makea overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every machine.
Typewrit r ExAlbuquerqu
122 South Fourth.
change, phone 908--

BRICK

FIVE-ROO- M

rMVERSITV HEIGHTS
Best Location, East Front
plant, fire

Areola heating
place, breakfast
wood work with
oak floors. See Jr.

nook, gray
wax finish,
Cood terms.

Realty Co,

Dieckmann

Pbone

300 W. Gold.

670.

Journal Want Ads Bring Result.

rA

COZY,

LITTLE HOME

j

.of four rooms, almost new, frame stucco, well located
In Fourth ward, electrio range and shades go , with
house. Priced to sell at $4,000; $500 down and $50 par
month.

Call

WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor,"
Phone 110.
City Office University

1S

Wert Gold.

Heightg Development

Co.

.

FRESH OYSTERS
The Famous

Almost every day.

Oh

Senlshipt,

in sanitary

TURN IN FIRE

tons.

the Way

WARD'S

CASH

Shows Many Persons Use Kerosene in
Starting Fires in Stoves;
"Dangerous Habit"

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

More tlian 1.D00 fire inspection
blanks which have been issued to
the pupils of the Albuquerque inpubby
lic schools, have been turned
School Superintendent John Milne
to Citv Fire Chlcr Koneri jieiiuer-soThe blanks were issued to
the school children during fire prevention week and the children
were asked to make an Inspection
of fire hazards in their neighborhood and then fill out the report.
The plan was adopted in order to
Always
educate the children to the dungor
Worth
of fire hazards and to make them
alert to discover such things as
While
might cause fires In the future. in"I have carefully read the
spection cards and as well pleased
with the interest which has been
taken by the school children, their
teachers and their parents," Chief
Henderson stated last night, "and I
taken In
hope that the Interest
week will last
fire prevention
throughout the year."
Chief Henderson expressed
at the number of persons who
use kerosene for starting fires In
their stoves.
"This practice seems to be especially prevalent in the mornings,
but if these people would stop to
think of the number of lives which
are lost and the injuries such a
practice causes each year, they
would be willing to wait a minute
or more for the fire to get started
without the kerosene."
A large number of the children
out the Inspection
who filled
blankB did not state where
the
nearest fire alarm box was located.
"This Is probably due to the fact
that there are not many alarm
boxes in the resident sections of
the city," Chief Henderson pointed
out, "but every one should know
where the nearest box to his home
is located.
In case of a fire and
some trouble with the telephone
Hals off to Will-i- n system it would be necessary to
Fox.
The know where the box was located
in
that some one could go to it and
cleanest
picture so
then direct the firemen to the fire
ever screened.
Xew York World. when they came up to the box."
Persons reporting fire by telephone should tell central they want
to report a fire to the fire department, Chief Henderson pointed out
laset night. They should then wait
and talk to the fireman who answers the telephone call and give
him the location of the fire and
not hang up the receiver until they
are sure that he knows exactly
what they said.
The following is the list of city
fire alarm boxes and their location.
4
Second and Central.
3 2
Arno and Gold.
13
John and Central.
14 Edith and Central.
15 Arno and Tijeras.
16
Third and Copper.
17 Fourth between
Iron and
Stover.
18 Seventh and Coal.
21
Kdith and Coal,
22 Fourth and Central.
23 Third and Cold.
24 Fifth and Gold.
25 Grand, between Walter and
Edith.
2fi
Second and Silver.

.

Finest
Theater

Starting Tomorrow

IT

Five Days

IV

sur-pri-

IT TRIUMPHED

ON BROADWAY

It charmed that hard city as it never

charmed before.

See it! It will live in beautiful memories,
your whole lifetime.

An Epic or th
Love Hint Gird-le-

a

the Earth.

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

Silver Wings
WITH

Mary Carr
ADMISSION:

Special

Matinee Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
Night Adults, 50c; Children, 25c.
Orchestra will accompany the Evening Show

at 7:40.

27
28
31

3!
33
34

36
36
3 7

TODAY

41

LAST TIME

42

John Gilbert, the Star of Monte Cristo
in "YELLOW STAIN"
3
LOCAL ITEMS

Mrs. Gua Olson, 1419 West Cenu venue, has gone to Topeka,
Kans. She expecta to be absent
a couple of weeks.

tral

Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and

treatments.

Violet-ra- y

Phone

741.

Factory wood, full truck load,
five dollars. Hahn Coal compuny.
Phone 9i. Adv.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hear Miss Ethel Hickey on "The
of Now MexHistory and Folk-lor- e
ico" at the Y. W. C. A. Wednesday,
October 18, 7:30 p. m. Admission,
60 cents. Adv.
Klo
of
Special convocation
Grande Chapter No. 4. It. A. M.
this evening at 5 o'clock for work
in M. K. M. and Tt. A. decrees.
Supper at Masonic Temple at :30
Adv.

GREEK EVACUATION
OF THRACE TO TAKE
PLACE IN 3 STAGES
Adrainoplc, Oct. 15. (by the Associated Press). The Greek military authorities have announced
that the evacuation of the Greek
army in Thrace will take place in
three stages, first, in the Adrian-opl- e
district, second, around
and third, at the Maritza
river. Five days will be allowed
each section to evacuate.
The allied officers have bceu
directed to refuse Inflexibly any ex.
tension of the five days period.
Greek headquarters will remain at
liodosto until October i'0.
One of the questions which arose
today was concerning the telephone
and telegraph wires and equipment,
which the Greeks were dismantling
for transfer to Greece. They said
they found the country denuded of
of communication
such means
whuii they entered and that therefore they purposed to leave it in
Allied officials
the same state.
hi ve filed a protest.
Rod-ost-

TWO CARS COLLIDE
ON

WEST CENTRAL:
DRIVERS

ARRESTED

Mrs.. Charles Trapp and D. M.
Ellas' whose cars collided at the
intersection of Central avenue and
Second street yesterday noon, have
both been cited to appear in police
court this morning to answer
charged of reckless driving. It Is
alleged that both cars approached
the Intersection of the ,two streets
at a. high rate of speed. Mrs.
Trapp's car almost crashed into the
State National bank window before,
she was able to stop it after the
rollMon with the machine operated
:
by Mr. Elias.

FANS BREAK UP LAST
BALL GAMEOF SEASON

;

TRANSPORT BRINGING

SHIP'S 'SURVIVORS

.

DUE IN PORT TODAY
i

Los Angeles,

,( ict. 15.

The army

bringing the
of
jiassengerg of the steamer City sea
Honolulu, dect roped by fire at
AnLos
not
will
reach
Thursday,
geles before daybreak tomorrow.
She had been expected here this
transport Thpnias,

afternoon,;
Orders were sent the Thomas by
radio to slow down, us even it she
repohed port tonight, she could
tint tm
quarantine until tomorrow.
The Lt'B Ans'-'d'.t-i
Steamship

San Francisco. Oct. 15. Youthbecause
ful fans,
San Francisco had won the Pacific
broke
up
Const leaguo pennant,
the last bull same of the season
lure today. With the score tied.
of a
4 to 4, in the, ninth inning
the boys
contest with Oakland,
swarmed onto the field and prevented the playing of a deciding
inning.
The record "game called because
of kids" probably sets a record,
nothing of the sort having been
heard of here before.
San

Francisco

'

won

45
45
47

127

Angeles-Honolul-

AND

FUNERALS

ABFYTA Lasita Abeyta, aged
14, died yesterday
afternoon at
the home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. L. Abeyta, on South Fourth
street. The booy will be taken to
Atrisco for burial.
Crollott Is In
charge.
SEDILLO
Candelaria
Sedillo,
aged 58, died yesterday afternoon!
at her residence at Peralta after a
snort illness. She is survived by
two sons and one daughter.
The
funeral will bo held Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock from the family
residence. Burial will be at Peralta cemetery.' Crollott will have
charge of funeral arrangements.
GOOCII
Charles
II. Gooch.
aged 30, died yesterday morning at
Helen. Mr. Gooch was a school
teacher for the Ja:it three vears at
Adelino, X. M. Two brothers survive him, R. If. Gooch, justice of
the peace at Santa Fe, and, J. M.
Gooch, manager for the American
Telephone company, of San Francisco, Calif. The body was brought
to "Albuquerque and will be shipped to Santa Fe for burial. Crollott is in charge.
HARRIS
Mrs. Josenhine
M
Harris, aged 19, died yesterday1
afternoon at her apartments on
North Seventh street. Mrs. Harris
came here from Chicago
three!
weeks ago for benefit
of her
health
Kho la m.irl,uj
K..
...
uy iter
father and mother. Her mother
was with her. The body was taken
to Crollott's funeral parlors pending funeral arrangements.
1

Let Us Send a Man
replace that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North First.

.

2 OFFICERS OF

A

Picture That Crows for Joy!
H

'am

(jame
Chicken

KSa

The cackling tale of a
pretty pullet who tried
to be a rooster wno
dressed like a boy and
crowed at
cock-fight-

s.

Who finally fell a victim
g
of love
and a
plot that sizzles
with thrills from Cuba
to Dryburg (?), Mass.
hootch-runnin-

Every scene a sensation!

J.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

THE BLUE FOX

S

CURRENT EVENTS:
?

REGULAR PRICES.

.

8--

1

MURGU1A

y

3?

l

:j

DIEfBATTlE
Are Killed by Home Guards
at Rancho Jesus Maria;
According to
Durango,
Reports Reaching Juarez

LYRIC THEATER
OONTINCOCB

stt

1

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

Wanted: Passengers

GOLDWYN

presents

,

8B7--

Little Wonder Art
ShopThird.

$80,000.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop
J,

A BASH, IQNG PFSpDUCTTOX

DUST FLOWER.
id BElEJfE

CUAWICK,

,

CLAWB

CnAMWAimTvJ

RAMS

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Huning Mercantile
Company
Los Lunas, N. M.

JAMES TVEKSIg
k

RAMBOUILETT

L BASIL KING
The tenement girl whom he married in his hour 'of des
peration. The society beauty who begged him to come
back.
Basil King has written an absorbing story of human rela-- 1
tions, the vivid drama of a pavement lily who blossomed
in the luxury of love. It is' a tender recital of romance.
It is a rugged message of faith.

A GOLDWYN PICTURE
ADDED ATTRACTION

lit

JOIN NOW

ber

South

Wanted

8:30 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

at

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES
AI'PLY AT

Mecca Cafe
Hanson's Taxi Service

W. Central

Phone

Drive It Tourself Now Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQIERQLE
DRIVURLKSS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

COAL

Experienced waitress
Apply.

COAL

WANTED
Drug clerk, all around good
man; must bo honest and not
afraid to work. Address
Pharmacy, 222 West
Central. Albuquerque, X. M.

Sturges Cafe

FOR RENT
Modern furnished apartment;
willing to
cheap rent to party
care for upstairs rooms which
are rented. Rooms for rent 5
Linens furnished.
month.
830 North Fifth. Phone 1944-R- .
-

Cars for Rent

Touring Curs untl
Coupes.
New Ca.- - Drive Them Yourself.
The Pioneer People of the
Speedsters,

MECCA

Going to Los Angles
Wish companion to go along
No expense except your own
hotel bills.
Must furnish
references.

r.,

Combs Hotel

is open

for Business
Again
'"V i

Today

214 West Central

COMPANY
L.

State.

121

North Third

Combine 'Satisfaction and Economy
A TON

Joe Miller, Prop.

ORDER

FIRST

FACTORY WOOD

ftlATICRIAL AND
WORKMANSHIP

CLASS

Costs

...75c
Ladles Half Soles..
$1.13
Soles and Heels
Men and Women Rubber
40(!
Heels
90e
Men's Sewed Soles
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Quick Service.
213 South Second
Phone 567--

FOR RENT
'November '1 a
apartment;
high-clas-

s

four-roo-

every room In perfect condition and well furnished; vanBesides, there Is
ishing bod.

a large canvaicreened porch
with twin beds. Ideal for three
adults; steam heat, plenty hot
water; is modern in every particular. Can be seen any time.
Box 30, care Journal.

Phono 580

the Market.

,

Burns Longer

Less

AUCTION SALE
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

16, AT 702 SOCTU THIRD

B.

Let our up to the minute trucks bring comfort
to your horde.

STiiEET.

Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. M.
Six rooms of furniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Brass bed, spring
and mattress, iron beds, spring and mattresses,
table and
chairs, rocker and rugs, baby buggy and high chair, bicycle,
motorcycle engine, phonograph, Singer sowing machine, gas
and coal range, never had fire in it; refrigerator, odd chairs,
also two trunks full of clothes fhat are being sold for room
rent: and a big lot of other articles we do not have room to
mention.' This is a
house and it is full of things to
be sold, so it you want house furnishings don't miss this sale.
It you have any odd pieces of furniture you want sold call
Gober, and he will call for them, for this salo. If you don't
We may have
see what you want advertised, com anyway.
it. as we have a lot of stuff not In this ad, Be on hand early.
3. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
six-roo- m

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA
r

GALLUP

w mod com

CEDAR

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

Makes More Ilcut.

HAHN COAL CO. PHOM 91

Shop

(LABELED)
UNLOADING NOW.
Most Heat, and Lasts Longer Than Any Coal on

Thones

OF

AND A LOAD OF

REPAIRING

CANON CITY COAL

4

FOGG, The Jeweler
Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

By

's

THE

DTER9 ANB HATTERS
Bl'U CLEANING
Phone 4r8. Cor. tub and Gold

City Electric Shoe

WANTED

Guy's Transfer is' prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave your orders now and avom mo rush.
323 South Second.
Phone 371
N. Phone 2122--

Wood-worth-

REMEMBER."

TO

"EASS

EMPIRE Cleaners

AZTEC FUEL

SHOE

PHOM 123

421 W. Central

RENTACAR

rt

3

SEDANS

STUDEBAKER
2--

Two-PaComedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

BUY A TON

Phone 251

Starting Monday, Oct., 18.
Star stage will leave Santa Fe
at 10:45 Mondays. , Wednesdays
and Fridays. "Will leave Taos

Corner Sixonil and (iold.

A

Coal)

NOTICE

Wiseman, Jeweler

"COLD FEET"

(Strictly a domestic

18.

Our ( hrlMniiiH Club.
SAVIi MOMiV

, 214

OMERA EGG

Will open for business Octo-

CAFE

Call M.

company, owners of the burned vessel, have' arranged to replace her
u
on the Los
run
with the shipping board liner President Harrison, now at San

Representative T. E. Burto.u
Theodore E. Burton, Obioan,
member of the American debt
funding commission, returned from
his trip abroad and immediately
"went into conference with President Harding. While abroad Burton attended the third assembly of
the league of nations.

to confer with his associates relative to tlio awarding of contracts
for the construction of the New
Mexico and Northwestern railway.
which will run from Bernalillo into
the Jemez section ol tne si .to, aim
to make plans for. the immediate
construction of the lumber mill at
Bernalillo. Mr. Porter is president
of the Porter Lumber company
and of the White Pine 'Lumber
company which has large interests
in this state.
Among the associates of Mr. Porter are Col. George E. Breece, and
his sons Lyman and F. II. Porter,
both of whom have been in the
city for some time.
brack between
The connecting
the Santa Fe line and the proposed New Mexico and Northwestern line Is being constructed by the
Santa Fe company and will soon
C. H. CONNEK, M. 1). 1). O.
Material for the
be completed.
Osteopathic Specialist. 325-now railway is now being Bhippoil
Bldg. Tel. 70I-in and rails for 23 miles of line Stern
Adv.
are now on the ground. More than
100,000 ties are boing shipped to
ferns. Ives GreenBeautiful
Bernalillo from the Zunl mounhouses. Phone 732. Adv.
tains.
It is expected that the contract
&. MacCRACKEN,
for the construction of the railway Bit. FRANK B.
MauCRACliEU.
Bit. DAISY
will be awarded today.
Osteopathic Physicians. 89-More than 400 workmen will bo,
employed op thp construction of K. 1 , Building. Plume Office
J
Adv.
Residence
the railway and ah additional 200
will soon be at work building the
new mill. Actual work is expected Want Ads
Bring.Quick Results
to start on the projects
within!
three or four weeks.
Considerable
interest Is being
taken by Albuquerqueans in the
FOR KENT
activities at Bernalillo, according:
Modern furnished apartment,
to Sidney M. "Weil, one of the leadcheap rent for party willing to
ers in the development work. More care
upstairs rooms which
than 300 Albnquerque automobiles, are for
5
a
now rented;
visited Bernalillo yesterday.
month rooms for rent. 830 N.
The Bernalillo
Townslto com1944-pany will start at once to erect 60 Fifth. Phone
houses at Bernalillo, Mr. Weil
'
ed yesterday. The houses will hs;
built in groups of 10. The Berna
lillo boosters are not going to wait
for the highway department tq.
Leaving for Gallup Wednesbuild a road through Bernalillo,
day morning, Oct. 18, at 7 a.m.
but will start work at once gradl'rice $5.00,
ing the road, which is in bad conPhone G01
dition.
Sidewalks will lie put In
Call for Armijo. First & Tijeras
secnew
business
the
throughout
tion and through the new town ad'
dition.
Speaking of the new development, Mr. Well stated his belief
to be that within a few weeks, announcement of several other business enterprises opening up In Bernalillo would be made.
Shades made to order.
Anticipating the opening of the
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Jemez country, farmers in that
Cloths)
section are preparing for larger
Kirsh Curtain Rods
161U-and
ma415 North Sixth
better
heavier
crops
and
Phono
chinery is being shipped In. Two
tractors
were
large
shipped
through Bernalillo yesterday. It is
that
the
expected
growing of sugar beets will prove one of the most
Profitable crons in flint sprHnn nc
tests have proved the soil and cli- -'
mate to be suitable for this partic
ular crop.

LAST TIME TODAY

J.

games,

and lost 72: Vernon, the runner-tip- .
won 123 and Inst 78. The . percentages were (138 and 618.
Today was William Gamm day
and the San Francisco third baseman, recently sold to the Chicago
Americans for $100,000, was presented with a handsome diamond
ring. The third sacker has received many testimonials, wishing him
luck upon his Chicago venture.

V

-4.

the city yesterday

--

PURAN Ttosendita Duran. aged
9, died yesterday morning at her
parents' residence, 708 West Tijeras avenue. Funeral services
will be held this afternoon at 3
o'clock from Crollott's
funeral
Burial will be at Santa
chapel.
Barbara cemetery.

To

tu rived In

El Taso, Texas, Oct. 15. Two
General Francisco
officers of
army
Murguia's
revolutionary
were killed and one wounded in
a battle with members of the
defensa sociales home guards
at Kancho Jesus Maria, Durango,
according to telegraph reports received by General J. J, Mendez,
commander of the Juarez garrison, from General Eugenio Martinez, commander of the northern
military zone of Mexico, who was
in Camargo, Chihuahua.
Captain Bias Gongora and Sec
ond Sergeant Gutierrez were killed. Colonel Alfonso Villareal was
wounded.
Murgula Is hard
pressed by
federal forces and his capture is
believed to be imminent, the mes
sage added.
in
Revolutionary
sympathizers
El Paso tonight said that federal
troops are being materially aided
in the campaign against Murjmia
who are
Yillistas,
by former
CITY KI.KCTKIO
8IIOB SHOP
deadly enemies of the revolutionrbnnii
IS Hnutb grrand.
ary leader. In an effort to conFree Call and Delivery. Adv.
solidate forces with General Juan
First and Coal.
Carrasco In
and
American Lumber company. his men wereSlnaloa, Murgula
Public Stenographer.
traveling west and Rill. 8, Mcllnl
High and Silver.
Bldg. Ph. 303.. Adv.
were reported near Villa's rarch
Broadway and Silver.
at Canutillo, Durango.
Fourth and Lead.
General Hosalio Hernandez, reCorsages,
Wedding
bouquets.
First and Tijeras.'
ported with Murgula, is operating Ives. Phono 732. Adv.
Edith and Hazeldlne.
Is not near the
and
Independently
Second and Roma.
the scene of recent battles be- IR. ROBERT I). I1RF.WIXGTON
Second and Marble.
tween federal troops and MurOSTEOPATH
and
Hazeldine.
Broadway
guia's army. Mexican political exLung and Stomacli Siiecinllst.
Sixth and Fruit.
iles hero declare.
Office 50U E. Central. Phone 515-Sixth and Copper.
Eighth and Tijeras.
"Les Miserablcs." which has been
Arno and Garfield.
translated into almost every lanTwelfth and Marquette.
guage, and is read all over the
Forrester and Marble.
world, brought Victor Hugo about
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Albuquerque's

Porter Arives to Make
Arrangements for Build-

G. A.
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THEATRE

Directors of the Albuquerque
Hotel company have declared this
to be 100 per cent payment week
on subscriptions.
By this it is not
meant that all subscribers are expected to complete, their payments,
but it is hoped that all subscribers
who hold deferred paymo.it stock,
will make some payment this week.
The reason for the unusual effort
this week is because it has been
found that collections from the
of each
to the twenty-firs- t
mouth have been the smallest o(
any other period and because the
directors want to keep the payments regular so as not to overlap.
Approximately $30,000 more will
be needed for the October estimate.
With the payment of this estimate,
the
Jay J. Garfield, contractor fo.r thv
hotel, stated yesterday that
large payments will have been met
and that from then on, the monthconstruction will
ly payments-obe much smaller.
Collections for October have been
good, the daily collection averaging
more than $1,000 so far this month,
In the hope of keeping this up and
increasing the collections for the
remainder of the month, the directors have decided upon the 100 per
cent collection week, hoping that
every subscriber will make a payment of some amount on his utoek,
even though a regular payment has
but recently been made.

BE MADE TODAY

Survey

STORE,,

'508 Wett Central.

NEW RAILWAY TO

0

BLANKS

Now Salt Mackerel.
Norway Bloater Marl.rrcl.
Smoked Bloaters,
liolirlres Herring.
Holland Herring.
I holcc Mushrooms.
Hotel Mushrooms.
Norwegian Sardines.

HOTEL SUBSCRIBERS
URGED TO MAKE BIG
EFFORT THIS WEEK

OHIOAN ON DEBT
CONTRACTS FOR
COMMISSION BACK
IN U. S. AFTER TRIF

'SCHOOL PUPILS

P
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WOOD

Spilt Wood. Kindling.

PINION
Fireplace

Logs

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

'

'
PHONE 85.
Cliy Office, 108 South Second.

j

